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Abstract

The mechanization of computation has challenged humans for centuries. The aba-

cus is believed to have been invented by the Babylonians in the 24th century b.c.e.

Archimedes used the mechanical principle of balance to calculate mathematical prob-

lems, such as the number of grains of sand in the universe, in the 3rd century b.c.e.

The Antikythera mechanism, which is believed to be one of the first mechanical analog

computers, was constructed in the 1st century b.c.e. and has been reconstructed in

recent times. It included displays of the phases of the moon, eclipse predictions, and

the positions of the visible planets.

In the early 1900s, David Hilbert posed, among other problems, his famous Entschei-

dungsproblem. This was a research challenge for finding a procedure that for any given

logical expression can decide its validity or satisfiability by finitely many operations.

On his way to a solution to this problem, Alan Turing in his revolutionary paper, pre-

sented a formal computational model, called today “Turing machines”. Over the next

few decades, many brilliant minds, like Kolmogorov, Schönhage, Cook, and Reckhow

suggested alternative models for effective computation.

But since then, the notion of what constitutes computation has evolved (and keeps

evolving) rapidly. Today, computation comes in many flavors: the classical discrete,

sequential version; analog or hybrid setups; and the more recent parallel and concurrent

varieties. Moreover, virtually any natural process may be viewed as an evolving system

of hybrid (mixed discrete and analog) computation. Modern evolving systems—be they

physical, biological, or computational—are typically viewable on many distinct levels

of abstraction.

Our overarching goal in this study is to analyze the fundamental aspects of these

different computational paradigms, unite them under a common formalism, and under-

stand their implications for questions of effectivity and complexity. In particular, we

study parallel, concurrent, and hybrid computational mechanisms.

It has been convincingly argued by Gurevich (presaged by Post) that logical struc-

tures are the right way to view evolving algorithmic states, just as they are ideal for



capturing the salient features of static entities. Based on that insight and a formal-

ization of what it means for an algorithm to be governed by a finite text, Gurevich

provided the most general and generic definition of what constitutes a classical se-

quential algorithm. His model captures the algorithmic behavior on whatever level of

abstraction is natural for the particular algorithm. In this work, we develop his ideas

further. We provide a similar-style definition for generic parallel algorithms and prove

that the evolution of any system that satisfies our axiomatization is indeed mechanical.

We extend the definition of effectiveness, given by Boker and Dershowitz, to cover

effectiveness relative to oracles (as suggested by Turing). We also use their original

definition of effectiveness to provide a general notion of complexity of effective algo-

rithms. With that in hand, we prove two results: any effective classical algorithm may

be simulated by a random-access machine with only constant factor time overhead, and

that effective parallel algorithms can be simulated by a parallel random-access machine

with only polylog overhead in time and number of processors. The latter also leads

to the conclusion that Turing poly-space is equivalent to parallel poly-time, given that

algorithms may not have more than an exponential number of agents.

In the same groundbreaking paper, Turing defined a universal machine, which may

simulate any other computation. In this work we suggest a similar notion of universality

over arbitrary domains. We also address the issue of “honesty” of representations.

Another issue of honesty that we address is in the representation of effective domains.

Since effectiveness presupposes order; effective domains may “hide” some unexpected

information. Also, ordered domains are not always natural; for example, a graph

does not naturally have any order on its nodes. As a way to overcome this, Gurevich

suggested the definition of general “fair” unordered domains. We, in turn, define an

alternative computational model, the dynamic cellular automaton, and prove that those

automata simulate unordered domains. Thus, this model may be used for fair unordered

computations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The notion of what constitutes computation has evolved rapidly in recent decades.

Today, computation comes in many flavors: the classical discrete, sequential version;

analog or hybrid setups; and the more recent parallel and concurrent varieties. Our

overarching goal in this study is to analyze the fundamental aspects of these different

computational paradigms and to understand their implications for questions of effectiv-

ity and complexity. This foundational line of investigation has the potential to impact

the design of specification, prototyping, and programming languages and tools for these

classes of computation.

1.1 Algorithmic Computation

Donald Knuth writes [78]:

Algorithms are concepts which have existence apart from any programming

language. . . . Algorithms were present long before Turing et al. formulated

them, just as the concept of the number “two” was in existence long before

the writers of first grade textbooks and other mathematical logicians gave

it a certain precise definition.

Indeed, algorithms existed long before Turing invented his machines. Though we

lack detailed information about the mathematics developed by ancient Egyptians be-

ginning some 5000 years before the present, we do know that they used a decimal

representation for natural numbers and that they had a linear algorithm for multipli-

cation based on the ability to multiply and divide by two along with addition. Much

1
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more is known about the mathematics developed by ancient Babylonians some 4000

years ago. As may be seen from clay tablets found in the 19th century, they used a sex-

agesimal (base 60) numeral system. In [77], Knuth describes some of their algorithms.

They did not have algebraic notations, but they described formulas as step-by-step lists

of rules for evaluation. This might be considered as a form of ancient programming.

Those computations are linear. As Knuth states, there is only one slight intimation of

the use of conditions in computation. That is in the division algorithm, were compu-

tation proceeds differently if the reciprocal of the divisor does not appear in the table.

He suggests that modern mathematics is deeply rooted in such ancient knowledge.

Conditionals are, however, found widely in the mathematics of the ancient Greeks,

known from about the third century b.c.e. A prime example is the well-known Eu-

clidian algorithm for greatest common divisor. Euclidian geometry uses algorithms

in terms of ruler and compass operations, which are perfect examples of non-effective

algorithms, at a time when the notion of algorithm was not yet well-defined.1

In [62], Gurevich suggested a very general axiomatization of sequential computation,

which corresponds to the classical notion of algorithm. This formalization works over

arbitrary domains. Gurevich proved that any transition system satisfying these axioms

can be described syntactically as an abstract state machine (ASM), a generic model of

computation, over the same signature. Roughly speaking, this machine has two main

operations: it can compare the values of terms—to verify the current state, and it can

process assignments—to update the current state.

1.2 Mechanical Computation

Many mechanical devices have been devised for specific computational purposes, rang-

ing from the abacus to Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz’s Step Reckoner for multiplica-

tion to various arithmetical calculators of the twentieth century, such as the wonderful

Curta [111].

Perhaps the most remarkable ancient device is the recently re-constructed An-

tikythera mechanism, which included displays of the phases of the moon, eclipse pre-

dictions, and the positions of the visible planets [110].

The first suggestion of a universal computing device appears to be Charles Bab-

1Al-Khwarizmi’s Algoritmi de numero Indorum was published in the 9th century.
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bage’s Analytical Engine, about which Ada Augusta Lovelace presciently made the

following remarks [83]:

[The Engine is for] developing and tabulating any function whatever. . . .

The engine [is] the material expression of any indefinite function of any

degree of generality and complexity.

Many persons who are not conversant with mathematical studies imag-

ine that because the business of the engine is to give its results in numerical

notation, the nature of its processes must consequently be arithmetical and

numerical rather than algebraical and analytical. This is an error. The

engine can arrange and combine its numerical quantities exactly as if they

were letters or any other general symbols; and in fact it might bring out its

results in algebraical notation were provisions made accordingly.

One more recent design: In 1982, Fredkin and Toffoli [48] described a mechanical

model built of ideal billiard balls and polygonal obstacles and proved that it can,

conceptually at least, simulate any polynomial-space reversible Turing machine.

1.3 Analog Computation

Noted physicist, Freeman Dyson, writes in Edge (March 13, 2001):

The two ways of processing information are analog and digital. An LP

record gives us music in analog form, a CD gives us music in digital form.

A slide-rule does multiplication and division in analog form, an electronic

calculator or computer does them in digital form.

Dyson’s examples illustrate two dimensions of what is called analog. A slide-rule is

analog, since computations work with lengths of intervals that are in analogy with

the real values of interest. Thus, it computes approximations involving continuous

quantities, but the steps in a computation are discrete and sequential. This aspect of

analog computation is called continuous space, since it operates over an uncountable

domain. A compact disc records and produces discrete values, but it is continuously

spinning and so its operations occur at moments of continuous time. A vinyl record,

on the other hand, not only operates in real, continuous time, but produces real-

valued displacements at each moment of time, in such a way that the motions of the
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needle are analogous to sound waves. And, of course, an ordinary calculator is purely

digital. Hybrid systems, such as robots, combine aspects of both the digital and analog

computing paradigms.

Probably the best known “universal” continuous-time machine is Vannevar Bush’s

landmark 1931 Differential Analyzer [22]. Preceding that, there were special purpose

analog devices, including Blaise Pascal’s 1642 Pascaline and Johann Martin Hermann’s

1814 Planimeter. In 1941, Shannon [101] proposed the General Purpose Analog Com-

puter (GPAC) as a theoretical model of the differential analyzer and asserted that it

generates precisely the class of differentially algebraic functions [88]. A more robust

class of GPACs has been defined recently by Graça and Costa [59]. Bournez [20] has

shown that, by considering a notion of computation inspired by recursive analysis [58],

the GPAC-computable functions are precisely the computable functions over reals. In

particular, the Gamma function is computable in this sense, but not in Shannon’s

original model [96]. Rubel [97] proposed an extension of Shannon’s original GPAC,

called the Extended Analog Computer, with additional operations to solve boundary

value problems or to take certain infinite limits, and this extension has been imple-

mented [84]. For surveys of analog computing, see [19, 81].

Continuous-space and continuous-time computing are both gaining in importance,

especially in this modern world of complex embedded systems. Various models of

these schemes have been proposed. For example, the Blum-Shub-Smale model [11] is

a sequential programming language working in continuous space and allowing equality

tests between real values. Real-time programming (e.g. [104]) is a relatively mild form

of continuous-time programming, in which it is necessary to take into account the

time required for each operation.2 Continuous-time computational models also include

neural networks [60], and systems that can be built using electronic analog devices.

1.4 Natural Computation

Evolving systems—be they physical, biological, or computational—are typically view-

able on many distinct levels of abstraction. Let us imagine some closed ecosystem as

an example. An ecologist views species, populations, and their interactions; population

growth and shrinkage may be modeled, say, by predator-prey and other resource equa-

2We are using the term “real-time programming” for “time aware” programming, in general, not
for “permanently ready” compilers.
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tions. A biologist takes a different viewpoint, based on the individual organisms; she

may develop a kinetic model for swarming behavior, for instance. On a lower level still,

a biochemist sees interacting cell systems; he might use a diffusion-reaction equation to

describe the development of the colorings on an animal’s coat. The chemist looks at

reactions on the molecular level; the physicist sees atoms and their constituents. The

common denominator of all these views is one of a complex of objects that evolve over

time and that interact with each other and with their environment according to a set

of rules. As Galileo observed in Il Saggiatore, the “manual” of the universe is written

in mathematical language. It is this generic notion of a system of interacting objects

that we seek to capture in this research.

1.5 Effective Computation

In 1900, David Hilbert posed, among other problems, the research challenge of how

to effectively determine whether any given polynomial with rational coefficients has

rational roots [70]. Later, he and Wilhelm Ackermann underscored the importance of

the decision problem for validity of formulæ in (first-order predicate) logic, which they

called the Entscheidungsproblem [71, pp. 73–74].

Hilbert was seeking an effective procedure that could solve every instance of the

validity question, positively or negatively: “We assume that we have the capacity to

name things by signs, that we can recognize them again. With these signs we can then

carry out operations that are analogous to those of arithmetic and that obey analogous

laws” (quoted in [107]). This stressed the following question: “What is an effective

algorithm?”.

In 1936, Alonzo Church suggested that the recursive functions, or the computa-

tionally equivalent lambda-definable numeric functions, capture the intended concept

of “effectively calculable” procedure [26, p. 356]. Alan Turing [113] suggested that all

computable functions may be computed by a formal computational machines, that he

suggested, and that we call today “Turing machines”, a model that has gained almost

universal acceptance as synonymous with effective computation. To quote Turing in

1948 [115]:

Logical Computing Machines [i.e. what are today called “Turing machines”]

can do anything that could be described as “rule of thumb” or “purely me-
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chanical”. This is sufficiently well established that it is now agreed amongst

logicians that “calculable by means of an LCM” is the correct rendering of

such phrases.

Turing machines provide a computational model for strings and recursive functions

for the natural numbers. But computability is a more general notion than recursiveness

or Turing computability. Boker and Dershowitz [14] proposed a principled way to

compare the computational power of different models of computation. This led to an

ASM-style axiomatization of effective algorithms [15, 41]. The main difference of this

class is that the domain of each machine is constructible from its signature. Unlike

Turing’s analysis [113], and subsequent generalizations [52, 79, 80, 105, 106, 108, 109],

those axioms of effective computation are, at the same time, both formal and generic.

They are formal in that they may be cast as precise mathematical statements; they

are generic in that they apply to computations with arbitrary states and arbitrary

programmable transitions.

Beyond that, Turing extended the notion of computability to devices provided with

oracles that “magically” provide answers to questions for which there may be no ef-

fective means of providing answers. We extend the definition given by Boker and

Dershowitz to encompass effectiveness relative to oracles (Chapter 3).

1.6 Parallel Computation

In 1978, Fortune and Wyllie endowed random-access machines with multiple processors

working simultaneously governed by a common clock [47]. We call this model today

the parallel random–access machine (PRAM). This model has gained much attention

and different parallel models have been developed. In 1979 [68], Hemmerling described

a model with several finite-state automata working on one common tape. In 1984 [120],

Wiedermann generalized this idea to parallel Turing machine.

Another effort was made to generalize a notion of parallel computation. Gold-

schlager in [56] described a model with almost identical processors that all start simul-

taneously at the start of computation and communicate via shared memory. Galil and

Paul [51] described a model of computation that has “similar” processors that start up

at runtime and communicate via direct processor-to-processor links. From an intuitive

point of view, parallel computation consists of a collection of processors that all execute
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the same algorithm and in some way có’operate to exchange results.

All the above models work over classical domains: strings or natural numbers.

In [8], Blass and Gurevich [6, 8] successfully characterized parallel algorithms within

the abstract-state-machine framework. Their approach, being formal and generic, is

not easy to restrict to the effective case, due to a strong usage of multisets. So we

propose an alternative characterization of parallel algorithms, also within the abstract-

state-machine framework. Our model is simpler than that of Blass and Gurevich for the

cases we consider, but is restricted to shared memory có’operation only and also restricts

the number of child processes. On the other hand, in our model, algorithms need not

deal at all with process identifiers and the number of processes at the initial step is

unrestricted and may be of any cardinality. We provide an alternative programming

language, slightly different from what Blass and Gurevich suggested, and prove that

evolution of any computational system that satisfies our axioms may be described by

a finite rule in our language (Chapter 6).

1.7 Universal Computation

In the same groundbreaking paper [113] in which he invented the Turing machine and

settled the Entscheidungsproblem, Turing suggested a notion of universal machine—

one machine that can do any computation. Again, the notion of universal machine was

considered over two classical domains: Davis [31] and Rogers [94] have proposed gen-

eral definitions of universality for Turing machines and for partial recursive functions,

respectively. We extend the notion of universality to arbitrary sets of functions over ar-

bitrary domains, while addressing oft-ignored questions of “honesty” of representations

of domains (Chapter 4).

1.8 Complexity of Computation

The inefficiency of Turing machines led to the development of more efficient models.

In 1971, Hartmanis [67] and Cook and Reckhow [29] developed the random-access reg-

ister machine (RAM) model for the purpose of measuring computational complexity

of computer algorithms. This theoretical model is close in spirit to the design of mod-

ern, von Neumann architecture, computers and serves as a more realistic measure of

(asymptotic) time and space resource usage than do Turing’s machines. Indeed, the
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RAM model has become the standard machine model for the analysis of concrete al-

gorithms. It remains conceivable, however, that there exists some sort of model that

is more sophisticated than RAMs, one that allows for even more time-wise efficient

algorithms, yet ought still be considered “reasonable”. We prove that this is not the

case (Chapter 7).

Any effective model by its nature works over an ordered domain. Being a non-trivial

relation, order may hide some non-trivial and even non-computable information. And

an algorithm may take advantage on that order. So our next challenge is to prove

the following statement: any function computable over an unordered domain can be

computed by a RAM with only a small time overhead. To do so, we will use algorithms

over an unordered domain, as defined in [9].

A further challenge is to exploit the computational power of effective non-classical

models like parallel and distributed machines. As explained by Parberry [85]: The

Extended Church-Turing Thesis states . . . that time on all “reasonable” machine models

is related by a polynomial. To establish this version for parallel machines, we use

our formalization of parallel algorithms, but restrict it to a class of effective parallel

algorithm. We investigate if those algorithms are equivalent to classical parallel models,

like the PRAM.
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1.9 Outline of this Thesis

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 What is a Sequential Algorithm?

Evolving algebras, invented by Yuri Gurevich [61], constitute a most general model of

computation, one that can operate on any desired level of abstraction of data structures

and native operations. All (ordinary) models of computation are instances of this one

generic paradigm. Later, Gurevich [62] axiomatized sequential algorithms and proved

that the evolution of the states of any such algorithm may be captured by abstract-

state-machine (ASM) programs, proving that evolution may be described in a purely

mechanical way. In this chapter, we give an overview of the foundational considerations

underlying this model, on top of which our work proceeds (based on the exposition

in [5, 16, 41]).

Chapter 3 What is an Effective Algorithm?

In [13, 16], Boker and Dershowitz presented a constructor-based axiomatization of

effectiveness, which is both formal and generic, based on Gurevich’s axiomatization of

algorithms, in general. We will adopt that formalization in this work. In this chapter,

we generalize that notion with a generic definition of effectiveness relative to oracle

operations. This work was published in [37].

Chapter 4 Universality.

Alan Turing, in his groundbreaking 1936 paper on the undecidability of the Halting

Problem and the Entscheidungsproblem [113], also invented the notion of a universal

machine. There are two domains that are standard in discussions of computability: (1)

finite strings over finite alphabets—for which the Turing-computable partial functions

are the effective ones, and (2) the natural numbers—for which the effective functions

are identified with the partial recursive ones. We generalize the notion of universal-

ity to arbitrary sets of functions over arbitrary domains, while addressing oft-ignored

questions of “honesty” of representations of domains. This work was described in [38].

Chapter 5 Generic Evolving Systems.

In [34], Dershowitz presented a scheme of generic evolving systems. Those systems

are composed of coöperating cells. Each cell has some local data and may evolve in its
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own way. Systems can have shared memory, which is accessible by all cells. In addition,

cells may communicate via message passing. Some cells are connected by channels and

may use those connections to send each other messages. In this section, we present an

extended version of this model (a publication is being prepared).

Chapter 6 What is a Parallel Algorithm?

In this chapter, we represent parallel algorithms as a special case of generic evolving

systems, where at each tick of a common clock every cell executes exactly one step of

a common sequential algorithm and may also create a bounded number of child cells.

We prove, similar to [62], that evolution of such a system may be captured by a finite

program, which we call a parallel ASM program. This work was published in [40].

Chapter 7 Extended Computational Thesis.

In Chapter 2, we describe a notion of classical generic algorithm and restrict it to

the effective class in Chapter 3. In the first part of this chapter, we define a generic

notion of complexity for classical effective algorithms and prove that any such algorithm

can be simulated by a RAM with only a constant factor overhead in time. A somewhat

weaker result was published in [36], a journal version of the improved result has been

submitted to [35]

In Chapter 6, we provide a notion of a generic parallel algorithm and its restriction

to a class of effective ones. In the second part of this chapter, we define an appropri-

ate notion of complexity for parallel effective algorithms. We prove that any parallel

effective algorithm with P (n) cells and time complexity T (n) may be simulated by an

arithmetic parallel-RAM (PRAM) with time overhead polylog T (n) polylog P (n). We

then deduce that any parallel effective algorithm with no more than an exponential

number of cells may be simulated by a PRAM with only polynomial-time cost. From

that we conclude that polynomial parallel time is equivalent to polynomial Turing

space, as been conjectured (these results will be sent to a journal).

Chapter 8 Cellular Automata.

In this chapter, we present a special case of generic evolving systems, called dynamic

cellular automata. In this model, each cell is in one of a predefined finite set of states—

which we call colored cells. At each step, one active cell makes a bounded number

of changes in its closed neighborhood. We show that this model captures classical
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unordered algorithms. This work was published in [39].

Chapter 9 Continuous Time.

We believe that continuous-time processes can be formalized within a framework

of evolving logical structures. The significance of our efforts lies in the building of

foundations for the design of specification and programming languages and tools for

analog and hybrid computing, paradigms that are crucial in today’s world. Capturing

the notion of algorithm and computation for analog systems is also a first step towards

a better understanding of computability theory for continuous-time systems.

In this chapter, we adapt and extend ideas from work on ASMs to the analog case,

that is to say, from notions of algorithms for digital models to analogous notions for

analog systems. We provide a partial axiomatization for generic analog models. This

work was published in [21].

Chapter 10 Conclusions and Future Work.

We conclude with a brief summary of the contributions of this research and some

ideas for future work.



Chapter 2

What is a Sequential Algorithm?

2.1 Background

Abstract state machines (ASMs), invented by Yuri Gurevich [61], constitute a most

general model of computation, one that can operate on any desired level of abstraction

of data structures and native operations. All ordinary models of computation are

instances of this one generic paradigm. Here, we give an overview of the foundational

considerations underlying the model (borrowed from [33]1).2

Programs (of the sequential, non-interactive variety) in this formalism are built

from three components:

• There are generalized assignments f(s1, . . . , sn) := t, where f is any function

symbol (in the vocabulary of the program) and the si and t are arbitrary terms

(in that vocabulary).

• Statements may be prefaced by a conditional test, if C then do else do ,

where C is a propositional combination of equalities between terms.

• Program statements may be composed in parallel, following the keyword do,

short for do in parallel.

An ASM program describes a single transition step; its statements are executed

repeatedly, as a unit, until no assignments have their conditions enabled. (Additional

constructs beyond these are needed for interaction and large-scale parallelism, which

are not addressed in this chapter).

1With permission.
2For a video lecture of Gurevich’s on this subject, see http://www.youtube.com/v/7XfA5EhH7Bc.

12

http://www.youtube.com/v/7XfA5EhH7Bc
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Algorithm 1 An abstract-state-machine program for sorting.

if j = n then if i+ 1 6= n then do

{
i := i+ 1

j := i+ 2

else do

if F (i) > F (j) then do

{
F (i) := F (j)

F (j) := F (i)

j := j + 1

Algorithm 2 An abstract-state-machine program for bisection search.

if |b− a| > ε then do

{
if sgn f((a+ b)/2) = sgn f(a) then a := (a+ b)/2

if sgn f((a+ b)/2) = sgn f(b) then b := (a+ b)/2

As a simple example, consider the program shown as Algorithm 1, describing a

version of selection sort, where F (0), . . . , F (n− 1) contain values to be sorted, F being

a unary function symbol.

Initially, n ≥ 1 is the quantity of values to be sorted, i is set to 0, and j to 1. The

brackets indicate statements that are executed in parallel. The program proceeds by

repeatedly modifying the values of i and j, as well as of locations in F , referring to

terms F (i) and F (j). When all conditions fail, that is, when j = n and i+ 1 = n, the

values in F have been sorted vis-à-vis the black-box relation “>”. The program halts,

as there is nothing left to do. (Declarations and initializations for program constants

and variables are not shown.)

This sorting program is not partial to any particular representation of the natural

numbers 1, 2, etc., which are being used to index F . Whether an implementation

uses natural language, or decimal numbers, or binary strings is immaterial, as long as

addition behaves as expected (and equality and disequality, too). Furthermore, the

program will work regardless of the domain from which the values of F are drawn (be

they integers, reals, strings, or what not), so long as means are provided for evaluating

the inequality (>) relation.

Another simple ASM program is shown in Algorithm 2. This is a standard bisection

search for the root of a function, as described in [57, Algorithm #4]. The point is that

this abstract formulation is, as the author of [57] wrote, “applicable to any continuous

function” over the reals—including ones that cannot be programmed.

What is remarkable about ASMs is that this very simple model of computation

suffices to precisely capture the behavior of the whole class of ordinary algorithms
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over any domain. The reason is that, by virtue of the abstract state machine (ASM)

representation theorem of [62] (Theorem 2 below), any algorithm that satisfies three

very natural “Sequential Postulates” can be step-by-step, state-for-state emulated by

an ASM. Those postulates, articulated in Section 2.2, formalize the following intuitions:

(I) an algorithm is a state-transition system; (II) given the algorithm, state information

determines future transitions and can be captured by a logical structure; and (III) state

transitions are governed by the values of a finite and input-independent set of terms.

The significance of the Sequential Postulates lies in their comprehensiveness. They

formalize which features exactly characterize a classical algorithm in its most abstract

and generic manifestation. Programs of all models of effective, sequential computation

satisfy the postulates, as do idealized algorithms for computing with real numbers (e.g.

Algorithm 2), or for geometric constructions with compass and straightedge (see [91]

for examples of the latter).

Abstract state machines are a computational model that is not wedded to any par-

ticular data representation, in the way, say, that Turing machines manipulate strings

using a small set of tape operations. The Representation Theorem, restated in Sec-

tion 2.3, establishes that ASMs can express and precisely emulate any and all algorithms

satisfying the premises captured by the postulates. For any such algorithm, there is an

ASM program that describes precisely the same state-transition function, state after

state, as does the algorithm. In this sense, ASMs subsume all other computational

models.

It may be informative to note the similarity between the form of an ASM, namely,

a single repeated loop of a set of generalized assignments nested within conditionals

with the “folk theorem” to the effect that any flowchart program can be converted

to a single loop composed of conditionals, sequencing, and assignments, with the aid

of some auxiliary variables (see [66]). Parallel composition gives ASMs the ability to

perform multiple actions sans extra variables, and to capture all that transpires in a

single step of any algorithm.

This versatility of ASMs is what makes them so ideal for both specification and

prototyping. Indeed, ASMs have been used to model all manner of programming ap-

plications, systems, and languages, each on the precise intended level of abstraction.

See [17] and the ASM website (http://www.eecs.umich.edu/gasm) for numerous ex-

emplars. ASMs provide a complete means of describing algorithms, whether or not

http://www.eecs.umich.edu/gasm
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they can be implemented effectively. On account of their abstractness, one can ex-

press generic algorithms, like our bisection search for arbitrary continuous real-valued

functions, or like Gaussian elimination, even when the field over which it is applied is

left unspecified. AsmL [63], an executable specification language based on the ASM

framework, has been used in industry, in particular for the behavioral specification of

interfaces (see, for example, [3]).

Church’s Thesis asserts that the recursive functions are the only numeric functions

that can be effectively computed. Similarly, Turing’s Thesis stakes the claim that any

function on strings that can be mechanically computed can be computed, in particular,

by a Turing machine. More generally, one additional natural hypothesis regarding the

describability of initial states of algorithms, as explained in Chapter 3, characterizes

the effectiveness of any model of computation, operating over any (countable) data

domain (Theorem 32).

On account of the ability of ASMs to precisely capture single steps of any algorithm,

one can infer absolute bounds on the complexity of algorithms under arbitrary effective

models of computation, as will be seen (Theorem 32) at the end of Section 7.4.

2.2 Sequential Algorithms

The Sequential Postulates of [62] regarding algorithmic behavior are based on the fol-

lowing key observations:

• A state should contain all the relevant information, apart from the algorithm

itself, needed to determine the next steps. For example, the “instantaneous de-

scription” of a Turing machine computation is just what is needed to pick up a

machine’s computation from where it has been left off; see [113]. Similarly, the

“continuation” of a Lisp program contains all the state information needed to re-

sume its computation. First-order structures suffice to model all salient features

of states. Compare [87, pp. 420–429].

• The values of programming variables, in and of themselves, are meaningless to

an algorithm, which is implementation independent. Rather, it is relationships

between values that matter to the algorithm. It follows that an algorithm should

work equally well in isomorphic worlds. Compare [52, p. 128]. An algorithm
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can—indeed, can only—determine relations between values stored in a state via

terms in its vocabulary and equalities (and disequalities) between their values.

• Algorithms are expressed by means of finite texts, making reference to only finitely

many terms and relations among them. See, for example, [76, p. 493].

The three postulates given below (from [62], modified slightly as in [5, 7]) assert that

a classical algorithm is a state-transition system operating over first-order structures in

a way that is invariant under isomorphisms. An algorithm is a prescription for updating

states, that is, for changing some of the interpretations given to symbols by states. The

essential idea is that there is a fixed finite set of terms that refer (possibly indirectly)

to locations within a state and which suffice to determine how the state changes during

any transition.

2.2.1 Sequential Time

To begin with, algorithms are deterministic state-transition systems.

Postulate I (Sequential Time). An algorithm determines the following:

• A nonempty set3 S of states and a nonempty subset S0 ⊆ S of initial states.

• A partial next-state transition function τ : S ⇀ S.

Terminal states S‡ ⊆ S are those states X for which no transition τ(X) is defined.

Having the transition depend only on the state means that states must store all the

information needed to determine subsequent behavior. Prior history is unavailable to

the algorithm unless stored in the current state.

State-transitions are deterministic. Classical algorithms in fact never leave room

for choices, nor do they involve any sort of interaction with the environment to de-

termine the next step. To incorporate nondeterministic choice, probabilistic choice, or

interaction with the environment, we will need to modify the above notion of transition.

This postulate is meant to exclude formalisms, such as [55, 89], in which the result

of a computation—or the continuation of a computation—may depend on (the limit of)

an infinite sequence of preceding (finite or infinitesimal) steps. Likewise, processes in

which states evolve continuously (as in analog processes, like the position of a bouncing

ball), rather than discretely, are eschewed (see Chapter 9).

3Or class; the distinction is irrelevant for our purposes.
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Though it may appear at first glance that a recursive function does not fit under

the rubric of a state-transition system, in fact the definition of a traditional recursive

function comes together with a computation rule for evaluating it. As Rogers [95, p. 7]

writes, “We obtain the computation uniquely by working from the inside out and from

left to right”.

2.2.2 Abstract State

Algorithm states are comprehensive: they incorporate all the relevant data (including

any “program counter”) that, when coupled with the program, completely determine

the future of a computation. States may be regarded as structures with (finitely many)

functions, relations, and constants. To simplify matters, relations will be treated as

truth-valued functions and constants as nullary functions. So, each state consists of a

domain (base set, universe, carrier) and interpretations for its symbols. All relevant

information about a state is given explicitly in the state by means of its interpretation

of the symbols appearing in the vocabulary of the structure. The specific details of the

implementation of the data types used by the algorithm cannot matter. In this sense

states are “abstract”. This crucial consideration leads to the second postulate.

Postulate II (Abstract State). The states S of an algorithm are (first-order) structures

over a finite vocabulary F , such that the following hold:

• If X is a state of the algorithm, then any structure Y that is isomorphic to X is

also a state, and Y is initial or terminal if X is initial or terminal, respectively.

• Transitions preserve the domain; that is, Domτ(X) = DomX for every non-

terminal state X.

• Transitions respect isomorphisms, so, if ζ : X ∼= Y is an isomorphism of non-

terminal states X,Y , then also ζ : τ(X) ∼= τ(Y ).

State structures are endowed with Boolean truth values and standard Boolean op-

erations, and vocabularies include symbols for these. As a structure, a state interprets

each of the function symbols in its vocabulary. For every k-ary symbol f in the vocab-

ulary of a state X and values a1, . . . , ak in its domain, some domain value b is assigned

to the location f(a1, . . . , ak), for which we write f(ā) 7→ b. In this way, X assigns a

value [[t]]X in DomX to (ground) terms t.
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Vocabularies are finite, since an algorithm must be describable in finite terms, so

can only refer explicitly to finitely many operations. Hence, an algorithm can not, for

instance, involve all of Knuth’s arrow operations, ↑, ↑↑, ↑↑↑, etc. Instead one could

employ a ternary operation λx, y, z. x ↑z y.

This postulate is justified by the vast experience of mathematicians and scientists

who have faithfully and transparently presented every kind of static mathematical or

scientific reality as a logical structure.

In restricting structures to be “first-order”, we are limiting the syntax to be first-

order. This precludes states with infinitary operations, like the supremum of infinitely

many objects, which would not make sense from an algorithmic point of view. This

does not, however, limit the semantics of algorithms to first-order notions. The domain

of states may have sequences, or sets, or other higher-order objects, in which case, the

state would also need to provide operations for dealing with those objects.

Closure under isomorphism ensures that the algorithm can operate on the chosen

level of abstraction. The states’ internal representation of data is invisible and immate-

rial to the program. This means that the behavior of an algorithm, in contradistinction

with its “implementation” as a C program—cannot, for example, depend on the mem-

ory address of some variable. If an algorithm does depend on such matters, then its

full description must also include specifics of memory allocation.

It is possible to liberalize this postulate somewhat to allow the domain to grow or

shrink, or for the vocabulary to be infinite or extensible, but such “enhancements” do

not materially change the notion of algorithm. An extension to structures with partial

operations is given in [5]; see Section 2.4.

2.2.3 Effective Transitions

The actions taken by a transition are describable in terms of updates of the form

f(ā) 7→ b, meaning that b is the new interpretation to be given by the next state

to the function symbol f for values ā. To program such an update, one can use an

assignment f(s̄) := t such that [[s̄]]X = ā and [[t]]X = b. We view a state X as a

collection of the graphs of its operations, each point of which is a location-value pair

also denoted f(ā) 7→ b. Thus, we can define the update set ∆(X) as the changed

points, τ(X) \X. When X is a terminal state and τ(X) is undefined, we indicate that

by setting ∆(X) = ⊥.
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The point is that ∆ encapsulates the state-transition relation τ of an algorithm

by providing all the information necessary to update the interpretation given by the

current state. But to produce ∆(X) for a particular state X, the algorithm needs to

evaluate some terms with the help of the information stored in X. The next postulate

will ensure that ∆ has a finite representation and its updates can be determined and

performed by means of only a finite amount of work. Simply stated, there is a fixed,

finite set of ground terms that determines the stepwise behavior of an algorithm.

Postulate III (Effective Transitions).4 For every algorithm, there is a finite set T

of (ground) critical terms over the state vocabulary, such that states that agree on the

values of the terms in T also share the same update sets. That is, ∆(X) = ∆(Y ), for

any two states X,Y such that [[t]]X = [[t]]Y for all t ∈ T . In particular, if one of X and

Y is terminal, so is the other.

The intuition is that an algorithm must base its actions on the values contained at

locations in the current state. Unless all states undergo the same updates uncondition-

ally, an algorithm must explore one or more values at some accessible locations in the

current state before determining how to proceed. The only means that an algorithm

has with which to reference locations is via terms, since the values themselves are ab-

stract entities. If every referenced location has the same value in two states, then the

behavior of the algorithm must be the same for both of those states.

This postulate—with its fixed, finite set of critical terms—precludes programs of

infinite size (like an infinite table lookup) or which are input-dependent.

A careful analysis of the notion of algorithm in [62] and an examination of the intent

of the founders of the field of computability in [41] demonstrate that the Sequential

Postulates are in fact true of all ordinary, sequential algorithms, the (only) kind en-

visioned by the pioneers of the field. In other words, all classical algorithms satisfy

Postulates I, II, and III. In this sense, the traditional notion of algorithm is precisely

captured by these axioms.

Definition 1 (Classical Algorithm). An object satisfying Postulates I, II, and III shall

be called a classical algorithm.

4Or Bounded Exploration.
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2.2.4 Equivalent Algorithms

It makes sense to say that two algorithms have the same behavior, or are behaviorally

equivalent, if they operate over the same states and have the same transition function.

Two algorithms are syntactically equivalent if their states are the same up to re-

naming of symbols (α-conversion) in their vocabularies, and if transitions are the same

after renaming.

For a wide-ranging discussion of algorithm equivalence, see [4].

2.3 Abstract State Machines

Abstract state machines (ASMs) are an all-powerful description language for the clas-

sical algorithms we have been characterizing.

2.3.1 Programs

The semantics of the ASM statements, assignment, parallel composition, and condi-

tionals, are as expected, and are formalized below. The program, as such, defines a

single step, which is repeated forever or until there is no next state.

For convenience, we show only a simple form of ASMs. Bear in mind, however, that

much richer languages for ASMs are given in [61] and are used in practice [64].

Programs are expressed in terms of some vocabulary. By convention, ASM programs

always include symbols for the Boolean values (true and false), undef for a default,

“undefined” value, standard Boolean operations (¬, ∧, ∨), and equality (=, 6=). The

vocabulary of the sorting program, for instance, contains F = {1, 2,+, >, F, n, i, j} in

addition to the standard symbols. Suppose that its states have integers and the three

standard values for their domain. The nullary symbols 0 and n are fixed programming

constants and serve as bounds of F . The nullary symbols i and j are programming

“variables” and are used as array indices. All its states interpret the symbols 1, 2,+, >,

as well as the standard symbols, as usual. Unlike i, j, and F , these are static; their

interpretation will never be changed by the program. Initial states have n ≥ 0, i = 0,

j = 1, some integer values for F (0), . . . , F (n− 1), plus undef for all other points of F .

This program always terminates successfully, with j = n = i + 1 and with the first n

elements of F in nondecreasing order.

There are no hidden variables in ASMs. If some steps of an algorithm are intended
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to be executed in sequence, say, then the ASM will need to keep explicit track of where

in the sequence it is up to.

2.3.2 Semantics

Unlike algorithms, which are observed to either change the value of a location in the

current state, or not, an ASM might “update” a location in a trivial way, giving it the

same value it already has. Also, an ASM might designate two conflicting updates for the

same location, what is called a clash, in which case the standard ASM semantics are to

cause the run to fail (just as real-world programs might abort). An alternative semantics

is to imagine a nondeterministic choice between the competing values. (Both were

considered in [61].) Here, we prefer to ignore both nondeterminism and implicit failure,

and tacitly presume that an ASM never involves clashes, albeit this is an undecidable

property.

To take the various possibilities into account, a proposed update set ∆+
P (X) (cf. [7])

for an ASM P may be defined in the following manner:

∆+
f(s1,...,sn):=t

(X) = {f([[s1]]X , . . . , [[sn]]X) 7→ [[t]]X}

∆+
do {P1···Pn}

(X) = ∆+
P1

(X) ∪ · · · ∪∆+
Pn

(X)

∆+
if C then P else Q

(X) =


∆+
P (X) if X |= C

∆+
Q(X) otherwise

∆+
if C then P

(X) =


∆+
P (X) if X |= C

∅ otherwise .

Here X |= C means, of course, that Boolean condition C holds true in X. When the

condition C of a conditional statement does not evaluate to true, the statement does

not contribute any updates.

When ∆+(X) = ∅ for ASM P , its execution halts with success, in terminal state

X. (Since no confusion will arise, we are dropping the subscript P .) Otherwise, the

updates are applied to X to yield the next state by replacing the values of all locations

in X that are referred to in ∆+(X). So, if the latter contains only trivial updates, P

will loop forever.

For terminal states X, the update set ∆(X) is ⊥, to signify that there is no next
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States X such that Update set ∆(X)

0 [[j]] = [[n]] = [[i]] + 1 ⊥

1 [[j]] = [[n]] 6= [[i]] + 1 i 7→ [[i]] + 1, j 7→ [[i]] + 2

2 [[j]] 6= [[n]] , [[F (i)]] > [[F (j)]] F ([[i]]) 7→ [[F (j)]] , F ([[j]]) 7→ [[F (i)]] , j 7→ [[j]] + 1

3 [[j]] 6= [[n]] , [[F (i)]] 6> [[F (j)]] j 7→ [[j]] + 1

Table 2.1: Update sets for sorting program.

state. For non-terminal X, ∆(X) is the set of non-trivial updates in ∆+(X). The

update sets for the sorting program (Algorithm 1) are shown in Table 2.1, with the

subscript in [[·]]X omitted. For example, if state X is such that n = 2, i = 0, j = 1,

F (0) = 1, and F (1) = 0, then (per row 2) ∆+(X) = {F (0) 7→ 0, F (1) 7→ 1, j 7→ 2}. For

this X, ∆(X) = ∆+(X), and the next state X ′ = τ(X) has i = 0 (as before), j = 2,

F (0) = 0 and F (1) = 1. After one more step (per row 1), in which F is unchanged,

the algorithm reaches a terminal state, X ′′ = τ(X ′), with j = n = i+ 1 = 2. Then (by

row 0), ∆+(X ′′) = ∅ and ∆(X ′′) = ⊥.

2.4 The Representation Theorem

Abstract state machines clearly satisfy the three Sequential Postulates: ASMs define a

state-transition function; they operate over abstract states; and they depend critically

on the values of a finite set of terms appearing in the program (and on the unchanging

values of parts of the state not modified by the program). For example, the critical

terms for our sorting ASM are all the terms appearing in it, except for the left-hand

sides of assignments, which contribute their proper subterms instead. These are j 6= n,

(j = n) ∧ (i + 1 6= n), F (i) > F (j), i + 2, j + 1, and their subterms. Only the values

of these affect the computation. Thus, any ASM describes a classical algorithm over

structures with the same vocabulary (similarity type).

The converse is of greater significance:

Theorem 2 (Representation [62, Theorem 6.13]). Every classical algorithm, in the

sense of Definition 1, has a behaviorally equivalent ASM, with the exact same states

and state-transition function.

The proof of this representation theorem constructs an ASM that contains con-
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ditions involving equalities and disequalities between critical terms. Closure under

isomorphisms is an essential ingredient for making it possible to express any algorithm

in the language of terms.

A typical ASM models partial functions (like division or tangent) by using the

special value, undef, denoting that the argument is outside the function’s domain of

definition, and arranging that most operations be strict, so a term involving an unde-

fined subterm is likewise undefined. The state of such an ASM would return true when

asked to evaluate an expression c/0 = undef, and it can, therefore, be programmed to

work properly, despite the partiality of division.

In [5], the analysis and representation theorem have been refined for algorithms

employing truly partial operations, operations that cause an algorithm to hang when

an operation is attempted outside its domain of definition (rather than return undef).

The point is that there is a behaviorally equivalent ASM that never attempts to access

locations in the state that are not also accessed by the given algorithm. Such partial

operations are required in the next section.



Chapter 3

What is an Effective Algorithm?

3.1 Introduction

In 1900, David Hilbert posed, among other problems, the research challenge of how

to effectively determine whether any given polynomial with rational coefficients has

rational roots [70]:1

[Probleme] 10. Entscheidung der Lösbarkeit einer Diophantischen

Gleichung. Eine Diophantische Gleichung mit irgend welchen Unbekan-

nten und mit ganzen rationalen Zahlencoefficienten sei vorgelegt: man soll

ein Verfahren angeben, nach welchem sich mittelst einer endlichen Anzahl

von Operationen entscheiden läßt, ob die Gleichung in ganzen rationalen

Zahlen lösbar ist.”

In the same lecture, as his famous second problem, Hilbert asked for a proof of the

consistency of (Peano) arithmetic.

Later, he and Wilhelm Ackermann underscored the importance of the decision

problem for validity of formulaæ in (first-order predicate) logic, which they called the

Entscheidungsproblem [71, pp. 73–74]:2

1[Problem] 10. Determination of the solvability of a Diophantine equation. Given
a Diophantine equation with any number of unknown quantities and with rational integral numerical
coefficients: To devise a process according to which it can be determined in a finite number of operations
whether the equation is solvable in rational integers.

2The Entscheidungsproblem is solved when we know a procedure that allows for any given logical ex-
pression to decide by finitely many operations its validity or satisfiability. . . . The Entscheidungsproblem
must be considered the main problem of mathematical logic. . . . The solution of the Entscheidungsprob-
lem is of fundamental significance for the theory of all domains whose propositions could be developed
on the basis of a finite number of axioms.

24
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Das Entscheidungsproblem ist gelöst, wenn man ein Verfahren kennt, das

bei einem vorgelegten logischen Ausdruck durch endlich viele Operationen

die Entscheindung über die Allgemeingültigkeit bzw. Erfüllbarkeit erlaubt.

Das Entscheidungsproblem muss als das Hauptproblem der mathematis-

chen Logik bezeichnet werden. . . . Die Lösung des Entscheidungsproblems

ist für die Theorie aller Gebiete, deren Sätze überhaupt einer logischen En-

twickelbarkeit aus endlich vielen Axiomen fähig sind, von grundsätzlicher

Wichtigkeit.

Hilbert was seeking an effective procedure that could solve every instance of the

validity question, positively or negatively: “We assume that we have the capacity to

name things by signs, that we can recognize them again. With these signs we can then

carry out operations that are analogous to those of arithmetic and that obey analogous

laws” (quoted in [107]).

In 1936, Alonzo Church suggested that the recursive functions, or the computa-

tionally equivalent lambda-definable numeric functions, capture the intended concept

of “effectively calculable” procedure [26, p. 356]. With his formalization of absolute

effectivity in hand, he proceeded to demonstrate that no effective solution exists for

the Entscheidungsproblem. When Church subsequently learned of Alan Turing’s inde-

pendent proof of undecidability [113], he conceded that Turing’s machines have “the

advantage of making the identification with effectiveness in the ordinary (not explicitly

defined) sense evident immediately” [25, p. 43]. Similarly, Kurt Gödel [54, pp. 369–370]

realized that Turing’s model of effective computation, which provides “a precise and un-

questionably adequate definition of the general concept of formal system”, strengthens

his earthshaking incompleteness results and establishes that “the existence of unde-

cidable arithmetical propositions and the non-demonstrability of the consistency of a

system in the same system can now be proved rigorously for every consistent formal

system containing a certain amount of finitary number theory”. In short, Hilbert’s

dream of devising a complete and consistent finite axiomatization of mathematics, as

expressed in his second problem, is inherently unattainable.

Stephen Kleene reformulated Church’s contention that the recursive functions and

the effective numeric functions are one and the same as a “thesis” ([73, p. 60], [74,

p. 332], [75, p. 232]):

Thesis I. Every effectively calculable function (effectively decidable predi-
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cate) is general recursive.

Thesis I†. Every partial function which is effectively calculable (in the sense

that there is an algorithm by which its value can be calculated for every

n-tuple belonging to its range of definition) is potentially partial recursive.

Turing’s and Church’s theses are equivalent. We shall usually refer to them

both as Church’s thesis, or in connection with that one of its. . . versions

which deals with “Turing machines” as the Church-Turing thesis.

Church’s thesis asserted that the recursive functions are the only numeric functions

that can be effectively computed. Turing’s thesis staked the analogous claim that any

function on strings that can be mechanically computed can be computed, in particular,

by a Turing machine. Turing showed [113, Appendix] that with a suitable interpretation

of strings as numbers, his machines compute exactly the recursive functions.

Three main lines of argument have been adduced in support of this thesis ([74,

p. 320], [95, pp. 18–19], [74, p. 321]):

• Despite concerted efforts, no more powerful effective computational model has

been devised.

• “By means of detailed combinatorial studies, the proposed characterizations of

Turing and of Kleene, as well as those of Church, Post, Markov, and certain

others, were all shown to be equivalent,” as have all subsequent effective models.

• Turing’s analysis of “the sorts of operations which a human computer could per-

form, working according to preassigned instructions” showed that these can be

simulated by Turing machines.

Gödel is reported [32] to have believed “that it might be possible . . . to state a set

of axioms which would embody the generally accepted properties of [effective calcula-

bility], and to do something on that basis”. As explained by Shoenfield [103, p. 26]:

It may seem that it is impossible to give a proof of Church’s Thesis. How-

ever, this is not necessarily the case. . . . In other words, we can write down

some axioms about computable functions which most people would agree

are evidently true. It might be possible to prove Church’s Thesis from such

axioms. . . . However, despite strenuous efforts, no one has succeeded in

doing this (although some interesting partial results have been obtained).
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This challenge of proving the Church-Turing Thesis is number one in Richard

Shore’s list of “pie-in-the-sky problems” for the twenty-first century [23]. Indeed, Har-

vey Friedman [49] has predicted that sometime in this century, “There will be an unex-

pected striking discovery that any model of computation satisfying certain remarkably

weak conditions must stay within the recursive sets and functions, thus providing a

dramatic ‘proof’ of Church’s Thesis.”

We discuss such an axiomatization of effectiveness in Sections 2.2–3. Unlike Turing’s

analysis [113], and subsequent generalizations [52, 79, 80, 105, 106, 108, 109], our axioms

of effective computation are, at the same time, both formal and generic. They are

formal, in that they may be cast as precise mathematical statements [15, 41]; they are

generic, in that they apply to computations with arbitrary states (Section 3.2) and

arbitrary programmable transitions (Section 3.4).

Computability is a more general notion than recursiveness or Turing computability.

Just as Turing machines provide a computational model for strings and recursive func-

tions for the natural numbers, there are comparable notions of effectiveness for other

data types, as explained in Sections 3.2 and 3.5.

Beyond that, Turing extended the notion of computability to devices provided with

oracles that “magically” provide answers to questions for which there may be no effec-

tive means of providing answers. See Sections 3.3 and 3.5.

3.2 Effective States

For an algorithm to be effective, it must be possible, not only to describe transitions

finitely, but also to fully describe its initial states, that starting subset of the algorithm’s

states containing input values. Only a state that can be described finitely may be

deemed effective.

Already in 1922, Emil Post [87, pp. 427–428] noted the following about states of

effective computations:

We . . . assume [symbolic representations] to be finite and we might say dis-

crete. . . . Each symbolization can be considered to consist of a finite number

of unanalysable parts (unanalysable from the standpoint of the symboliza-

tion) these parts having certain properties and certain relations with each

other. . . . The ways in which these parts can be related will be assumed
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to be specified for the whole system of symbolizations. . . . The number of

these elementary properties and relations used is finite and . . . there is a

certain specific finite number of elements in each relation. . . . The symbol-

complexes are completely determined by specifying all the properties and

relations of [their] parts. . . . Each complex of the system can be completely

described [by a conjunction of relations]. . . .

In other words, not only should states be symbolic and be represented by relational

structures, but they need to be finitely representable if they are to be effective. Ac-

cordingly, we insist that effective states harbor no information beyond the means to

reach domain values, plus anything that can be derived therefrom.

To handle inputs, we postulate some subset of the critical terms, namely the input

terms, for which every possible combination of domain values occurs in some initial

state, and such that all initial states agree on all terms over the vocabulary of the

algorithm except these.

In general, an algorithm’s domain might be uncountable—as in Gaussian elimina-

tion over the reals, but, when we speak of “effective” algorithms, we are only interested

in that countable part of the domain that can be described effectively. Thus, we may

as well restrict our discussion to countable domains and assume that every domain

element can be described by a term in the algebra of the states of the algorithm. Fur-

thermore, a state’s operations could easily require an infinite table lookup. Thus, the

initial state of an algorithm may contain ineffective infinite information, in which case

the algorithm could not be deemed effective, so we need to place finiteness restrictions

on the initial states of algorithms. Another problem is that the same domain element

might be accessible via several terms, generating non-trivial relations, which might hide

non-computable information.

Several ways of overcoming these potential problems and capturing the notion that

initial states have a finite description, thereby characterizing effectiveness, have been

suggested. One alternative [92] characterizes an effective (initial) state as one for which

there is a (semi-) decision procedure for equality of terms in the state. That is, there is

Turing machine for determining whether a state interprets two terms (given as strings)

as the same domain value. A second alternative [41] requires that there exist an (arbi-

trary) injection from the chosen domain of the algorithm into the natural numbers such

that the given base functions (in initial states) are all tracked (under that injection)
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by partial-recursive functions. These two approaches are somewhat circular: the first

relies on Turing-machine computability and the second on recursive functions.

A more objective approach [15] takes its cue from constructor domains. Con-

structors provide a way to give a unique name for any domain element, and the do-

main can be identified with the Herbrand universe (free-term algebra) over construc-

tors. Destructors provide an inverse operation for constructors. For every construc-

tor c of arity k, we may have destructors c1, . . . , ck to extract each of its arguments

[ci(c(x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xk)) = xi], plus c0, which returns an indicator that the root con-

structor (of a value) is c. Constructors and destructors are the usual way of thinking of

domain values of effective computational models. For example, strings over an alphabet

{a,b,. . .} are constructed from a scalar (nullary) constructor ε() and unary constructors

a(·), b(·), while destructors may read and remove the last letter. Natural numbers in

unary (tally) notation are normally constructed from (unary) successor and (scalar)

zero, with predecessor as destructor. The positive integers in binary notation are con-

structed out of (the scalar) ε and (unary) digits 0 and 1, with the constructed string

understood as the binary number obtained by prepending the digit 1. The destructors

are the last-digit and but-last-digit operations. For Lisp’s nested lists (s-expressions):

the constructors are (scalar) nil (the empty list) and (binary) cons (which adds an

element to the head of a list); the destructors are car (first element of list) and cdr

(rest of list). To construct 0-1-2 trees, we would have three constructors, A(), B(·),

and C(·, ·), for nodes of out-degree 0 (leaves), 1 (unary), and 2 (binary), respectively.

Destructors may choose a child subtree, and also return the degree of the last-added

(root) node.

We may assume that domains include two distinct truth values and another distinct

default value, and—furthermore—that we have (scalar) constructors, true, false, and

undef, for all three. Boolean operations are effective finite tables, so we may presume

them.

Definition 3 (Effective State [15]). A state is effective if its domain is isomorphic to

a free constructor algebra and its operations all fall into one of the following categories:

those free constructors and their corresponding destructors and equality; (infinitely) de-

fined operations that can themselves be computed effectively with those same construc-

tors (perhaps using a richer vocabulary); and finitely many other defined location-values

(not undef).
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In general, then, the operations in states come in three flavors: domain constructors;

defined functions; and black-box oracles. For a state to be effective, it should provide

means to access all the elements of its domain and should not have any oracles.

Function symbols C construct a particular domain in a given state if the state

assigns each value in the domain to exactly one term over C (so the terms over C form

a free Herbrand algebra). Constructors are the usual way of thinking of the domain

values of computational models. For example, strings over an alphabet {a,b,. . .} are

constructed from a nullary constructor ε() and unary constructors a(·), b(·), etc. The

positive integers in binary notation are constructed out of the nullary ε and unary 0 and

1, with the constructed string understood as the binary number obtained by prepending

the digit 1. A domain consisting of integers and Booleans can be constructed from

true, false, 0, and a “successor” function that takes non-negative integers (n) to the

predecessor of their negation (−n − 1) and negative integers (−n) to their absolute

value (n). To construct 0-1-2 trees, we would have three constructors, k0(), k1(·), and

k2(·, ·), for nodes of outdegree 0 (leaves), 1 (unary), and 2 (binary), respectively.

Definition 4 (Effective State).

• A state is basic if it includes constructors for its domain, plus totally undefined

operations, meaning that they all always yield the same default value (undef, say),

and no oracles.

• Such states are (absolutely) effective.

• Moreover, a state is effective also if all its defined operations can be effectively

computed (in a bootstrapped sense to be made precise below) from basic states

and with the same constructors.

Proposition 5 (Effectiveness is invariant under effecive transition). Let A be an algo-

rithm with transition τ . Let X be an effective (basic) state of A. Then τ(X) is also an

effective (basic) state of A.

Proof. Follows from the fact that according to the Postulate III effective transition may

affect only finitely many locations of X.

This effectiveness requirement excludes states with ineffective oracles, such as the

halting function, but allows one to be given effective operations, like equality of trees
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or division of integers. Having only free constructors at the foundation prevents the

hiding of potentially uncomputable information by means of equalities between distinct

representations of the same domain element. This is the approach to effectiveness

advocated in [15], extended to include partial functions in states, as in [5].

3.3 Oracular States

Turing [114] introduced the powerful idea of computability relative to oracles, saying,

“We shall not go any further into the nature of this oracle apart from saying that it

cannot be a machine.” We may think of a Turing machine that is equipped with a

special tape for querying oracles and special states qM and qo for each oracle o in O.

When, during an execution, the machine enters state qo, the oracle magically answers

by replacing the string x on the query tape with the value o(x) and reverts to state

qM .

In the presence of oracles, we still want the domain to be constructive, or else

there may be no finite way of representing inputs and outputs, but now we allow basic

operations that may not be effective. Accordingly, we speak, instead, of “relative”

effectiveness.

Definition 6 (Relatively Effective State).

• A state is basic in oracles O, if it includes constructors for its domain, totally

undefined operations, plus oracles O.

• Such states are relatively effective.

• Moreover, a state is relatively effective also if all its defined operations can be

computed from basic states with the same constructors and oracles.

One can give an alternate characterization of effective state, one that is based on

oracular Turing machines, extending a suggestion of Wolfgang Reisig [92].

Lemma 7. A state X is effective relative to a set of oracles if and only if there is a

Turing machine with the same oracles that can semi-decide the congruence induced by

X. In other words, given two terms over the vocabulary of X as input, the machine

returns true whenever both terms are defined and assigned the same values by X, false

when both are defined but not equal, and diverges otherwise. Input and output for the

machines’s oracles is via constructor terms.
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The proof is along the lines of the non-oracular one in [16].

3.4 Effective Algorithms

The sequential postulates limit transitions to be effective, in the sense of being amenable

to finite description, but they place no constraints on the nature of the contents of states.

In particular, states may contain ineffective oracles. To preclude that and ensure that

an algorithm is effective, in an absolute sense, it suffices to place limits on initial states.

Postulate IV (Initial State). Initial states of an effective algorithm are all (absolutely)

effective (in the sense of Definition 4). Initial states of a relatively effective algorithm

are all relatively effective (in the sense of Definition 6). Initial states of a basic algo-

rithm are all basic (in the sense of Definition 4). In both cases, initial states over the

same domain are all identical, except for input values.

Since transitions make only finitely many changes, once initial states are effective,

so are all subsequent states.

We will say that an algorithm computes a partial function f over a domain D if

there are input terms such that their values in all initial states with domain D cover all

possible input values. We also demand that those states otherwise agree on the values

of all terms, so no information is hidden in individual states. Given values ā for the

input terms, the corresponding input state leads, via a sequence of transitions specified

by the algorithm, to a terminal state in which the value of some designated output term

is f(ā) whenever the latter is defined, and leads to an infinite computation whenever

it is not.

When we spoke earlier (Definitions 4 and 6) of “bootstrapping”, we meant that there

is a way of programming the defined operations, using constructors and oracles, if any.

And if there is any way of programming them, then there is an abstract-state-machine

program that fits the bill. For example, with 0 and successor (add 1), one can program

addition (+), starting from basic states, so addition my be included in the initial states

of (absolutely) effective algorithms over the natural numbers. Multiplication is also

effective, since there is a program for multiplication that makes use of addition.

We are requiring that all elements of an algorithm’s domain be accessible via terms

in initial states (inaccessible superfluous elements may be removed with no ill effect).
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But note that a transition may cause accessible elements to become inaccessible in later

states [92].

3.5 Relatively Effective Algorithms

Just like Turing extended his machines to incorporate oracles, the notion of recursive

functions has been extended to allow oracles, for total functions by Turing [114, p. 175]

and for partial ones later by Kleene [74, p. 178].

One form of this generalization is as follows: The partial-recursive functions relative

to oracles O is the class of partial functions over the naturals, N, that includes the

constant zero (nullary) function, successor, all the projections, plus the operations in

O, and is closed under composition, primitive recursion, and minimization. We say

that an algebra (with finitely or infinitely many partial functions) over the naturals is

recursive in O if all its functions are.

Another extension of recursion theory applies it to domains other than the naturals.

For this, we need the concept of “simulation” under encodings. An algebra A with

domain D simulates an algebra B with domain E if there is an injective encoding ρ of

E into D such that for every partial function g of B there is a partial function f of A,

such that ρ ◦ g = f ◦ ρ. A detailed discussion of simulations may be found in [12].

So, a state X over vocabulary F and arbitrary domain Dom is computable over

oracles O if there is an encoding of Dom into the naturals and a recursive structure

Y with domain N over oracles ρ ◦ o ◦ ρ−1 for all o ∈ O that simulates X via ρ. An

algorithm is relatively computable if all its initial states are computable all over the

same oracle. And a model is relatively computable if all its algorithms are, via the

same encoding and same oracle. Sans oracles, we call it computable. This is akin to a

computable algebra, as in [50, 82, 90, 112], but we are not placing restrictions on the

injective encoding.

Were we not to require the encoding to be an injection, we could trivially simu-

late everything by encoding everything by a single constant. One may ask whether

the allowance of any injective encoding between the arbitrary domain and the natural

numbers is sensible. But it turns out that, as long as all domain elements are reachable

by ground terms, any arbitrary injective representation implies the existence of a bi-

jection between the domain and the natural numbers [16, Lemma 1]. Hence, the initial
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functions of a computable algorithm are isomorphic to some partial-recursive functions,

which makes their effectiveness hard to dispute.

For example, one standard injective encoding of lists, with nullary “ε” and binary

“:” as constructors, is given by ρ(ε) = 0 and ρ(x : y) = 2ρ(x)3ρ(y). The standard

bijective encoding is ρ(ε) = 0 and ρ(x : y) = 2ρ(x)(2ρ(y) + 1).

These two notions, effective relative to oracles and computable over oracles, are

coextensional (cf. the non-oracle case proved in [15]).

Alternative An equivalent definition—along the lines of Gödel’s [54] original defini-

tion of recursive equations—is to say that an algebra over domain Dom, with finitely

many operations F , is computable relative to O if there exist constructors C for Dom

and a finite set E of equations defining F . Each equation in E is of the form f(s̄) = t,

where f is a symbol for an operation in F , s̄ is a tuple of constructor terms built from C

and variables, and t is an arbitrary term built from F , C, and variables. The equations

define an operation f in F relative to O if for all tuples c̄ of ground constructor terms,

one can deduce (by substitution of equals for equals) E ∪O ` f(c̄) = d for at most one

ground constructor term d, where O is now an infinite set of (ground) equations giving

the (defined) values of the oracular functions in constructor terms.

For example, a computable algebra of lists with an append operation ? is defined

by ε ? z = z and (x : y) ? z = x · (y ? z). With ? as the (in this case, computable) oracle,

one can define list reversal using just r(ε) = ε and r(x : y) = r(y) ? (x : ε).



Chapter 4

Universality

4.1 Introduction

Alan Turing, in his groundbreaking 1936 paper on the undecidability of the Halting

Problem and the Entscheidungsproblem [113], also invented the notion of a universal

machine. He explained the idea as follows:

The universal computing machine. It is possible to invent a single

machine which can be used to compute any computable sequence. If this

machine I is supplied with a tape on the beginning of which is written the

[standard description] of some computing machine M , then I will compute

the same sequence as M .

There are two domains that are standard in discussions of computability: (1) finite

strings over finite alphabets—for which the Turing-computable partial functions are

the effective ones, and (2) the natural numbers—for which the effective functions are

identified with the partial recursive ones. Davis [31] and Rogers [94] have proposed gen-

eral definitions of universality for Turing machines and for partial recursive functions,

respectively.

For other (countable) domains, we will adopt the analogous notion of effectiveness

of a model of computation that was developed in [15] and was described in Chapter 3.

Armed with the appropriate concept of generic effectiveness, we extend the notion of

universality to arbitrary sets of functions over arbitrary domains (Section 4.4), while ad-

dressing oft-ignored questions of “honesty” of representations of domains (Section 4.3),

pairings of elements (Section 4.5), and encodings of programs (Section 4.2).

35
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4.2 Encodings

In the simplest case, a universal function simply “carries on its shoulders” a whole set of

functions. Let Φ be some (usually, but not necessarily, countably infinite) set of unary

functions over a domain D. Given a binary function ψ over D, let Ψ = {ψa : a ∈ D},

where ψa = λy. ψ(a, y), be the set of all specializations in its first parameter of ψ. We

say that ψ is universal for Φ if Ψ ⊇ Φ. This is the same as requiring there to be an

encoding # : Φ → D such that φ computes ψ#φ for all φ ∈ Φ. In practice, of course,

we are interested in an effective universal function ψ. By setting its parameter, the one

universal function provides an effective means of computing any and all computable

functions.

Unless stated otherwise, the functions we speak of may be partial or total. In

particular, universal functions are partial by their very nature, and may be undefined

at some points. In other words, their computation might not halt for some (or all)

inputs. Equality of the two partial functions, the original one φ and the simulation

ψ#φ, means that φ(y) = ψ(#φ, y) for all y ∈ D, where equality (here, as well as later)

is “Kleene’s”, so the two sides must also agree with regard to the values at which either

is undefined, in which case both must be undefined.

We are placing no demands on the encoding (#), only that there be some parameter

value (a = #φ) for which the universal function (ψ) exhibits the identical input-output

behavior as that of the given function (φ). The idea of universality is that one function

can by itself compute a collection of functions, in an extensional sense, but not that it

uses the same, or similar, means as the given programs.

In particular, nothing in our definition explicitly rules out a perverse, non-

computable permutation of a standard enumeration of programs, like assigning even

codes to total (universally halting) φ and odd codes to strictly partial ones. Such an en-

coding, however, would preclude a universal function ψ being effective, because, were

it to be, then λi. ψ2i would be an effective enumerator of programs for all the total

recursive functions, an impossibility.

In point of fact, normally one is provided with a set of programs (standard descrip-

tions of Turing machines, say) in some formalism (that is, programming language),

which specifies the computed functions Φ, albeit with infinite duplication (there are

always infinitely many programs with the same input-output behavior). There is no
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harm in this, as then, from out point of view, #φ is the code (e.g. the Gödel number)

of any one out of the infinitely many programs that compute φ, which as it happens is

an uncomputable coding. The related notion of an interpreter of one programming lan-

guage in another, on the other hand, would suggest that the interpreter has an effective

way of understanding the programs it is “‘interpreting”, in which case we would want

distinct codes for distinctly behaving programs. This way or that, the above definition

of universality captures the intended extensional containment: a function ψ is universal

for a set of programs if its projections Ψ form a superset of the functions Φ computed

by the given set of programs.

If one wants to incorporate functions of greater arity than 1, then one requires a

family of universal functions, one for each arity, which we may imagine as one and

the same varyadic function, and demand that φ(y1, . . . , y`) = ψ(#φ, y1, . . . , y`), for all

arities `, and values y1, . . . , y`.

4.3 Representations

To relate sets of functions (extensional models of computation) over two different do-

mains, C and D, we will employ a liberal notion of “simulation”, with inputs mapped

from C to D via an arbitrary (not explicitly effective) representation ρ and outputs

by the same, or another, representation σ. For example, one typically represents a

Platonic number n as used by recursive functions as a string in unary (1n) or in binary.

Conversely, a string can be viewed as a number in a base the size of the alphabet. By

the same token, graphs and other data structures can be represented as strings. What

we don’t really want is for the representation to include non-trivial computational in-

formation, like whether the graph has a Hamiltonian cycle.

Definition 8 (Simulation of Functions). For partial functions, g : C⇀C and h :

D⇀D, and (injective) representations ρ, σ : C 1-1−→D, we write h wσρ g and say that h

simulates g via ρ and σ, if g = σ−1 ◦h ◦ ρ, qua partial functions, that is, if σ(g(x)) =

h(ρ(x)) for all x in C, where equality is Kleene’s and σ is strict (in the sense that σ of

undefined is undefined).

Definition 9 (Simulation of Models). For sets of partial functions, G ⊆ [C⇀C] and

H ⊆ [D⇀D], we write H wσρ G and say that H simulates G via ρ and σ if for all

g ∈ G there exists h ∈ H such that h wσρ g. We say that H simulates G, and write
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simply H w G, if H wσρ G for some choice of representations ρ and σ.

When ρ and σ are the identity function, H wσρ G is the superset relation, H ⊇ G.

Simulation is transitive and reflexive.

When σ = ρ, it was shown in [14, Thm. 4.7] that ρ is necessarily effectively com-

putable (over C ∪D) if there is an effective function ŝ ∈ H that simulates a successor

function s ∈ G, that is, a function that enumerates its domain: C = {si(e) : i ∈ N}

for some e ∈ C. (The significance of successor was noted in [102].) The analogous

requirement for non-numerical domains is that its constructor functions be simulated.

Even when σ 6= ρ, it turns out that both must be effectively computable, provided

that—in addition—the identity function is simulated effectively.

Proposition 10. If there are effective simulations over domain D of the constructor

and identity functions of domain C, via representations ρ and σ, then ρ and σ are

effectively computable for C ∪D.

Proof. Consider the constructors 0 and s(·) of the naturals, by way of example, and

let i be identity. It follows from the definitions that i(y) = y, σ(i(x)) = ı̂(ρ(x)), and

σ(s(x)) = ŝ(ρ(x)), where the hats indicate the respective simulating functions over D.

Putting those together, we have ı̂−1(σ(s(x)) = ρ(s(x)) and σ(s(x)) = ŝ(ρ(x)), from

which it follows that ρ(s(x)) = ı̂−1(ŝ(ρ(x))).

We are assuming that there are constructors for D; they can be used to effectively

enumerate all of D. So, the inverse ı̂−1 of the simulation of the injection i : C 1-1−→D is

computable for elements of the image σ(C) of σ inD. Hence, ρ is effectively computable,

and so is σ(x) = σ(i(x)) = ı̂(ρ(x)).

When there are more arguments, the representation function ρ is extended to tuples:

ρ〈x1, . . . , x`〉 = 〈ρ(x1), . . . , ρ(x`)〉. Otherwise, the above definitions are unchanged.

4.4 Universality

Using the above notion of simulation, we arrive at the following generic definition of a

universal function:

Definition 11 (Universality). Let Φ be some set of unary functions (over a domain C).

A binary partial function ψ (over domain D) is universal for Φ if Ψ (= {λy. ψ(a, y) : a ∈

D}) simulates Φ.
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In other words, ψ is universal for Φ if there is some injective input representation

ρ : C 1-1−→D, and an injective output representation σ : C 1-1−→D, plus an arbitrary

encoding # : Φ → D of the functions in Φ, such that ψ(#φ, ρ(x)) = σ(φ(x)) for all

φ ∈ Φ and x ∈ C. Note that if ψ is universal (Ψ w Φ) and ψ′ simulates ψ (hence,

Ψ′ w Ψ), then ψ′ is also universal (Ψ′ w Φ by transitivity). Cf. [95, Thm. 1].

Our main result is that an effectively computable universal function can only simu-

late effective functions, as long as it simulates the constructors of a domain. Thus, the

representation cannot in fact provide the universal function with any information that

might allow computation of the uncomputable.

Theorem 12. Let Φ be some set of unary functions over a domain C, including con-

structors and identity. Then, if there is an effective universal function (over any domain

D) for Φ, then all the simulated functions φ ∈ Φ are also effective.

Proof. Let ψ be the universal function. We have φ = σ−1 ◦ψ#φ ◦ ρ, for any φ ∈ Φ. By

Proposition 10, ρ and σ are effective, since the simulations (ŝ = ψ#s, ı̂ = ψ#i , etc.)

of the constructors and identity (s, i , and the like) are effective. So φ is an effective

composition of effective functions.

In other words, the universal function cannot underhandedly simulate harder func-

tions than it itself is capable of computing.

Nevertheless, just because ρ is effective does not mean that it cannot hide some

information, albeit computable, in the representation, simply by mapping x ∈ C to

a “tuple” [x, f(x), g(x), . . . ] in D, for finitely many computable functions f , g, etc.,

such as Hamiltonianism. (The square brackets here stand for any standard tupling

operation that effectively converts a sequence into a single element.) But if there is

an effective injective ρ and universal function ψ, there is also an effective bijective ρ′

and universal function ψ′, with the latter doing all the hard work. So, restricting the

notion of simulation to bijective representations, though that is not the way things are

usually done, could make sense.

4.5 Pairing

One potential problem with the above definition of universal function is that some

models of computation—like Turing machines—do not take their inputs separately, but,
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rather, all functions are unary (string-to-string for Turing machines). In such cases,

one needs to be able to represent pairs (and tuples) as single elements. One standard

pairing function for the naturals is the injection 〈i, j〉 := 2i3j . Another, among many,

is the Cantor bijection 〈i, j〉 := 1
2(i+ j)(i+ j + 1) + j or this one: 〈i, j〉 := 2i(2j + 1).

For strings, one usually uses an injection like 〈u,w〉 := u;w, where “;” is some symbol

not in the original string alphabet.

There are several ways to go. The pairing function could reside in the source domain

C, or in the target domain D, or in the representation of C as D. Regardless, this need

raises a critical issue. Unless we demand that pairing be effective, there could be a

machine that does too much, computing even non-effective functions. For example, a

näıve definition might simply ask that pairing be injective and that φ(x) = ψ〈#φ, x〉

for all φ ∈ Φ and x ∈ D (omitting parenthesis around the pair). The problem is

that an injective pairing could cheat and include the answer in the “pair”. For Turing

machines, say, the pair 〈u,w〉 might be represented as u;w when machine u halts on

input w and as u:w when it doesn’t. Better yet, one could map 〈#φ, y〉 7→ [φ(y),#φ, y],

where the square brackets are some ordinary tupling function for the domain. Then a

putative universal machine could effortlessly “compute” virtually anything, computable

or otherwise, just by reading the encoded input pair.

So, we clearly need for pairing to be effectively computable, as Davis and Rogers also

insist. But we are talking about models in which no function takes two arguments, so

we might not have an appropriate notion of computable binary function at our disposal.

To capture effectiveness of pairing in such circumstances, we demand the existence of

component-wise successor functions. Given a successor function s for domain D (i.e.

D = {sn(e)} for some e ∈ D) and a pairing function 〈·, ·〉 : D×D 1-1−→D, the component-

wise successor functions operate as follows: s1 : 〈a, b〉 7→ 〈s(a), b〉 and s2 : 〈a, b〉 7→

〈a, s(b)〉. If s, s1 and s2 are effective, then we will say that pairing is effective. This

is because one can program pairing so that 〈z, y〉 := si1(s
j
2〈e, e〉), where z = si(e) and

y = sj(e). And if pairing is effective, then its two projections (inverses), π1 : 〈a, b〉 7→ a

and π2 : 〈a, b〉 7→ b, are likewise effective. (Generate all representations of pairs in a

zig-zag fashion, until the desired one is located. What the projections do with non-pairs

is left up in the air.)

Another concern is that requiring that pairing be computable is too liberal for the

purpose. One does not really want the pairing function to do all the hard real work
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itself. For example, the mapping could include φ(x) in the pair, even if it only can

do that for φ that are known to be total (like, for the primitive recursive functions,

of which there are infinitely many), or all functions that halt within some recursive

bound. That would make it a trivial matter to be universal for those functions—just

transcribe the answer from the input.

If, in addition to being effective, pairing is bijective, then we will deem it honest,

since then there is no room for hiding information. For bijective pairing with effective

projections, there is an effective means of forming a pair 〈a, b〉 (by enumerating all of D

until the two projections give a and b, respectively). Note that, with bijectiveness alone,

without effectivity, one could still hide a fair amount of uncomputable information in a

bijective mapping. For instance, imagine that 0 is the code of the totality predicate and

that the rest of the naturals code the partial-recursive functions in a standard order.

Map pairs (i + 1, z) to 3〈i, z〉, where 〈·, ·〉 is a standard pairing; map (0, z) to 3j + 1

when z is the (code of the) jth total (recursive) function; and map (0, z) to 3k + 2

when z is the kth non-total (partial recursive) function. Now, let U be some standard

effective universal function. Then, for y divisible by 3, ψ(y) := U(y/3) would compute

all the partial-recursive functions, whereas ψ(y) := y ≡ 1 (mod 3) would compute the

uncomputable totality predicate, when y = (0, z) is not divisible by 3.

In the presence of a (not necessarily honest) pairing function, we say that ψ is

universal if Ψ w Φ, where, this time, ψa = λy. ψ〈a, y〉.

Definition 13 (Unary Universality). Let Φ be some set of unary functions (over a

domain C). A unary function ψ (over domain D) is universal for Φ, via pairing

function 〈·, ·〉 (over D), if Ψ (= {λy. ψ〈a, y〉 : a ∈ D}) simulates Φ. If, in addition,

pairing is bijective, then we call the universal function honest.

That is, ψ is universal if ψ〈#φ, ρ(x)〉 = σ(φ(x)) for φ ∈ Φ and x ∈ C. Of course, we

are interested in the case where both pairing and the universal function are effective.

Theorem 14. Let Φ be some set of unary functions over a domain C, including con-

structors and identity. Then, if there is an effective unary universal function (over any

domain D) for Φ, via an effective pairing, then all the simulated functions φ ∈ Φ are

also effective.

Proof. Apply Theorem 12 to ψ′(z, y) := ψ〈z, y〉.
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Suppose Φ = {φz}z is some standard enumeration of (the definitions of) the partial-

recursive functions. Based on Davis’s second definition of a universal Turing machine

(which relies on a notion of effective mappings between strings and numbers, namely,

recursive in Gödel numberings), Rogers defines the property “universal(III)” of a unary

numerical function ψ to be that φz(x) = γ(ψ〈z, x〉) for some effective (recursive) bijec-

tion γ and effective (but perhaps dishonest) pairing 〈·, ·〉. Let’s say that such a ψ is

Rogers-universal.

We may conclude the following from the definitions:

Theorem 15. If a function is Rogers-universal, then it is universal in the sense of

Definition 13. Furthermore, there is an honest effective universal function.

Proof. Let ψ be the given Rogers-universal function. Take the standard enumeration

for the encoding #, identity for the input representation ρ, and γ−1 (which is well-

defined and effective) for the output representation σ. Then, ψ〈#φz, ρ(x)〉 = ψ〈z, x〉 =

σ(φz(x)), as required.

For the second part, take some bijective pairing 〈〈·, ·〉〉 with effective projections π1

and π2, and let ψ′ := λr. ψ〈π1(r), π2(r)〉 be our honest universal function. Putting

those together, we get ψ′〈〈z, x〉〉 = ψ〈z, x〉 = σ(φz(x)).



Chapter 5

Generic Evolving Systems

5.1 Introduction

As we mentioned in the Introduction, there are multiple levels at which to understand

the same overall system necessitates an abstraction mechanism. Atomic physics is of

no relevance to the ecologist; the ecologist’s view of the system is the same regardless

of whether the standard model of quantum physics is at play at the atomic level or not.

This means that the behavior of the entities at the ecological level should be modeled

independently of the underlying physical model, which translates into the requirement

that states qua structures are isomorphism-closed (making them oblivious as to how

the domain values they deal with are in fact implemented) and that their evolution

respects those isomorphisms. The main goal of this chapter is to provide a well-define

set of rules of such system

On each level of the ecological system, there are interacting entities: populations

interact on the ecology level, organisms on the biological level, cells on the biochemical

level, etc. The interacting entities need not all have “algorithmic” behavior. Aspects

of the external environment (such as weather conditions) can also be treated as entities

with which algorithmic components trade information. Accordingly, we need a model

of communication between entities, which we shall refer to as “cells”, in addition to a

model of their individual evolution. To that end, we can allow the control of one cell

to access values in another cell—a shared-memory viewpoint, or request values from

another cell—a message-based framework. Similarly, we can allow one cell to set values

in another cell or to request those changes from the other cell (depending again on one’s

viewpoint). We can address both the shared-memory and message-passing paradigms

43
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in very similar manners.

Many systems, be they natural or artificial, create new entities as they evolve in

time. Accordingly, we also model the “birth” of new component cells.

5.2 Formalization

We progress from the simple to the complex: cells, organs, systems. And from the

general to the specific: connectivity, communication, evolution, programming.

5.2.1 Entities

We consider evolving networks of communicating entities, called cells. Cells are drawn

from a set (or class) C. Each cell possesses an interface comprising various ports, some

designated for input, called in-ports, and others for output, out-ports.

The Principle of Connectivity is that cells communicate via directed channels be-

tween ports, each of which is controlled by a cell. We denotet V = V ι ] V o be the

bipartite space of all possible ports, in-ports V ι and out-ports V o. Each port is associ-

ated with a particular cell in C. If Vc are the ports of cell c ∈ C, then V ι
c is its in-ports,

and V o
c is its out-ports. Each port is assigned a (permanent) position within the cell.

We may refer to a port at position p in cell c by the name c.p.

Channels connect two ports with each other and are used for communication be-

tween cells. Each channel is owned (or “controlled”) by exactly one cell, not necessarily

one that it connects to. The creator of a created (non-primeval) channel is its owner.

The set of possible channels of communication is E = V o × V ι × C. These may be

viewed as directed edges of a bipartite graph with edges from V o to V ι, labeled by

owners in C. An owner has the inherent right to modify or delete its channels.

Any particular system has a network of connections via a set of “active” channels

G ⊆ E. A channel with in-port ι and out-port o is denoted o →− ι. Ownership is

indicated by labeling the channel: o
c

→− ι, or “coloring” it with the (unique) color of

its owner. A channel is usually owned by one of the cells it connects. If it is owned

by its out (tail) end, we call it blue-tailed and draw it o→− ι. If it is owned by its in

(head) end, we call it red-headed and draw it o→− ι. In sum, the topology of a system

entails cells C, ports V , and a network that is defined by a ternary relation G involving

out-ports, in-ports, and owners. One may wish to limit the number of channels that
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may be connected to a port, or to in-ports only. This translates into a bound on the

(total) degree, or (just) in-degree, of vertices in the graph G.

5.2.2 Interaction

The cells of a system interact by means of inter-cell communication over its channels.

Communication flows from the cell at the out-port side to the side that is plugged into

an in-port. So the flow is in the direction of the arrow used to display connectivity

of channels. The out-port end of a channel takes output from the cell at that end;

the other end, the in-port, provides input to the cell at that end. The ports of cells

harbor values, which need not stay constant. Each channel communicates the value of

its out-port to the cell at its input end. Think of the channel as a sensor wire that

transmits information from surrounding cells in the environment. Communiqués within

a system take on values from some fixed (finite or infinite) alphabet A. The value of

port p ∈ V is denoted [[v]]. (Later, this notation will be refined to refer to the state

of the cell in which p resides.) The idea is that the two ports at the two sides of a

channel should share the same value: [[ι]] = [[o]] for every channel o →− ι. Some sort

of handshaking may be warranted before this equality is established. Until then, the

out-port’s value might be unavailable, that is, undefined. Dormant ports are those

whose value is undefined, indicated by ⊥.

Different communication standards may be contemplated: included shared memory

and message passing. Taking a shared-memory perspective: The cell at the head ι of a

red-headed channel o→− ι pulls (reads) the value [[o]] from the port o at the other end.

The cell at the tail end o of a blue-tailed channel o→− ι pushes (writes) the value [[o]]

to the cell at the other end ι. If the channel is not owned by either end, then it involves

a pull and a push.

From a message-passing perspective: The cell at the head ι of a red-headed channel

o →− ι requests the value [[o]] from the port o at the other end. The cell at the tail

end o of a blue-tailed channel o →− ι serves the value [[o]] to the cell at the other end

ι. If the channel is not owned by either end, then it involves a request and a serve.

For message-passing, it would make sense if only one channel, the requesting/serving

channel, were connected to an un-owned port at any given time. There could be a time

delay between a request for a value from a serving cell and its receipt by the client. This

would hold up execution of that part of the client process that awaits the requested
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value. We do not pursue here truly partial operations, since they may be viewed as

unanswered requests.

The evolution of a cell depends in part on the communications it receives at its

in-ports. Surfaces are partial functions from ports V to the alphabet A. The set of

possible surfaces is Σ = [V ⇀ A]. When all the defined ports of a surface are located

in the same cell or organ, the surface is called a membrane. Let M ⊆ Σ be all possible

membranes. A cell produces a membrane as output.

5.2.3 Evolution

The state of a cell evolves. Let Ξ the set of possible states in which an individual cell

can be. A cell c ∈ C may still be “embryonic”, in which case it is in the undefined state

⊥. Let’s refer to cell c ∈ C in state x ∈ Ξ as the pair c.x. Let’s refer to the value of a

port p ∈ V when cell c ∈ C is in state x ∈ Ξ as [[p]]x.

States each have a patchboard, which is the set of channels that it currently owns.

A patchboard is a subgraph of the connection graph G. If G is the current connections

of a system, then

c.x] = {o
c

→− ι ∈ G}

is state c.x’s patchboard. Let B ⊆ E be all possible patchboards.

The output membrane of a cell is the current values of its out-ports. The output

membrane of state x is

xo = λp ∈ V o. [[p]]x .

Every cell also has an input membrane, the current values of its input ports. The input

membrane of state x is

xι := λp ∈ V ι. [[p]]x .

The state of a cell includes a store, in addition to its patchboard and output mem-

brane. The set of possible stores is denoted Q. We may, therefore, view the state of a

cell as being an element of Ξ = Q×B ×M . Define the following projections for states

x = 〈q, b, σ〉 ∈ Ξ: x$ = q, x] = b, and xo = σ.

Cellular evolution is governed by plans. Each cell has an unchanging plan θ, which

determines the evolution of the state in response to input. In general, a plan θ is a

state-transition relation (or multivalued function) that depends on input surfaces. To

simplify the exposition, we deal only with plans that are partial functions, θ : Σ×Ξ ⇀ Ξ
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(rather than multivalued functions θ : Σ×Ξ ⇒ Ξ). These can be indexed as θσ : Ξ ⇀ Ξ

for each σ ∈ Σ. Let Θ = [Σ× Ξ ⇀ Ξ] be all possible plans for cellular evolution.

Evolution may affect the store, patchboard, and output membrane of a cell. It is

convenient to define the following:

• θ$(x) = θ(x)$ ∈ Q is the updated store;

• θ](x) = θ(x)] ∈ B is the updated patchboard;

• θo(x) = θ(x)o ∈M is the updated output membrane.

Cells have independent existence, so there can be many cells in the same state and

carrying identical plans.

The Principle of Representation states that salient aspects of states may be captured

by a relational structure. Let F be the (finite or infinite) vocabulary and D be the

domain of some cell. The shape of a cell is given by F and D. Domains may be

finite (automata), countably infinite (machines), or uncountable (processes). D should

include the communication language A, which could include cell identities C. A location

in a store comprises the identity of a cell c ∈ C, a function symbol f ∈ F, and a sequence

d̄ = (d1, . . . , dn) of values from D of length n, where n is the fixed arity of f in c.

5.2.3.1 Signals

Cells evolve over time in response to input signals. The passage of time is an indepen-

dent natural process. Imagine a ticking clock with a time-stamp at its out-port. Time

T is a linearly ordered set, ordered by <. Usually, we assume that time has a minimal

element 0. A cell’s evolution may begin in time with an initial state. A cell’s evolution

over time may end in a terminal state.

A signal is a partial function u : T ⇀ Σ from time to surfaces Σ that is defined

within some (half-open) segment [i..j) of time. That is, u(k) = ⊥ for all k < i and for

all k ≥ j (≥ is of course the reflexive closure of the inverse of <). Note the difference

between the signal being undefined outside the interval, and for there to be a defined

signal within the interval that happens to be undefined at every one of its ports. Let

U = [T ⇀ Σ] be the set of all possible signals. The starting time u0 ∈ T of a signal

u ∈ U operating over an interval [i..j) is i; the ending time u∞ ∈ T is j. In other

words, u0 = min k ∈ T. u(k) 6= ⊥ and u∞ = min k > u0. u(k) = ⊥.
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Suppose that θ ∈ Θ is the plan of cell c ∈ C. It is convenient to write xu to

abbreviate θu(x), for x ∈ Ξ and u ∈ U . We can write k as short for the unadulterated

time signal λj ∈ [0..k). λp ∈ V ι. j, which just tracks time. Then xk is the state that

results from letting state x ∈ Ξ evolve until time k ∈ T.

Signals u, v ∈ U may be concatenated, but only provided v0 = u∞:

u • v = λk.


u(k) if k < u∞

v(k) if v0 ≤ k

⊥ v0 6= u∞.

Of course (u • v)0 = u0 and (u • v)∞ = v∞.

The Principle of Timelessness is that signals that are alike—except for the time at

which they occur—have the same effect. That is, for all plans θ ∈ Θ, signals u, v ∈ U ,

and order-preserving isomorphisms α : U ↔ v, we have

u ∼=α v ⇒ θu = θv .

This means that cellular functions are oblivious to the time at which a signal is received,

unless—of course—the signal includes the time.

The Principle of Causality states that the present and the future depend only on

the past. Formally, this is

θu•v = θu ◦ θv ,

for plans θ ∈ Θ and signals u, v ∈ U . We are using relational notation for composition

of functions: (θu ◦ θv)(x) = θv(θu(x)). Put differently, Causality says that

xu•v = (xu)v ,

for states x ∈ Ξ.

Evolving cells produce output signals in response to input signals. Let

u..j(k) =


u(k) if k < j

⊥ if k ≥ j ,
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for j ∈ [u0..u∞], be the prefix of signal u restricted to the interval [u0..j). Then, let

θ̃u(x) = λj. θou..j (x)

denote the output signal that results from applying plan θ with signal u ∈ U to state

x ∈ Ξ. It follows that

θ̃u•v = θ̃u • (θu ◦ θ̃v) .

Abbreviating an output signal θ̃u(x) as xũ, we have that

x ˜u•v = xũ • (xu)ṽ .

Let L be the set of locations of some cell shape. A store is a set of values of lo-

cations, as for classical algorithms. A cell’s in-ports are among its locations. Out-

ports are just those locations whose values are made available for outgoing com-

munications. The changes in a state over time may be captured by changes to

its components. To keep the notation below relatively simple, it is nice to define

anti-elements for sets. For any set S, let S−1 = {s−1 : s ∈ S} be the set of

anti-elements for S. The idea is that anti-elements annihilate their counterparts:

S′ ∪ S−1 = S′ \ S. (So this union is not necessarily commutative.) Viewing stores

as location-value pairs, define—for fixed plan θ ∈ Θ and signal u ∈ U :

∆$(x) =
(
x$ \ θ$u(x)

)−1 ∪ (θ$u(x) \ x$
)
.

These are anti-elements for what θ removes from x’s store plus (ordinary) elements for

what it adds. Viewing patchboards as port-port edges (pairs):

∆](x) =
(
x] \ θ]u(x)

)−1 ∪ (θ]u(x) \ x]
)
.

Viewing the output membrane as a set of port-value pairs:

∆o(x) =
(
xo \ θou(x)

)−1 ∪ (θou(x) \ xo
)
.

Bagging everything together, and keeping elements of different sorts separate, we
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can let

∆(x) = ∆$(x) ]∆](x) ]∆o(x) .

Then (using elements and anti-elements) a transition θ can be reconstructed from the

difference ∆:

θu(x) = x ∪∆(x) .

For ordinary discrete time, T = N, instead of talking about an input signal u,

we can talk about an input sequence, which is a sequence of membranes. The input

sequence given by a signal u: is

u(u0) u(u0 + 1) . . . u(u∞ − 1)

Let’s denote this sequence of membranes

σ0 σ1 . . . σn

Let σ be one of these input membranes σi and let Domσ be its domain of definition.

The current set of values of those in-ports of a cell x may be defined in this way:

σ∗ = {p 7→ [[p]]x : p ∈ Domσ} .

Viewing an input membrane as a set of port-value pairs, the effect of an input step may

be described as follows:

xσ = x ∪ σ−1∗ ∪ σ .

Let xσ = θ{j 7→σ}(x) be the next state for x ∈ Ξ after receiving a single-point signal

σ ∈ Σ. The total effect on a cell x’s store of one discrete step with input σ is:

xσ = θ(xσ) .

In other words, first the input values are inserted into cellular locations, and then the

state transitions to the next state.
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5.2.4 Systems

States may come in a variety of types. The cellular structure of cells of the same type

are of the same shape and cells of the same type are governed by the same plan. The

number of types is typically finite. A tissue is a set of interconnected cells of the same

type.

Cells can conceive and give birth to new cells of the same type. The Principle of

Motherhood asserts that every cell has at most one mother and that mothers are aware

of the identity of their offspring. Motherless cells are primeval.

An organ is either a simple cell or it is a complex organ consisting of a set of

interacting organs. An organ may be viewed from the outside just like a cell. The

status X : C⇀ Ξ of an organ is a partial function giving the state in which of its cells

is. The set of possible organ states is Λ = [C⇀ Ξ]. An organ may interact with other

organs. It follows (from the fact that every channel has a unique owner) that the union

of patchboards of all cells of a system with status X defines the system’s network G:

G(X) =
⋃

c∈C
X(c)] .

A system is an organ that does not interact with any external organs. The state of

a complex organ is the is the set of states of its internal organs, including the graph

of their interconnections. An organ’s ports are the union of the ports of its internal

organs. The patchboard of an organ is its externally connected owned ports. The

behavior of a complex organ is the sum of the behaviors of its components, its internal

organs, which are either cells or other organs. An organ’s policy is that each of its

internal organs minds its own policy. The set of all policies is Π = [C ⇀ [Ξ ⇀ Ξ]].

Surfaces may be fused to operate over the symmetric difference of their interfaces:

σ 	 σ′ = λm.


σ(m) if m ∈ Dom σ \Dom σ′

σ′(m) if m ∈ Dom σ′ \Dom σ

⊥ otherwise .

The graph G(X) of an organ X induces an (unlabeled) acquaintance graph K based
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solely on ownership:

K = {c −→ a, c −→ b : a.p
c

→− b.q ∈ G} .

The idea is that a cell “knows” the cells it connects by means of a channel it owns. Let

K∗ be the reflexive-transitive closure of this (binary) relation K. States can only learn

the identity of cells that they know about.

Plans may follow rules or not. The Principle of Describability is that an organ is

algorithmic if its evolution has a finite description (in terms of changes to the structure

of states). This is analogous to the case of classical algorithms. Algorithmic plans

may be described by programs. Programs operating in sequential time must define the

one-step transition relation θσ. This may be done in the basic language of abstract

state machines, which includes the following at a minimum:

• general assignments: f(s1, . . . , sn) := t (terms s1, . . . , sn, t in the vocabulary of

the state);

• conditionals: r : P (Boolean term r and program P ); and

• parallel composition: P&Q (programs P , Q).

The semantics of a program is a function form states to sets of updates. The semantics

of the above constructs are as follows:

• general assignment:

[[f(s̄) := t]] (x) = {f([[s̄]]x) 7→ [[f([[s̄]])]]x}
−1 ∪ {f([[s̄]]x) 7→ [[t]]x} ;

• conditionals:

[[c : P ]] (x) =


[[P ]] (x) if [[c]]x = true

∅ otherwise ;

• parallel composition:

[[P&Q]] (x) = [[P ]] (x) ∪ [[Q]] (x) .

In addition, we want:
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• higher-order assignments: f := g; where f and g are functions (of the state

vocabulary) of the same arity,

• serial composition: P ; Q (programs P , Q); and

• parallel choice: P | Q (programs P , Q).

The semantics are as follows:

• higher-order assignments:

[[f := g]] (x) = {f(d̄) 7→
[[
f(d̄)

]]
x

: d̄ ∈ D∗} ∪ {f(d̄) 7→
[[
g(d̄)

]]
x

: d̄ ∈ D∗} ;

• serial composition:

[[P ; Q]] (x) = [[P ]] (x) ∪ [[Q]] (x ∪ [[P ]] (x)) ;

• parallel choice:

[[P | Q]] (x) is either [[P ]] (x) or [[Q]] (x) .

We should also allow conditional and choice terms:

• conditional: the value [[r : s]]x of the conditional term r : s is [[s]]x provided

[[r]]x = true, and has no value otherwise;

• choice: the value [[s | t]]x of the choice term s | t is either [[s]]x or [[t]]x.

Conditionals go hand-in-hand with choice, as in

[[(r : s) | (¬r : t)]]x =


[[s]]x if [[r]]x

[[t]]x otherwise .

A foreign location is indicated by a port-valued expression of the form

c.f(s1, . . . , sn), where c is cell-valued and f(s1, . . . , sn) yields a location in c. Only

local locations and shared resources may appear on the left of assignments. A foreign

resource on the left of an assignment is an agent. A resource that only appears on the

right side or in conditions is an asset (that is, read-only).
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A new cell may be conceived by means of a creation term

ν(P )

where P is a program. All expressions in P are evaluated with respect to the mother,

but all assignments are made to locations in the fetus (baby cell). All other operators

in the baby are completely undefined. The value of this term is the identity c ∈ C of

the baby. Additional assignments may be made to operations in (unborn) fetuses by

referring to its locations with terms like c.f(s1, . . . , sn). Babies are birthed by means

of the command

&(c1, . . . , cn)

where the ci ∈ C are the babies’ identities.

When born, the baby cell will run the same algorithm as its mother, but its store

may differ. Flags can be set to specialize the behavior of offspring. The command

&(ν()) launches an independent new cell with pristine store, but it would have no way

to interact with other cells.

The program of an organ as a whole is just the union of the programs of its con-

stituent “organelles” (sub-organs), with functions disambiguated by the name of the

cell they reside in. Of course, some cells might not be governed by programs, but rather

provide environmental input, like measurements of natural phenomena (e.g. thermome-

ters, barometers, velocimeter). Whereas an individual programmed cell may own only

a bounded number of channels, an organ can create more and more new cells, each of

which is connected to external cells. Programs as described above can cause conflicts

(“clashes”) when different assignments (in one or more cell plans) attempt to assign

different values (at one and the same moment) to a single location. The outcome of

such a conflict is any one of the possibilities. (These nondeterministic semantics are

preferable to a system crash.)

5.2.4.1 Effectiveness

The Principle of Effectiveness is that an algorithmic organ is effective if its initial status

has a finite description. In general, for a system to be deemed effective, not only should

its transitions and evolutions be describable by a finite text, but also the initial states

with the operations they are endowed with. For an organ to be effective, it should have
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finitely many cells, each governed by an effective algorithm. The number of cells and

their inter-connections may grow unboundedly during its evolution. This is analogous

to the classical case.

5.2.4.2 Continous Time

For continuous-time systems, the discrete programming language is extended with

• continuous (explicit) assignments: f(s1, . . . , sn) :≈ t,

which stay in force until a new assignment is made to the same term by some program.

Jumps are effected by conditionals. Additional constraints on algorithmic evolution

make sense in the continuous context. These include that tests should test for conditions

that have non-zero duration and that the dynamics of a system change only finitely often

in a finite period of time. A jump in the evolution of a continuous-time cell is a change in

its dynamics, in contrast with flows, during which the dynamics are fixed. Various other

possibilities make sense for programming continuous-time systems (implicit equations,

infinitesimals). To achieve synchronous behavior in a continuous-time environment,

there would need to be a global clock to which other cells are connected, directly or

indirectly.

5.2.5 Discussions

Many instances of plans come to mind. When foreign locations provide only read-only

resources, write abilities to a public (but not shared) memory need to be achieved

via requests—as in modern hardware. A cell c can allocate resources for requests r,

addresses a, and values v, which it makes available to a memory module. The latter

runs a program of the sort p.r : m(p.a) := p.v, for some “archive” function m. A similar

setup may be used to serve stored values.

When unboundedly many cells use the same controlled archive, some queueing

mechanism needs to be set up, by means of which individual cells can place requests

while the archive deals with them one at a time.

If (automata) cells share a finite domain (as in cellular models), then unbounded

memory is achievable by means an unbounded number of connected cells. In this case

an unbounded number of steps may be needed to access a particular datum.
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To model a physical or biological system in which units are each governed by rules,

but adjacent units exchange values or signals, one could represent their interface as a

channel. For example, the temperature of a wall would be a public function over R2 of

one side or the other.

Positions in space (of physical or biological systems) may be modeled by having

each cell keep track of its own position. Neighboring cells would need to be in contact

to avoid overlap.



Chapter 6

What is a Parallel Algorithm?

6.1 Informal View

Informally, a parallel algorithm consists of a (finite or infinite) set of cells, whose indi-

vidual states all evolve according to the same algorithm. The state of each cell, at any

moment, is a (logical) structure with a tripartite vocabulary F ] F ′ ] G consisting of

private (internal) operations F , public (global) G, and embryonic F ′, the latter having

the same similarity type as F . (There could be any fixed number of embryonic copies

F ′, F ′′, . . . , F (k), but let us leave it simple for now, one child at a time.) The individual

cells all run a “classical” (sequential) algorithm in the sense of Chapter 2.

Initially, all cells agree on G and their F ′ are pristine (completely undefined). A

single global step of the algorithm comprises of the following stages.

1. First, each cell C takes one classical step, producing a set of updates U .

2. Cells’ private operations F and embryonic operations F ′ are updated per U .

3. Then the union of all the cell’s public updates together are applied to every cell’s

public G. If there is any disagreement between cells regarding updates to G (the

same location getting contradictory new values), the whole system aborts. (Abortion

could be replaced with nondeterministic behavior, should one prefer.)

4. Assuming there are no conflicts, mitosis takes place as follows: Each cell C in

which the values of the operations F ′ were modified splits into two, a mother C and

daughter C ′. The daughter C ′ inherits G, as updated, from her mother; her F is a

copy of her mother’s F ′. For both mother and daughter, F ′ is reinitialized to undef

57
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(undefined).

5. If one wishes, an individual cell can be allowed to die and be dropped from the

global organism whenever it has no next state, as when it suffers an internal clash.

6.2 Parallel Algorithms

An algorithm is generally viewed as a state-transition system composed of a set of

states and a transition function (or, more generally, a relation) over states.

Definition 16 (Parallel System). A parallel system consists of a set (or class) S of

states, a (nonempty) subset S0 ⊆ S of which are initial, a federacy of (countably or

uncountably many) identities I, localized states Xi ∈ S for each X ∈ S and i ∈ I, and

a (partial) transition function τ : S ⇀ S. Whenever τ is undefined for a state X ∈ S,

we will say that X is terminal.

We first explain what the states of a parallel algorithm look like and then discuss

algorithmic transitions.

6.2.1 Global States

We need for systems to comprise multiple local processes, what we called “cells”. As

explained above, states should be formalized as (first-order) logical structures over some

vocabulary, fixed by the algorithm. Since we are dealing with parallel algorithms, with

both private and shared memory, each cell has a local state, which is a structure over

a (finite) vocabulary G ] F , where the (current) values of operations in G are stored

(conceptually, at least) in global locations, accessible to all cells, while private data is

stored as values of operations in its personal copy of F .

Each cell has its own unique identity, taken from some index set (or class) I.

Suppose F = {f1, . . . , fk}. Then the k local functions of cell i ∈ I are indexed

Fi = {f1i , . . . , fki }, where, for each j = 1, . . . , k, the functions f ji have the same arity

for all cells i. It will be convenient in what follows to denote F j = {f ji : i ∈ I}. The

global state of the algorithm will be an algebra over the combined (possibly infinite)

vocabulary V = G ∪ F ∗, where F ∗ =
⋃
i∈I Fi =

⋃k
j=1 F

j .

Let X be a state of A with domain (universe, carrier) D. Let g be some function

in V (either in G or in F ∗) of arity n and ū be an n-tuple of elements of that domain.
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Then, by interpreting g, X determines the value [[g]]X (ū) of its location g(ū). For any

ground term t, we write [[t]]X = w to mean that the value of t as interpreted in X is w.

When state X with transition τ is not terminal, we say that g(ū) 7→ w is an update

of X if τ changes the value of g(ū) to be w in τ(X), which was not its value in X. By

∆τ (X), we denote the set of all updates of X under τ .

Each cell works with only part of the global state. We define the ith localization

Xi of global state X of federacy I to be the structure X with its “active” vocabulary

restricted to Vi, meaning that all other functions (F ∗ \ Fi) are everywhere undefined,

taking on the otherwise unused value undef. Note that the localization of a localization

Xi is Xi itself. The evolution of the ith cell should utilize only the values of the defined

functions of the ith localization, identifying its private F with the indexed functions

Fi. Transitions for a cell can only change values of its functions and of its progeny. We

say that a localization Xi is empty if every function in Fi is also undefined. These are

nascent cells, yet to be born. We call Xi an i-state when it’s not empty.

Identities are just a fiction to distinguish one cell from another; when comparing

states, the individual identities should be ignored. Two states are the same if they

are the same up to permutation of cell identities. Similarly, two sequences of state

transitions are the same if there is a permutation of identities for the states in one of

the sequences that makes it identical to the other sequence.

To facilitate state comparison, we define a anonymization operator ] that wipes off

the identifier, that is, it erases the identity-index from function symbols. Thus, the

anonymized X]
i is obtained from a localized cell Xi by restricting the vocabulary to Vi

and pretending that the remaining symbols f ji are just f j , for all j. Accordingly, we

say that Xi = Yk, for two localizations, if X]
i = Y ]

k , that is, if they are identical when

anonymized. Similarly, we say that transition τ generates the same updates for Xi and

Yk if the updates to G are the same in both Xi and Yk, the updates to Fi in Xi are

the same as the updates to Fk in Yk, and the updates to other locations are the same

up to the choice of indices for updates to daughter cells. In such a case, we will simply

write ∆τ (Xi) = ∆τ (Yk). We denote by ∆i
τ (X) the set of all updates to locations of Fi

in X. As before, we write ∆i
τ (X) = ∆k

τ (Y ) if ∆i
τ (X)] = ∆k

τ (Y )].

To capture the uniform behavior of cells, we introduce templates, which are terms

over an unadorned vocabulary G∪{f1, . . . , fk}, where f j is a symbol of the same arity

as the f ji ∈ F . For each i ∈ I, the template t induces a critical term ti, obtained by
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replacing each occurrence of f j by f ji . Given states X and Y from the same transition

system, we say that they agree on a set of templates T and indicate X ≡T Y if

[[ti]]X = [[ti]]Y for every t ∈ T and i ∈ I. In words, every localized term defined by a

template t has the same value in both X and Y .

To compare different cells we should again ignore their specific identities. Let Xi

and Xk be distinct localizations of global state X. We say that Xi ≡T Xk (the two

states “agree”) if [[ti]]X = [[tk]]X for each t ∈ T . Similarly, we may compare localizations

of two distinct global states. We write Xi ≡T Yk, for localization Xi of X and Yk of Y ,

if [[ti]]X = [[tk]]Y for each t ∈ T .

6.2.2 Algorithms

Let A = (S,S0, I, τ) be a parallel system of federacy I over vocabulary V . We deem

it to be “algorithmic” if it satisfies a number of postulates, which we now proceed to

explicate.

Postulate V (Abstract State). A parallel system is abstract if the following properties

hold:

1. Its states are structures over a vocabulary V .

2. All states share the same vocabulary.

3. The functions in its states are all strict: f(. . . , undef, . . .) = undef for all f ∈ V .

4. Its states (and also the set of initial states and the set of terminal states) are closed

under isomorphism (of first-order structures).

5. Its states are also closed under localizations, that is, if X is a state, then Xi is also

a state, for each identity i.

6. Isomorphic states are either both terminal or else their next states are isomorphic,

via the same isomorphism.

7. Transitions preserve the domain of states.

States as structures make it possible to consider any data structure sans encodings.

In this sense, algorithms are generic. The structures are “first-order” in syntax, though

domains may include sequences, or sets, or other higher-order objects, in which case the
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state would provide operations for dealing with those objects. States with infinitary

operations, like the supremum of infinitely many objects, are precluded. Closure under

isomorphism ensures that the algorithm can operate on the chosen level of abstraction

and that states’ internal representation of data is invisible to the algorithm. This means

that the behavior of an algorithm, in contradistinction with its “implementation” as

a program in some particular programming language, cannot depend on the memory

address of some variable.

It must be possible to describe the effect of transitions in terms of the information

in the current state. To that end, we use templates, which refer to global locations

in the current state and to local locations in each cell. Parallel algorithms use these

templates to describe state transitions, without referring to cells individually. If every

referenced location has the same value in two states, then the behavior of the algorithm

must be the same for both of those states. This, the essence of what makes a process

algorithmic, is a crucial insight of [62].

Each cell is fully responsible for its local updates. The updates created by an

individual cell may not depend on its identity, but only on global and local locations

that are available to it.

Postulate VI (Localization). An abstract parallel system with state-transition τ and

identities I is localized if there exists a finite set T of templates such that ∆τ (Xi) =

∆τ (Yk) and ∆i
τ (X) = ∆k

τ (Y ) whenever Xi ≡T Yk for states X and Y and identities

i, k ∈ I.

Moreover, all updates of a global state are generated solely by local cells.

Postulate VII (Globalization). An abstract parallel system with state-transition τ and

identities I is globalized if ∆τ (X) =
⋃
i∈I ∆τ (Xi) for all states X and identities i ∈ I.

For ordinary (non-parallel) algorithms, one asks for the following [62, Bounded

Exploration Postulate]:

Definition 17 (Algorithmicity). An abstract parallel system with state-transition τ

is algorithmic if there exists a finite set T of templates such that X ≡T Y implies

∆τ (X) = ∆τ (Y ) for all states X and Y .

Proposition 18. Algorithmicity follows from localization and globalization.
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Proof. Suppose X ≡T Y for states X,Y and some finite set of templates T . Assume

that δ = f(u1, . . . , un) 7→ u0 is an update of X. Then, by globalization, there exists a

cell i such that δ is an update of Xi. Since X ≡T Y there exists a j such that Xi ≡T Yj .

From localization, we deduce that δ is an update of Yj , and from globalization that

it is an update of Y . Hence ∆τ (X) ⊆ ∆τ (Y ). Inclusion of ∆τ (Y ) in ∆τ (X) is proved

in the same way. Hence ∆τ (X) = ∆τ (Y ), as required.

6.2.3 Childhood

If some localization of X is empty but is not empty for τ(X), this indicates that a child

has been born. We demand that once a cell has been created, no other cell can change

its internals.

Postulate VIII (Fertility). An abstract parallel system with state-transition τ and

identities I is fertile if there exists a (input-independent) bound n ∈ N, such that, for

any localization Xi of a state X with identity i ∈ I, τ(Xi) has at most n non-empty

localizations.

The idea here is that in a single step each cell may participate in the creation of only

a bounded number of new processes.

Lastly, each newborn cell has exactly one mother:

Postulate IX (Motherhood). An abstract parallel system with state-transition τ and

identities I is maternal if whenever a localization Xi of a state X with identity i ∈ I

is empty, but is non-empty for τ(X), there is an identity k ∈ I such that ∆i
τ (X) ⊆

∆τ (Xk).

6.2.4 Parallel Algorithms

With the above requirements in place, we can state what a parallel algorithm is.

Definition 19 (Parallel Algorithm). A parallel algorithm is a parallel state-transition

system that satisfies Postulates V–IX.

Proposition 20. Any parallel algorithm over a finite vocabulary may be described by

an ordinary algorithm.

Proof. Consider an algorithm over a finite vocabulary V . Then instead of V = G∪F ∗,

we may assume that we only have V = G (and we required that G be finite). So for
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this case, the algorithm is only required to have the abstract state and algorithmic

properties, and postulates VI–IX are redundant. Also, our final set of templates T

is just a finite set of terms over V = G. So what we have is a classical (sequential)

algorithm with critical terms T , as defined by Gurevich in [62].

6.3 Parallel Programs

The two basic program instructions are assignment and creation.

Assignment. An atomic assignment is an instruction of the form g(t1, . . . , tn) := t0,

where t0, . . . , tn are templates and g ∈ V has arity n.

Let Xi be a localization of X. Assume that
[[
tji

]]
X

= uji for each j = 0, . . . , n. If

g ∈ G, then application of an assignment a on X for i generates an update ∆a(Xi) =

{g(u1i , . . . , u
n
i ) 7→ u0i }, with the appropriate index i. If g ∈ F , then the application

generates an denoted ∆a(Xi) = {fi(u1i , . . . , uni ) 7→ u0i }, with the appropriate index i.

If one of the tj is undefined (undef) in Xi, then ∆a(Xi) = ∅. The application of a to

X generates the update set ∆a(X) =
⋃
i∈I ∆a(Xi).

Parallel assignment. More generally, a parallel assignment rule a is a finite set of

atomic assignments, written out as a1 ‖ a2 ‖ · · · ‖ a`. The update set generated by this

instruction is ∆a(X) =
⋃`
j=1 ∆aj (X). If ∆a(X) includes conflicting updates (different

values assigned to the same location), then the rule is not applied.

Creation. This is an instruction denoted new.a of the form new a, where a is a

parallel assignment.

Suppose a is a single assignment f(t1, . . . , tn) := t0, and let Xi be one localization.

The transition initializes some empty localization Xki by setting fki(
[[
t1i
]]
X
, . . . , [[tni ]]X)

to be
[[
t0i
]]
X

. Then ∆new.a(Xi) = {fki(u1i , . . . , uni ) 7→ u0i }, where each uji =
[[
tji

]]
X

.

However, if any one of the uji is undefined, then ∆new.a(Xi) = ∅. For each cell i, the

transition chooses a different daughter cell ki. In general, the update is appended to

the total set of updates ∆new.a(X) =
⋃
i∈I ∆new.a(Xi).

If a is a parallel assignment a1 ‖ a2 ‖ . . . ‖ a`, then application of new.a chooses

a unique empty Xki for each Xi such that all the templates in the atomic assignments

are defined for Xi. In this case, ∆new.a(X) =
⋃`
j=1 ∆new.aj (X). If there is no way to
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choose a unique ki for each i such that the rule can be applied to it, then the rule is

not applied at all.

Guard. An atomic guard is a condition of the form s = t or s 6= t. A guard t = s

evaluates to true for localization Xi if [[ti]]X = [[si]]X , and t 6= s is true if [[ti]]X 6= [[si]]X .

More generally, a guard may be a conjunction c of atomic guards c1 & c2 & . . .& cn,

which is true for Xi when each cj is.

Guarded assignment. This is an instruction denoted c : a of the form if c then a,

where c is a guard and a is a parallel assignment rule. Application of c : a to state X

generates the set of updates ∆c:a(X) =
⋃
{∆a(Xi) : i ∈ I, [[c]]Xi = true}.

Guarded creation. This instruction c : new.a takes the form if c then new a,

where a is a parallel assignment and c, a guard. The assignments are executed on each

Xi for which the guard c evaluates to true.

Definition 21 (Parallel Abstract State Program). A parallel (abstract state) program

is a finite set P = {r1, . . . , rn} of rules as above. To execute P on state X, all rules are

executed simultaneously, that is, ∆P (X) =
⋃
ri∈P ∆ri(X). If ∆P (X) has conflicting

updates, then no updates are applied at all.

For state X, we denote by P (X) the state obtained by application of program P

on X. If no rule in P applies, then P is not defined for X.

Note that for each instance of creation, the program chooses new unused indices

from I in some fashion. Since we always treat states and computations as identical if

they are the same up to permutation of cells (that is, of indices to function symbols),

the specific choice is immaterial.

6.4 Representation Theorem

A parallel program P is a characteristic program of algorithm A if P (X) = τ(X) for

each state X of A. We shall presume for simplicity that A is over a vocabulary G∪F 1

only and denote it by G ∪ F . We will also assume that in Postulate VIII we have at

most one child born per step (n = 2). All proofs can be easily extended to the general

case.
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By globalization, ∆τ (X) =
⋃
i ∆τ (Xi). So we start with localized states Xi. We

prove that the transition of Xi can be described by a rule composed of assignment and

creation rules.

By our simplifying assumption, the algorithm has only one local function. So Xi’s

defined locations are over the vocabulary G ∪ {fi}. Furthermore, we limit creation to

at most one child per transition. Hence, defined locations of τ(Xi) are over G∪{fi, fk}

for some k ∈ I. So we may treat Xi and τ(Xi) as ordinary states of an ordinary

(non-parallel) algorithm over finite vocabulary G ∪ {fi, fk} with critical terms Ti ∪ Tk.

Let δ = h(u1, . . . , un) 7→ w be an update in ∆τ (Xi). According to [91, Lemma 5]

(or [62, Lemma 6.2]), for each value uj = 0, . . . , n there exists a term tj ∈ Ti ∪ Tk such

that
[[
tj
]]
Xi

= uj . Let αδ be the ordinary assignment rule h(t1, . . . , tn) := t0. We have

∆αδ(Xi) = {δ}, Denote by αi the assignment obtained as a parallel composition of αδ

for all δ ∈ ∆τ (Xi). Obviously, ∆αi(Xi) = ∆τ (Xi).

Take a look at h(t1, . . . , tn) := t0, bearing in mind that
[[
tj
]]
Xi

= uj for j = 0, . . . , n.

In particular, tj must be defined (not undef) in Xi. Since the only defined locations

of Xi are those of G ∪ {fi}, we may conclude that tj are all terms over G ∪ {fi}, not

referring at all to values in the child cell. And since all defined locations of τ(Xi) are

over G ∪ {fi, fk}, we may conclude that h ∈ G ∪ {fi, fk}. Accordingly, we partition αi

into two parallel assignment rules: ai are all those rules with h ∈ G∪{fi} and ni are for

rules with h = fk. Obviously, αi = ai ‖ ni. We may call the characteristic assignment

of Xi.

Let a] be obtained from ai by replacing fi with f . Then a] is an assignment

rule over the templates T . From the definition of parallel assignment, we obtain that

∆a](Xi) = ∆ai(Xi). Let n] be obtained from ni by replacing fi and fk with f . From

the definitions of parallel creation and of comparing updates for different cells, we

obtain that ∆new.n](Xi) = ∆ni(Xi). Define the program α] = a] ‖ new.n]. Then

∆α](Xi) = ∆a](Xi) ∪∆new.n](Xi) = ∆αi(Xi).

Lemma 22. Let Xi be a localized state of a parallel algorithm with identity i, and αi

the characteristic assignment for Xi and τ . Then α](Xi) = αi(Xi) = τ(Xi).

Proof. That α](Xi) is τ(Xi) follows from the above discussion. That αi(Xi) is τ(Xi)

follows from [91, Lemma 11].

Updates of localized states depend on the values of templates only.
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Lemma 23. Let Xi be a localized state of a parallel algorithm with identity i, and αi

the characteristic assignment for Xi and τ . If Yi is a localized state with the same

identity i and Xi ≡T Yi, then α](Yi) = αi(Yi) = τ(Yi).

Proof. Since α] is a rule over T it will contain updates based on the values of T only.

Considering that Xi ≡T Yi, we will have ∆α](Xi) = ∆α](Yi). It follows from the

previous lemma that α](Xi) = τ(Xi). According to the localization postulate, we

have ∆τ (Yi) = ∆τ (Xi), again since Xi ≡T Yi. Combining all together, we conclude

that α](Yi) = τ(Yi), as claimed.

Every localized state Xi induces an equivalence relation ∼Xi on templates T ac-

cording to which s ∼Xi t iff [[si]]Xi = [[ti]]Xi . We show next that update commands for

localization Xi are determined by this relation.

Lemma 24. Let Xi be an i-state of an algorithm, Yk an k-state, and αk the charac-

teristic assignment for Yk and τ . If ∼Xi=∼Yk , then α](Xi) = αk(Xi) = τ(Xi).

Proof. We may treat Xi and Yk as ordinary states over finite vocabularies, as we did

at the start of this section. We are given that [[si]]Xi = [[ti]]Xi iff [[sk]]Yk = [[tk]]Yk for any

templates s, t ∈ T . By [91, Lemma 13], we get αi(Xi) = τ(Xi). By Lemma 22, we may

conclude that α](Xi) = τ(Xi). Recall that we consider states to be equal if they are

equal up to a permutation of identities.

We are ready to prove that any parallel algorithm may be described by a parallel

program.

Theorem 25 (Representation). For each parallel algorithm, there exists a character-

istic parallel abstract program.

Proof. For any equivalence relation ∼ on templates T , we define the guard c∼ to be

the conjunction of equalities s = t for all s, t ∈ T such that s ∼ t, plus the conjunction

of disequalities s 6= t for all s, t ∈ T such that s 6∼ t. For each possible relation ∼, we

choose a localized state Xi of the algorithm with the relation ∼ between its instantiated

templates Ti (provided there is such a state), and call it X∼. Then we can define the

program R∼ = if c∼ then α]∼, where α∼ is the characteristic assignment for X∼.

Obviously c∼ evaluates to true on X∼, and hence R∼(X∼) = α]∼(X∼).

Define P to be the parallel program consisting of rulesR∼ for all possible equivalence

relations ∼ of T , for which there is at least one state X∼. Since T is finite, it has only
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finitely many distinct equivalence relations, and so program P is finite. We claim that

P is a characteristic program of the algorithm, that is, P (X) = τ(X) for any state X.

Consider some localized state Xi satisfying the relation ∼i on templates. By

Lemma 24, α∼i(Xi) = τ(Xi). Exactly one guard in P applies to Xi and that is c∼. So

P (Xi) = P∼i(Xi) = α]∼i(Xi) = α∼i(Xi) = τ(Xi).

Assume finally that X is a general state of the algorithm. By globalization, the up-

date of X is a union of updates of all its localizations Xi, that is, ∆τ (X) =
⋃
i∈I ∆τ (Xi).

By the abstract state axiom, Xi is also a state. According to localization, updates

for Xi do not depend on whether Xi is considered as a standalone state or a localization

of a general state. So it is enough to show that ∆P (Xi) = ∆τ (Xi) for all i ∈ I, which

was just established in the previous paragraph.



Chapter 7

Extended Computational Thesis

7.1 Introduction

In 1936, Turing [113] invented a theoretical computational model, the Turing machines,

and proved that they compute exactly the same functions over the natural numbers

(appropriately represented) as do the partial-recursive functions and the lambda cal-

culus. His deep insight was that computation, however complex, can be decomposed

into simple atomic steps, consisting of single-step motions and the testing and writing

of individual symbols. In 1971, Hartmanis [67] and Cook and Reckhow [29] devel-

oped the random-access register machine (RAM) model for the purpose of measuring

computational complexity of computer algorithms. This theoretical model is close in

spirit to the design of modern (von Neumann architecture) computers and serves as a

more realistic measure of (asymptotic) time and space resource usage than do Turing’s

machines. The question addressed here is to what extent RAMs are in fact the ideal

model for measuring algorithmic complexity.

In his handbook survey on computational models, van Emde Boas writes:

Register-based machines have become the standard machine model for

the analysis of concrete algorithms. [117, p. 22]

If it can be shown that reasonable machines simulate each other within

polynomial-time bounded overhead, it follows that the particular choice of

a model in the definition of feasibility is irrelevant, as long as one remains

within the realm of reasonable machine models. [117, p. 4]

I firmly believe that complexity theory, as presently practiced, is based

on the following assumption, held to be self evident:

68
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Invariance Thesis: There exists a standard class of machine models,

which includes among others all variants of Turing Machines [and] all vari-

ants of RAM’s. . . . Machine models in this class simulate each other with

Polynomially bounded overhead in time, and constant factor overhead in

space. [116, p. 2] (cf. [117, p. 5])

The Church-Turing Thesis [74, Thesis I†] asserts that all effectively computable

numeric functions are recursive and, likewise, that they can be computed by a Turing

machine, or—more precisely—can be simulated under some representation by a Turing

machine. As Kleene [76, p. 493] explains,

The notion of an “effective calculation procedure” or “algorithm” (for which

I believe Church’s thesis) involves its being possible to convey a complete

description of the effective procedure or algorithm by a finite communica-

tion, in advance of performing computations in accordance with it.

This claim has recently been axiomatized and proven [15, 41]( see Chapter 2).

The extended thesis adds the belief that the overhead in such a Turing machine

simulation is only polynomial. One formulation of this extended thesis is as follows:

The so-called “Extended” Church-Turing Thesis: . . . any function naturally

to be regarded as efficiently computable is efficiently computable by a Turing

machine. (Scott Aaronson [1])

The Extended Church-Turing Thesis states . . . that time on all “reasonable”

machine models is related by a polynomial. (Ian Parberry [85])

The Extended Church-Turing Thesis makes the . . . assertion that the Turing

machine model is also as efficient as any computing device can be. That is,

if a function is computable by some hardware device in time T (n) for input

of size n, then it is computable by a Turing machine in time (T (n))k for

some fixed k (dependent on the problem). (Andrew Yao [122])

Indeed, it is widely believed that all effective classical (that is, deterministic, non-

parallel, non-analog, non-interactive) models are polynomially-equivalent with regard to

the number of steps required to compute. For example, it is well-known that multitape

Turing machines (TMs) require quadratic time to simulate RAMs [29] and that single-

tape Turing machines require quadratic time to simulate multitape ones [69]. It remains
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conceivable, however, that there exists some sort of model that is more sophisticated

than RAMs, one that allows for even more time-wise efficient algorithms, yet ought

still be considered “reasonable”.

We demonstrate that the programs of any classical (sequential, non-interactive)

computation model or programming language that satisfies natural postulates of ef-

fectiveness (which specialize Gurevich’s Sequential Postulates)—regardless of the data

structures it employs—can be simulated by a random access machine (RAM) with only

constant factor overhead. In essence, the effectiveness postulates assert the following:

states can be represented as logical structures; transitions depend on a fixed finite set

of terms (those referred to in the algorithm); basic operations can be programmed

from constructors; and transitions commute with isomorphisms. Complexity for any

domain is measured in terms of constructor operations. It follows that algorithmic

lower bounds for the RAM model hold (up to a constant factor determined by the algo-

rithm in question) for any and all effective classical models of computation, whatever

its control structures and data structures. This substantiates the Invariance Thesis (a

polynomial-time version of the “extended” Church-Turing Thesis), namely that every

effective classical algorithm can be polynomially simulated by a Turing machine.

In fact, as will be shown here, RAMs provide optimal complexity, regardless of what

control structures are available in the programming model and what data structures

are employed by the algorithm. Specifically, we show that any “effective” computation

model (or programming language) can be simulated with only constant slowdown by a

(pointer) RAM, measured in terms of basic, constructor operations.

Theorem (Main for Sequential). (Theorem 32) Any effective classical algorithm us-

ing no more than T (n) constructor/destructor operations for inputs of size n can be

simulated by a RAM in order T (n) steps, with a word size that may grow up to order

log T (n) + log n.

We proceed to prove this claim in the following manner:

1. For a generic, datatype-independent notion of algorithm, we adopt the axiomatic

characterization of classical algorithms over arbitrary domains as was described in

Chapter 2.

2. To restrict attention to effective algorithms only—as opposed, say, to conceptual
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algorithms like Gaussian elimination over reals—we adopt the formalization of ef-

fective algorithms over arbitrary domains as was described in Chapter 3.

3. For measuring complexity, we limit operations to basic ones: testing equality of

domain elements, application of constructors and destructors, and lookup of stored

values (Section 7.2, Definition 26). We would not, for example, normally want to

treat multiplication as a unit-cost operation. A basic algorithm is one that only

employs only these basic operations (Section 3.2, Definition 4).

4. Basic algorithms may be emulated step-by-step with Extended Storage Modification

Machines (EMMs), combining results in [62], [5] and [42] (Section 7.4, Lemma 29).

5. Lastly, we show how each step of an EMM can be simulated by a constant number

of RAM steps, operating on words of logarithmic size (Section 7.4, Lemma 30).

In [5], it was shown that the emulation can be made precise in that it does not

access locations in states that the original algorithm does not.

Having agreed on the right way to measure complexity of effective algorithms over

arbitrary data structures (item 3. above), we could have gone on to show directly how

to simulate any basic, effective algorithm by means of multidimensional RAMs [93].

Instead, we choose to build (item 4.) on the little-known result of [42], linking a version

of EMMs with certain simple abstract state machines, which we will call GASMs. (This

work long predates the formalization of effectiveness in [15, 41].) By showing that RAMs

simulate EMMs efficiently (which is simpler than showing that they emulate RAMs)

and that GASMs emulate any basic implementation of an effective algorithm, the four

models (RAM ≥ EMM ≥ GASM ≥ effective algorithm) are chained together and the

desired invariance result is obtained in a strong sense—without undue complications.

In [46], the lambda calculus was extended with one-step reduction of primitive

operations, and it was shown that any effective computational model can be simulated

by this calculus with only constant factor overhead. The catch is—as the authors

indicate – that individual steps can themselves be far from basic and quite complex.

Turning to the parallel case, in 1976, Chandra, Kozen, and Stockmeyer [24] proved

that alternating polynomial time is equivalent to deterministic polynomial space. In

1977, A. Borodin [18] suggested that this result may be generalized:

[P]arallel time and space are roughly equivalent within a polynomial factor.
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This thesis is usually referred to as the Parallel Computational Thesis. In 1978, S.

Fortune [47] defined a parallel random access machine (PRAM) and proved that “de-

terministic parallel RAM’s with number processes no more then exponential can accept

in polynomial time exactly the sets accepted by Turing machines with polynomially

bounded tape.” Later, in 1986, Ian Parberry [85] provided an example showing that a

Common PRAM with an exponential number of initial processes may compute NPC

problems in constant time. He explains that in his opinion this example does not vio-

late the parallel computational thesis but probably this model (PRAM with exponential

number of processors at initial state) should not be considered “reasonable”:

[T]he parallel computational thesis does not attempt to say that time on all

parallel machine models is related; . . . it talks only about “reasonable” mod-

els. . . . Thus . . . a model is a counterexample to the parallel computational

thesis only if it is “reasonable”.

Based on the suggestion of Parberry, we do the following: In Chapter 6, we defined

a generic parallel algorithm. We restrict that general model to effective ones, similar

to the method we used in Chapter 3 for the classical sequential model. That will give

us a general effective parallel algorithm. With that in hand, we will prove our main

result for parallel models:

Theorem (Main for Parallel). (Theorem 40) Polynomial time of effective parallel al-

gorithms with no more than an exponential number of cells is equivalent to Turing

polynomial space.

So the only non-Turing possibility for an effective parallel algorithm is when there

are more than an exponential number of initial processors.

7.2 Measuring Complexity

The common approach measures (asymptotic) complexity as the (maximum) number of

operations relative to input size. As we want to count atomic operations, not arbitrarily

complex operations, we should count constructor operations. So we have a choice: to

count all the operations executed by an effective algorithm, or to count the transition

steps of its corresponding basic algorithm. We take the latter route. To measure the

time needed for the execution of a basic algorithm, we use—for the time being—the
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“uniform measure” [117, pp. 10–11], under which every transition is counted as a one

time unit. Later, we will address the question of what cost to assign to each transition

step.

To handle arbitrary data types, the only sensible and honest way is to define the

size of a domain element to be the number of basic operations required to build it:

Definition 26 (Size). The size of a domain element is the minimal number of con-

structor operations required to name that value.

The size |n| of a unary number n, represented as sn(0), is n + 1. The size of n in

binary is dlg ne; for example, |5| = 3, the length of 0(1(ε)), the initial 1(for the string

101) being understood. The size of Turing-machine strings is (one more than) the

length of its tape, since string constructors are unary (see the basic Turing-machine

implementation in [15]). The size of the tree C(B(A(), A()), B(A(), A()), B(A(), A()))

is only 3, because subtrees can be reused, and the whole tree can be specified by

C(s, s, s) where s = B(r, r), r = A() .

An effective algorithm is allowed to access effective oracles (e.g. multiplication) in

its initial states, which however are required to be programmable (i.e. algorithmically

describable) by a basic algorithm, that is, using constructors and destructors only (usu-

ally with a larger vocabulary). In other words, by bootstrapping an effective algorithm,

we get a basic one, which is the right one to consider for measuring complexity.

Definition 27 (Complexity). We measure the complexity of an effective algorithm by

the number of basic operations (constructors, destructors, equality) required to perform

the computation from initial to final states, relative to the input size.

In other words, we inline effective sub-algorithms to get a basic one and measure

the complexity of the latter.

Consider an effective algorithm rev to reverse the top-level elements of a Lisp-like

list. The domain consists of all nested lists L; that is, either an empty list 〈〉, or else

a nonempty list of lists: 〈〈〉〉, 〈〈〉〈〉〉, 〈〈〉〈〉〈〉〉, . . . , 〈〈〈〉〉〉, 〈〈〈〉〉〈〉〉, . . . , 〈〈〉〈〈〉〈〈〉〉〉〉, . . . .

The function rev: L → L takes a list 〈`1 . . . `n〉 and returns 〈`n . . . `1〉, with the sublists

`j unchanged. For instance, rev(〈〈〉〈〈〉〈〈〉〉〉〉)=(〈〈〈〉〈〈〉〉〉〈〉〉).

Now, rev could be a built-in operation of the Lisp model of computation, which in

one fell swoop reverses any list. Clearly, constant cost for rev is not what is intended;
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we want to count the number of basic list operations needed to reverse a list of length

n. So there is no escape but to take into account how rev is implemented internally.

Suppose rev(x) is effectively something like this:

y := x; z := nil

repeat

if y = nil

then return z

else [ z := cons(car(y), z); y := cdr(y) ]

We want to count the operations executed by this implementation, which is cn for some

constant c that is the (maximum) number of (constructor and destructor) operations in

a single iteration. Note that any straightforward Turing machine would require many

more steps, quadratic in the size of the input x, rather than the number of elements

at the top level, as in this list-based algorithm. In any RAM implementation, each list

is represented by some natural number; what encoding is chosen is immaterial, as long

as all operations perform consistently. Regardless of what number is used for the list

` = 〈〈〉〈〈〉〈〈〉〉〉〉, car(rev(car(rev(`)))) should return the number that represents 〈〈〉〉.

7.3 Machine Models

7.3.1 Random Access Machines

The RAM machine has access to a finite number of registers, and memory locations

indexed by non-negative integers; each register or memory location can hold a non-

negative integer. For the definition of RAMs, we take the set of instructions suggested

by Cook and Reckhow in [29] and use the classification of RAM machines suggested by

Boas in [117].

• For basic RAMs, the following operations are considered to take “unit time”:

1. X ← C, where X is a register and C is a constant.

2. X ← [Y ], where [Y ] denotes the contents of the memory location indexed by

Y .

3. [Y ]← X.

4. TRA m if X > 0: Transfer control to the m-th line of the program if X > 0.
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• Successor RAMs are an extension of basic RAMs with successor/predecessor op-

erations:

5. INC X. Increase the value of register X by 1.

6. DEC X. Decrease the value of register X by 1.

• Arithmetic RAMs are the model originally defined by Cook and Reckhow in [29];

they extend basic RAMs with addition and subtraction:

5. X ← Y + Z.

6. X ← Y − Z.

• Multidimensional RAMs are an extension of the classical ones, allowing for mem-

ory organization in multiple dimensions. The instruction set remains the same,

but memory cells are accessed using one address per dimension.

Proposition 28 ([93]). Multidimensional arrays may be organized in the memory of

a one-dimensional arithmetic RAM in such a way that a program can access an entry

indexed by [i1, . . . , i`] in a constant number of steps, whether or not it is a first-time

access (given that a unit instruction can operate over words of size O(log i1 + . . . +

log i`)).

The trick is to segment the memory into big chunks in such a way that one can com-

pute squares of indices, hence, cell locations, without need for multiplication; see [93]

for details. One can also have more than one array in such a RAM.

7.3.2 PRAMs are Parallel Algorithms

To see how PRAMs meet the requirements we laid out for parallel algorithms, we need

to understand what the states would look like from the point of view of our postulates.

The domain of the states of a PRAM is the integers (and whatever is isomorphic to the

integers). The states are all endowed with the arithmetic capabilities of PRAMs. The

global PRAM memory is a global function; the local memories are local; the registers

are global or local, as the case may be. The templates are the various registers and

expressions appearing in the PRAM program. Forking, however, requires copying all

local information to the global area, creating a new cell, and then copying the local

information to its proper place.
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As we do no allow an effective parallel algorithm to start with initial non-trivial

cells, the effective parallel algorithm corresponding to a PRAM would have to first

create some input-dependent number of cells and supply them with their local data.

The individual cells can also be told what their id is when they are created. Only

after setting up such an initial state, from the PRAM’s point of view, would one start

running the PRAM program proper.

7.3.3 Extended Storage Modification Machines

SMMs [99] manipulate a dynamic pointer structure (while reading an input string and

writing to output). Their memory takes the form of a dynamic labeled (multi-) graph.

Edges are labeled; nodes are named (not necessarily uniquely) by a path to them from

a distinguished focus node. A machine may add new nodes to the structure and can

redirect edges (perhaps rendering some nodes inaccessible in the process).

Let Λ be a finite alphabet of direction labels and X be a finite set of nodes with

a distinguished focus. For each direction δ ∈ Λ, there is a corresponding function over

nodes, such that δ(x) = y exactly when there is a labelled edge x
δ−→ y.

For the convenience, we will denote by ‖W‖ the end-node of path W .

The set of machine instructions, which may be labeled, is as follows:

• goto `—Continue with instruction labeled `.

• newW—Create a new node at the end of path W ; if W is empty, then the new

node becomes the focus; if W = Uδ then the edge labeled δ from the node ‖U‖

is redirected to a new node; all pointers from this new node are directed to the

original ‖W‖.

• W := V—Redirect the last edge of path W to point to the end node of path V .

• if V = W then P—If paths V and W end at the same node, execute P .

• if V 6= W then P—If paths V and W end at distinct nodes, execute P .

For example, the instruction if AA 6= AB then AA := B has the effect shown in

Figure 7.1

We extend the syntax of SMMs with an “inverse” operation, and refer to them as

EMMs:
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Figure 7.1: SMM: Emulating assignment.

Figure 7.2: Extended SSM: Application of ‘Remember‘ operand

• remember〈W,V1, . . . , Vk, δ1, . . . , δk〉 will remember node ‖W‖ as the one with

edges of type δi pointing to nodes ‖Vi‖, for i = 1, . . . , k. In case of collision with

previous applications of remember, previously stored values are forgotten.

• lookup〈V1, . . . , Vk, δ1, . . . , δk〉:

– The machine will set an edge labeled 〈V1, . . . , Vk, δ1, . . . , δk〉 to point from

the focus to a node X if X was the last one remembered as the node with

edges δi pointing to nodes ‖Vi‖.

– If there is no appropriate node remembered by the machine, then an edge

labeled 〈V1, . . . , Vk, δ1, . . . , δk〉 outgoing from the focus will be removed, if

such exists.

For example, performing remember〈C,B,AA, 1, 2〉 on the topology the machine

will remember the node P as the one with edge of type 1 outgoing to node X and edge

of type 2 outgoing to Z. Assume the edges labeled C and 1 have been removed and we

request lookup〈B,AB, 1, 2〉. The outcome is shown in Figure 7.3.

Note that, despite the fact that P is not reachable from the focus and that its

outgoing edges were changed, the machine still remembers it as the one that satisfies

the requirement of lookup, since it was the last one remembered as such. The set of
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Figure 7.3: Extended SSM: Application of ‘Lookup‘ operand.

edge labels is fixed for any one program, even though these compound labels may be

nested.

That all is based on the result from [5], showing that the emulation can be made

precise in that it does not access locations in states that the original algorithm does

not.

7.3.4 Parallel Random Access Machines (PRAMs)

For the definition of RAMs, we take the set of instructions suggested by Cook and

Reckhow in [29] and use the classification of RAM machines suggested by Boas in [117].

For basic RAMs, the following operations are considered to take “unit time”:

1. X ← C, where X is a register and C is a constant.

2. X ← [Y ], where [Y ] denotes the contents of the memory location indexed by Y .

3. [Y ]← X.

4. TRA m if X > 0: Transfer control to the m-th line of the program if X > 0.

5. READ X. Get next input value.

6. PRINT X. Print to the output tape.

Successor RAMs are an extension of basic RAMs with successor/predecessor oper-

ations:

7. INC X. Increase the value of register X by 1.

8. DEC X. Decrease the value of register X by 1.

Arithmetic RAMs are the model originally defined by Cook and Reckhow in [29];

they extend basic RAMs with addition and subtraction:
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7. X ← Y + Z.

8. X ← Y − Z.

Multiplication RAMs extend Arithmetic RAMs with multiplication and division:

9. X ← Y ∗ Z.

10. X ← Y : Z.

A multidimensional RAM operates a multidimensional memory, rather then one

dimensional, as a classical variant. Thus an entry address is defined by a tuple of

natural namers.

A parallel RAM (PRAM) consists on several independent sequential processors,

each with its own private memory and communicating with one another through a

shared (global) memory. In one unit of time, each processor can execute a single RAM

operation (and write to one global or local memory location). All processors execute the

same RAM program. PRAMs are classified by a type of RAM unit time operations, i.e.

in one step of basic PRAM each process can execute one basic RAM instruction. Same

for arithmetic and multiplication PRAMs. In addition to this, each process may create

a child process, using FORK command. The child process will run the same program

as her parent does and will receive from parent the label for the “first command to

execute”. We use FORK in the way it was pioneered in [47]:

11. FORK label. Create a child process which starts execution from label.

A multidimensional PRAM is a PRAM that has a multidimensional memory, both

global and local.

Another important classification is by restriction on shared memory access. In a

single step of PRAM, each process can access an entry in shared memory for either read-

ing or writing. And each type of access can be either exclusive (one process access) or

common (multiple process access) under some restriction. The exclusive read/write re-

striction prevents reading from/writing to the same global memory cell simultaneously

by two distinct processors. We denote these options by R–read, W–write, E–exclusive,

C–common. So CREW PRAM stays for common read exclusive write parallel random

access machine. In this type of machine, any process may read any shared memory
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entry at any step. But at a single step any entry may be written to by at most one

process.

A common write machine should have in its description a restriction for conflict

resolution, for a case when multiple processors call for a write to the same global mem-

ory cell. Some commonly used methods are: (a) COMMON model:” all processors

writing to the same location write the same value” (b) ARBITRARY model: ”any pro-

cess participating in common write may succeed and algorithm should work correctly,

regardless of winner” (c) PRIORITY model: ”there is a linear order on processors and

the one with minimal priority succeeds”.

All of the above PRAM models do not differ much in their computational power.

PRIORITY PRAM (the strongest model from the above) can be simulated by EREW

PRAM (the weakest model from the above) with the same number of processors and

with only O(logP ) time overhead, where P is the number of processors [45].

7.4 RAM Simulation of Basic Algorithms

As explained in Section 7.2, we should measure the complexity of effective algorithms

in terms of basic operations. Thus, we need to show how RAMs simulate basic al-

gorithms. As an intermediary device, we make use of the extension of Schönhage’s

Storage Modification Machines, EMMs, described in the previous section. We prove

that constructor-based algorithms can be simulated by an EMM, which, in turn can

be simulated by an arithmetic multidimensional RAM. And all this with negligible

overhead. (One could avoid EMMs altogether and show directly how to simulate basic

algorithms by multidimensional RAMs, but that would engender the expense of a great

deal of technical detail.)

Lemma 29. Any basic algorithm can be simulated by an EMM with at most constant

factor overhead in the number of transitions.

Proof. A similar claim was proved in [42, Lemma 1] for a different set of algorithms—

we’ll call them GASMs—and a different extension of SMMs. We prove that GASMs

emulate our basic algorithms step-for-step and that our EMMs simulate GASMs with

constant-factor overhead in the number of steps.

GASMs satisfy the axiom of algorithmicity, with an added ability to access

(import) at a single transition a bounded number of fresh (as yet unused) elements.
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Without further restrictions on the domain, available oracles and import behavior,

this class obviously contains also non-effective algorithms, like Euclidian geometry al-

gorithms working over the space of reals or algorithms with access to a Turing halting

oracle. Also unrestricted and thus unpredictable behavior of import cannot be con-

sidered effective. On the other hand, our basic algorithms access domain elements by

invoking constructors. So a GASM emulating it will use the same vocabulary as the

emulated basic algorithm, and each time a basic algorithm wants to access an element

via constructors, a GASM will import a new domain element for that, if that is a

first-time access.

It was proved in [42] that any GASM can be simulated for only constant-factor

overhead by another GASM whose vocabulary has only nullary (scalar) and unary

function symbols plus, optionally, a unique binary symbol used for ordered pairing

of elements. The idea behind that is simple: a function of arity n is considered a

unary function working over ordered n-tuples. Those n-tuples may be created by n− 1

applications of pairings. Since the vocabulary of algorithms is finite and depends on

algorithm only, the process requires only a bounded number of pairings. They prove

that a GASM as above and without pairing can be simulated by a classical SMM.

For simulation of pairing, they introduce an extension rule, create. An application of

create V,W , for paths V,W , provides the machine with access to a node representing

the ordered pair 〈‖V ‖, ‖W‖〉 (‖V ‖ being the end node of V ), in other words, a node

with edges labeled 1st and 2nd pointing to nodes ‖V ‖ and ‖W‖, respectively. A

machine will use the existing node when possible or else will create a new one (and

that despite the fact that the desired node might be inaccessible from the focus). To

avoid nondeterminism, it is required that any call to pairing be via the create rule.

Obviously, create may be simulated by our remember and lookup extensions.

Just replace each appearance of create by a formal program computing the following:

Use lookup. If nothing is found, use new to create the desired node and

then use remember on it.

Also, any change of edges outgoing that node should be remembered (EMMs with

our extension can, in general, remember any change it performs).

Lemma 30. EMMs can be simulated by multidimensional successor RAMs with at

most constant factor overhead in the number of transitions.
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Proof. We give each node x ∈ X a unique integer identifier x̂. When a new node is

created, its identifier will be the successor of the largest previously used integer. In

this way, a graph with n nodes uses identifiers 1, . . . , n. An identifier for a new node is

created using successor.

For each δ ∈ Λ we define an array, also named δ, and write δ[i] = j if the contents

of the ith entry of array δ is j. (All the arrays can be stored together in one multidi-

mensional array.) To simulate the state of an SMM, these arrays will have the following

property:

For all nodes x, y ∈ X, we have δ[x̂] = ŷ if and only if x
δ−→ y.

A constant focus will contain the identifier of the focus. With this construction, one

can find the end point of an edge out of node x labeled δ via a simple query for the

value of δ[x̂]. This can be done in one RAM operation. And an end node of a path of

length k can be found in k RAM operations.

Since an SMM program is described finitely, the paths it may query have length

bounded by the length of this description. We may conclude from this that, whenever

a RAM needs to investigate a path, this path has bounded length and thus the inves-

tigation can be performed in a bounded number of RAM operations. It is easy to see

that any SMM instruction can be performed using only a bounded number of RAM

instructions, corresponding to following and updating edges in the graph.

The extended instruction of EMMs, however, requires the ability to compute the

source node of a path. To simulate this, we will have to extend our construction as

well. Let Λ = {δ1, . . . , δk}. We define a k-dimensional array A and utilize it to simulate

the extension in the following way:

• An application of remember〈W,V1, . . . , Vk, δ1, . . . , δk〉 will be simulated by

A
[
‖̂V1||, . . . , ‖̂Vk‖

]
:= ‖̂W‖. If an edge labeled δi is missing in the description of

a command, then the array index will be 0.

• The application of lookup〈V1, . . . , Vk, δ1, . . . , δk〉 will therefore be (remember that

an empty path stands for the focus node): δ
[
‖̂ε‖
]

:= A
[
‖̂V1||, . . . , ‖̂Vk‖

]
, with

δ = 〈V1, . . . , Vk, δ1, . . . , δk〉 and with 0 for missing labels.

All the above operations use only assignments and comparisons and may be im-

plemented with only basic RAM commands. A multidimensional RAM with multiple

arrays can be easily implemented using one array of large enough dimension.
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Corollary 31. Any basic algorithm can be simulated by a multidimensional successor

RAM with only a constant factor in the number of transitions.

Proof. To measure the complexity of effective algorithm we “bootstrap” it to a basic

one, and then measure the complexity of the latter (see Definition 27). It follows

from Lemma 29 that any basic algorithm may be simulated by an EMM, which, by

Lemma 30, is doable with a multidimensional successor RAM.

Everything is in place now to prove our primary result for sequential systems, the

Invariance Thesis, which states that every basic algorithm can be simulated by a RAM

with the same order of number of steps.

Theorem 32 (Main for Sequential). Any effective algorithm using no more than T (n)

constructor/destructor operations for inputs of size n can be simulated by a (arithmetic)

RAM in order T (n) steps, with a word size that may grow to order log max{T (n), n}

bits.

Proof. It follows from Corollary 31 that any basic algorithm may be simulated by a

multidimensional successor RAM, which, in turn, can be simulated by an ordinary

arithmetic RAM, by Proposition 28.

Until now, we charged one time unit per transition step, be it a basic algorithm, an

EMM, or a RAM. If we desire to count basic operations—constructors and destructors—

which is natural for basic algorithms, the overhead will be only a constant factor, since

each transition of a basic algorithm may be fully described by a bounded number of

invocations of basic operations, where the bound depends on the algorithm only (the

maximum number of certain operations) and not on the inputs.

The numbers manipulated by the RAM can grow proportionately to the length

of the computation, because there are a bounded number of new domain elements

introduced in any one step. So the word length of the RAM is logarithmic in the

computation length, plus the length of input if the algorithm is sublinear.

For a RAM, one might, in fact, wish to charge according to the length of the numbers

stored in its arrays [29]. For basic algorithms, counting lookup of values of defined

functions and testing equality of domain elements of arbitrary size as atomic operations

may also be considered unrealistic. Just as it is common to charge a logarithmic cost

for memory access (lg x to access f(x)), it would make sense to place a logarithmic

charge lg x+ lg y on an equality test x = y.
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Corollary 33. Basic algorithms (that is, algorithms with basic initial states) and (or-

dinary) storage modification machines (SMMs) simulate each other to within a constant

factor.

Proof. This follows from the fact that an arithmetic RAM is equivalent time-wise to

an SMM, up to a constant factor [99], and that basic algorithms can easily emulate

RAMs.

7.4.0.1 Less Space but More Time

Let X1 ; · · · ; Xn be a run of a basic algorithm and let a be an element in domain

of this run. We say that a is active at Xi, for some i, if there is a critical term t

whose value over Xi is a; that is activated at Xi if there is some j ≤ i such that a is

active at Xj ; and that it is accessible at Xi if it can be obtained by a finite sequence of

constructor operations on active elements. It was demonstrated in [92] that an element

that is accessible at Xi may become inaccessible at Xi+1. Inaccessible values should

be recycled, much like a Turing machine does not preserve prior values of its tape.

The space usage of Xi is the minimal number of constructor applications required to

construct all active accessible values of Xi. The space complexity of a run is the maximal

space usage among all states in the run.

For term t, we denote the minimal graph representing it by G(t). Its nodes will

each contain a small constant, indicating a vertex label or a pointer, corresponding to

an edge in the graph. Note that, since G(t) is minimal, it does not contain repeated

factors.

To prevent repeated factors, not just in one term but in the whole state, we merge

the individual term graphs (see [86]) into one big graph and call the resulting “jungle”

of terms, a tangle. The tangle will be used to maintain the constructor-term values of

all the critical terms of the algorithm. See [36].

Consider, for example, the natural way to merge terms t = f(c, c) and s = g(c, c),

where c is a constant. The resulting directed acyclic graph G has three vertices, labeled

f , g, and c. Two edges point from f to c and the other two from g to c. Our two terms

may be represented as pointers to the appropriate vertex: G(t) refers to the f vertex

and G(s) to g, where we are using the notation G(t) to also refer to the vertex in G

that represents the term t. The tangle is shown in Figure 7.4:
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Figure 7.4: An example of tangle representation

On account of the above considerations, tangles are very convenient for distinguish-

ing accessible elements from the inaccessible.

Theorem 34 (Space Invariance Theorem). Any effective algorithm with time complex-

ity (constructor operations) T (n) and space complexity S(n) can be simulated by an

arithmetic RAM in order nT (n) + T (n)2 steps and order S(n) space, with a word size

that grows to order logS(n).

Proof. In [36], we described how, as an intermediate device, one can simulate basic

algorithms using tangles. It is pretty clear how to construct a tangle for a finite set of

domain elements. A tangle that simulates state Xi, then, is a tangle for all activated

elements of Xi, which we denote by G(Xi). For each critical term t, we keep a pointer,

called also t, which points to the value of t in G(Xi). In [36, Thm. 16], it was shown

that a basic algorithm with time complexity T (n) can be simulated by a RAM that

implements tangles with time complexity nT (n) + T (n)2, using words of size log T (n).

To obtain the desired result, we need to show that the simulation can be performed

with some sort of garbage collection so that each G(Xi) is a tangle of only accessible

elements of Xi. Since tangles are acyclic, all we need to do is to maintain a reference

count for each node, incrementing it when a new pointer to the node is made and

decrementing when a pointer is removed. Whenever the count goes to zero, the node

may be added to the free list so that it can be recycled. Only when the free list is

empty would a new node be allocated, upping the space usage.

Each of the T (n) constructor operations now comes with a bounded number of

additions and subtractions of reference counters by the arithmetic RAM. There is also
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the cost of collecting free nodes; indeed, it could be that almost all nodes are recycled

in a single step. But amortized, this adds a small constant factor to the time spent by

the RAM, since for each creation of a node, of which there are at most T (n) +n, there

can be at most one freeing up of it. The space overhead is one counter per node, which

may double the required space.

7.5 Effective Parallel Algorithms

We say that a state of parallel algorithm is basic if it is finitely describable. This means

that it should be basic in the sense of Definition 4 and have a finite number of processes.

Similar to the case in Section 3.2, effective states are an extension of basic states with

a finite number of effective oracles. In another words, a state of parallel algorithm is

effective if it is effective in a sense of Definition 4 and it should have a finite number of

processors.

• We say that a parallel algorithm is basic/effective if its initial state is ba-

sic/effective.

• We say that a basic parallel algorithm is in function-normal form if its functions

(global and local) all but one have arity zero or one, and one constructor of arity

two.

Proposition 35. Any effective parallel algorithm may be emulated by an effective al-

gorithm in function-normal form.

Proof. This proof for a different case of abstract state machines was first suggested

in [43]. The idea is that a function with n arguments is considered as a function

with one argument, which is an n-tuple. And an n-tuple is constructed by n − 1

applications of pairing. So the emulating algorithm will have a pairing function as one

of its constructors. The other functions will have the same names as in original one,

but all will be have arities either zero or one. Instead of appealing to f(u1, . . . , un) it

will appeal to f(〈u1, 〈u2, 〈u3, . . . 〈un−1, un〉 . . .〉〉〉). Since the signature of algorithm is

finite, this can be done during the same transition.
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7.6 PRAM Simulation of Basic Parallel Algorithms

Proposition 36. Any effective parallel algorithm in function-normal form can be simu-

lated by a 3-dimensional Successor Common PRAM with oracle access to some injection

H : N3 → N and with word size big enough for one-step processing of desired H values.

The overhead in running time is some constant multiplicand, which depends on the

simulated algorithm. The number of required processors is equal to the number of cells.

Proof. Let A be an effective parallel algorithm with global functions G = {g1, . . . , gk}

and local functions F = {f1, . . . , fl}. Let X be a state of A. Let D be the domain of X.

Let C ⊂ G be the constructors of D. We choose some order on C, i.e. C = c1, . . . , ck.

Recall that we identify D with a free-term algebra over C.

1. Domain Simulation

We first define injections E : D → N3 and I(u) = H(E(u)) in the following recursive

way:

• undef→ (0, 0, 0)

• ci → (i, 0, 0), when ci is a constructor of arity zero (i.e. constant);

• ci(u)→ (i, I(u), 0), when ci is a constructor of arity one, and u ∈ D is a domain

element;

• ci(u1, u2)→ (i, I(u1), I(u2)), when ci is the unique constructor element of arity

two, and u1, u2 ∈ D are domain elements.

E and I are injections since we identified D with a free-term algebra and H is an

injection.

2. Algebra Simulation

We are going to describe a multidimensional PRAM state XH that will simulate X

via domain injection I. The PRAM state XH has the following:

• a number of processors equal to the number of cells in X,

• a 3-dimensional shared memory, referred to by G,

• a 2-dimensional local memory for each processor, referred to by F .

To each local cell Xi in X we allocate one processor in XH and we refer to it as pi.

In the shared memory of XH we will store global values of X. The local memory
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of each processor pi will store local values of cell Xi. The isomorphism of states is

defined as follows:

• G[i, 0, 0] = I([[gi]]) if gi is a global constant and zero otherwise;

• G[i, I([[u]]), 0] = I([[gi(u)]]) if gi() is a global function and zero otherwise;

• G[i, I([[u]]), I([[v]])] = I([[gi(u, v)]]) for the unique arity-2 constructor gi(., .) and

zero otherwise;

• F [i, 0] = I([[fik ]]) for some processor pk if fi is a local constant and zero other-

wise;

• F [i, I([[u]])] = I([[fik(u)]]) if fi() is a local function and zero otherwise;

• All other entries of shared and local memories are zero.

3. State Simulation

The only information that XH is missing to simulate X via injection I is the values

of critical terms. Let T be the critical templates of A. For further convenience, we

assume that T is closed under the subterm relation (otherwise we take the closure).

Then each local cell Xi knows the values of its critical terms Ti. Hence, each

processor pi should keep a pointer for the values of terms in Ti. For this, for each

term ti ∈ Ti the process pi will store a constant named t in its local memory. And

if [[ti]] = u at Xi then pi should store I(u) as the value of its local constant t. With

this information, XH simulates X via injection I.

4. Transition Simulation

We next show that there exists a program PH for multidimensional PRAM with

oracle access to H such that if τ(X) = Y then PH(XH) = YH (where τ is a transition

function of algorithm A).

So let X be a state of A. According to the globalization postulate, a transition of

X may be viewed as the union of transitions of all local cells Xi of X. According

to the localization postulate, updates of Xi are the same, whether it is a global

state with just one cell or a local cell of a bigger state, i.e. τ(X) = ∪iτ(Xi). Hence

it is enough to provide a program PH such that PH(XiH ) = YiH for any i ∈ I. In a

more general way, it is enough to prove that PH(XH) = YH for any i-state X.

Let X be an i-state for some i. Let Y := τ(X). Let XH be a PRAM state simulating

X, as we described above. Then XH has only one processor. Let T be critical
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templates of A. Let P be a characteristic PASM program of A, as described in

Theorem 25. For each transition, P performs a bounded number of basic operations

on critical terms: comparisons, assignments and new operations. We should explain

how a PRAM may simulate each single basic operation:

• Basic comparison operations ask to compare the values of two critical terms.

Since, as we assumed, XH has those values in special local constants, the unique

processor should only compare the values of those two constants. This is done

in one single operation, since we assumed that a processor may operate any

data entry in one step.

• A basic assignment operation h(s) := t applied on X creates one update δ =

h(sX) 7→ tX . We assumed that T is closed under the subterm relation. Hence

at XH we have local values for all terms s and t.

If h is some global function gi, an assignment is simulated by a shared mem-

ory write command: G[i, I([[s]]), 0] ← I([[t]]). If h is some local function

fi, the assignment is then simulated by a local memory write command:

F (i, I([[s]])) ← I([[t]]). This again can be done in one operation, since we

assumed that a processor may operate any data entry in one step.

• The new operation is simulated by the FORK command of PRAMs. An

application of this command returns 0 for a child and the child’s process id

(pid) for a mother. This provides a way for a process to know that it is a

“newborn” one. Some initial information that a mother passes to her child

should be created by the mother in shared memory. A mother should wait for

the child to copy this information to its local memory and then the mother

should clean it. Only after that may the mother move to the next step. Since

according to the motherhood postulate, a mother may create only a bounded

number of data entries for a child, the number of steps required to complete

this task is also uniformly bounded. A mother can be programmed to “sleep”

(using increment/decrement operations) while its child copies the data. So

this action may be simulated in a constant (depending on algorithm) number

of PRAM steps.

Note that a PRAM performs a multiple number of assignments in one step. This

is not equivalent to sequentially performing the same assignment statements (like
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PRAM does). As an example, assume that we have the local value f(0) = 0. Con-

sider two assignment statements: f(0) := 1 and f(1) := f(0). Sequential application

will result in:

whereas simultaneous application will result in:

So to avoid that, before a PRAM starts to construct the updates of XH , it should

make a copy of all critical term values in XH and use them for reference.

According to the Algorithmic postulate, only a bounded number of assignments

may be executed in one step. Assume that this bound for our algorithm is m.

According to the Fertility postulate, only a bounded number of children can be

born by one mother in one step. Assume that this bound for our algorithm is n.

In addition, according to the Motherhood postulate, only a bounded number of

data units may be passed from mother to child. Assume that this bound for our

algorithm is d.

So to simulate one transition of PSM-Program (and thus of parallel algorithm), a

PRAM process should do as described in Algorithm 3.

Sleep pauses are inserted to synchronize the actions of distinct processes.

Proposition 37. Any basic effective parallel algorithm may be simulated by a Multi-

plication Common PRAM with only constant multiplicand price in running time and

with the same number of processors, provided that the PRAM operates on words of

logarithmic size.

Proof. To prove that a Multiplication Common PRAM may simulate basic PASM in

function-normal form, according to Proposition 36, we only have to show that we may
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Algorithm 3 The parallel RAM simulates one step of a basic parallel ASM Program

4.1. Create a local copy of all critical term values.

4.2. Perform all assignment operations.

• Stay here for exactly m operations (sleep if required).

4.3. Create initial information for a children in shared memory.

• Stay here for exactly n · d operations (sleep if required).

4.4. Call FORK the required number of times and wait for children to update their
initial information.

• Stay here for exactly n operations (sleep if required).

4.5. Clean children’s information from shared memory.

• Stay here for exactly n · d operations (sleep if required).

4.6. Update critical term values for the next step.

compute some bijection H : N3 → N, preserving the logarithmic size. And this may be

computed by the Cantor tuple function:

π2(x1, x2) =
1

2
(x1 + x2) · (x1 + x2 + 1) + x2

πn(x1, . . . , x
n) = π(πn−1(x1, . . . , xn−1), xn)

Since we are only interested in π3 we may derive the desired formula and compute it

with a bounded number of arithmetic operations - multiplication, addition, division by

2.

Now we only should map the 3-dimensional memory to dimension one. And that

can be done again by π3.

Proposition 38. Any Multiplication Common PRAM with time complexity T (n) and

with P (n) processors may be simulated be an Arithmetic Common PRAM with O(log(n·

T (n)) · log log2(n ·T (n)) · log log log(n ·T (n))) time overhead and with P · log(n ·T (n)) ·

log log(n · T (n)) · log log log(n · T (n)) processors.

Proof. It was proved in [100] that multiplication of n-bit numbers can be done by

circuits of bounded fan-in with depthO(log n) and number of agentsO(n·log n·log log n)

(construction is logspace uniform, i.e. there exists a TM which on input of size n

generates in logspace a program executed by each processor). It was proved in [72]

that bounded fan-in circuit can be transformed into circuit with bounded both fan-in

and fan-out with only constant multiplicand increase a number of gates and in depth.
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The latter can be simulated by an Arithmetic EREW PRAM, where gates are simulated

by processes and time is equivalent to depth. Obviously, an Arithmetic EREW PRAM

may be considered as a special case of an Arithmetic Common PRAM.

Combining the above, an Arithmetic Common PRAM may perform a multiplication

of n-bit numbers with an extra O(n · log n · log log n) processes and in O(log n) time.

In one single step, an Arithmetic PRAM may at most double the number it already

has in its memory. So starting with input n, during T (n) steps the maximal value it may

generate is n · 2T (n), which can be stored in memory using log(n · 2T (n)) = log n+ T (n)

bits. According to the above, multiplication of numbers with log n+ T (n) bits can be

done in O(log(log n+ T (n))). To do so, one process may require an extra

O((log n+ T (n)) · log(log n+ T (n)) · log log(log n+ T (n))

processes.

Recall that we simulate a multiplication PRAM. Hence a processor that desires to

perform multiplication will have to create its helpers by himself. Thus, it will have to

evoke FORK for

O((log n+ T (n)) · log(log n+ T (n)) · log log(log n+ T (n))

times. And then all those helpers may perform multiplication in O(log(log n+ T (n)))

steps. We may evoke FORK from child processes also, until we got enough processes.

Hence, creating n processes will require log n steps. And hence, creating

O((log n+ T (n)) · log(log n+ T (n)) · log log(log n+ T (n))

processes may be done in

O(log((log n+ T (n)) · log(log n+ T (n)) · log log(log n+ T (n))) = O(log(log n+ T (n)))

steps. Hence the overall time for one multiplication is still O(log(log n+ T (n))) steps.

The total number of processors used will be:

O(P (n) · (log n+ T (n)) · log(log n+ T (n)) · log log(log n+ T (n)))
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given that P (n) is the number of processors in initial multiplication PRAM. That

completes the proof.

Proposition 39. Any basic effective algorithm with time complexity T (n) and with

P (n) processors can be simulated by an Arithmetic EREW PRAM with time complexity

T (n) · polylog(n · T (n)) · polylog(P (n)) and with P (n) · polylog(n · T (n)) processors.

Proof. Let A be a basic effective algorithm with time complexity T (n) and with P (n)

processors. It may be simulated by an Arithmetic Common PRAM with time com-

plexity T (n) · polylogT (n) and with P (n) · polylogT (n) number of processors, as we

proved in Proposition 38. An Arithmetic Common PRAM in its turn may be simu-

lated by EREW PRAM of the same type with only logP (n) time overhead, were P (n)

is the number of processors, as was proved in [45, 118]. Hence, any effective algorithm

with time complexity T (n) and with P (n) processors may be simulated by Arithmetic

EREW PRAM with time complexity T (n) · polylog(n · T (n)) · polylogP (n) and with

P (n) · polylog(n · T (n)) processors.

Theorem 40 (Main for Parallel). Polynomial time of effective parallel algorithms with

number of cells no more then exponential in running time is equivalent to Turing poly-

nomial space.

Proof. It was proved in [47, Th. 1] that

∞⋃
k=1

T (n)k-time-Arithmetic-PRAM =

∞⋃
k=1

T (n)k-TM-Space

provided that T (n) ≥ log n and the number of processors of the PRAM is no more

than exponential in the parallel time. The desired statement thus follows from this and

Proposition 39.

7.7 Discussion

We have shown (Theorem 32) that any algorithm running on any effective classical

model of computation can always be simulated by an arithmetic RAM with minimal

(linear) overhead and with words of at most logarithmic size, counting constructor

operations for effective algorithms. So lower bounds for the RAM model are (up to a
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constant factor) lower bounds in an absolute sense. We have also seen (Theorem 34)

that space complexity may be preserved with only a quadratic increase in time.

It follows that to outperform any RAM, an alternative model must violate one of

the postulates. This can be for a number of reasons:

• It is not a discrete-time state-transition system—examples include various ana-

log models of computation, like Shannon’s General Purpose Analog Computer

(GPAC). See the discussion in [122].

• States cannot be finitely represented as first-order logical structures, all over

the same vocabulary—for example models allowing infinitary operations, like the

supremum of infinitely many objects.

• The number of updates produced by a single transition is not universally

bounded—examples are parallel and distributive models (and probably quantum

algorithms, as is widely believed).

• It has a “non-effective” domain—for example, continuous-space algorithms, as

in Euclidian geometry or, alternatively, access to non-programmable oracles, like

the halting function for Turing machines.



Chapter 8

Generic Cellular Automata

8.1 Introduction

Recent years have seen progress in the understanding of the fundamental notions of

computation. We have seen in previous chapters that abstract state machines (ASMs)

suffice to emulate state-for-state and step-for-step any classical algorithms, as axiom-

atized by Gurevich [62]; that any algorithm that satisfies an additional effectiveness

axiom—regardless of its program constructs and data structures—can be simulated by

what we called an effective ASM ; and that such effective algorithms over arbitrary

domains can be efficiently simulated by a random access machine (RAM). In this way,

the gap between the informal and formal notions of computation has been reduced, and

the classical Church-Turing thesis—that Turing machines entail all manner of effective

computation—and its extended version—claiming that “reasonable” effective models

have comparable computational complexity—both sit on firmer foundations.

At the same time, von Neumann’s cellular model [119] has been enhanced to en-

compass more flexible forms of computation than were covered by the original model.

In particular, the topology of cells can be allowed to change during the evolution of an

interconnected device, in what has been called “causal graph dynamics” [2]. Cellular

automata have the advantage of better reflecting the laws of physics that a real comput-

ing machine must comply with. They respect the “homogeneity” of space-time in that

processor cells and memory cells are uniform in nature, in contradistinction with Tur-

ing machines, RAMs, or ASMs, whose control are centralized. This cellular approach

can help us better understand under what conditions the physical Church-Turing the-

sis [52], stating that no physically plausible device can compute more functions than a
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Turing machine can, might hold [44].

In what follows, we show that any algorithm can be simulated by a dynamic cellular

automaton, thus showing that a homogenous physically-plausible model can implement

all algorithmic computations. We begin, in the next section, with basic information

about cellular automata. It is followed by a description of the simulation and then a

brief discussion.

8.2 Background

8.2.1 Cellular Automata

Classical cellular automata are defined as a static tessellate of cells. Initially, each cell

is in one of a set of predefined internal states, conventionally identified with colors, of

which we will have only finitely many. Sitting somewhere to the side is a clock, and

every time it ticks, the colors of the cells change. Each cell looks at the colors of its

nearby cells and at its own color and then applies a transition rule, specified in advance,

to determine the new color it takes on for the next clock tick. Transitions are simple

finite-state automata rules. In this model, all cells change at the same time and their

transition rules are all the same.

The underlying topology may take different shapes and have different dimensions.

The definition of neighborhood may vary from one automaton to another. On a two-

dimensional grid, the neighbors may be the four cells in the cardinal directions (called

the “von Neumann neighborhood”), or it can include the for corner cells (the “Moore

neighborhood”), or perhaps a block or diamond of larger size. In principle, any fixed

group of cells of any arbitrary shape can be looked out to determine which transition

applies. A sequential automaton is the special case when one cell is active and only

that cell can perform a transition step. In addition, the transition marks one of the

active cell’s neighbors (or itself) to be active for the following step.

To model reality better, one should consider the possibility that the connections be-

tween cells also evolve over time. For dynamic cellular automata [2], cells are organized

in a directed graph. Similar to the above classical case, each cell is colored in one of a

palette of predefined colors. Edges also have colors, to indicate the type of connection

between cells, adding flexibility. Transitions are governed by global clock ticks. In

the sequential case one cell is marked active. This cell inspects its neighborhood and
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Figure 8.1: Examples of transition rules.

applies a transition rule.

The difference between the static and dynamic cases is that in the static case, the

transition is governed by different colorings of the cells in a fixed neighborhood, while

in the dynamic case, it is governed by a set of different neighborhood patterns, each

with various colored cells connected by colored edges. In both cases, a transition rule

defines a transformation of the cells in a detected pattern: in the static case colors

change, while in the dynamic case, connections may also change and new cells may be

added. With each clock tick, the active cell inspects its neighborhood to detect one of

those predefined patterns. Then the transition rule is applied according to the detected

pattern. (Cells never die in this model, but they may become disconnected from every

other cell.) Examples of such transitions are shown in Figure 8.1.

Note that there might be several transition patterns in the neighborhood of an

active cell. For example, given that an active cell detects a pattern of the second type

in the example in the figure, it might choose to act according to the first rule instead. If

a neighborhood of the active cell contains pattern p, while some subset of its cells also

constitute a transition pattern p′, we can demand that no transition be applied using

p′. We call this restriction maximality. (Intuition may be purchased from the following

scenario. Assume that your neighbors make a lot of noise from time to time. If at a

given time point you have only one noisy neighbor, you might decide to stay put in
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peace. But if there are two of them, you would want to call the police. What’s worse,

if you have three or more rowdy neighbors, you might also need an ambulance. If there

is some noise around, a transition might be applied erroneously, as if there were only

one noisy neighbor, which is not the natural intent.) So, we want the more specific

rules to take precedence over the less constrained ones.1 In our example, if the second

pattern is applicable, then the first one is not applied. All the same, patterns may

overlap, so transitions remain non-deterministic. For example, consider the following

neighborhood:

In general, these choices can affect the final result, but the simulation we describe has

the same outcome regardless.

8.3 Simulating Algorithms with Cellular Automata

We allow only finitely-describable topologies for cellular automata, and we bound their

dynamics, requiring that its transition relation should also be describable by a finite

number of patterns.

Our main result is that cellular automata with bounded dynamics can simulate

the behavior of any classical algorithm over any unordered domain. We first show

how the graph structures of cellular automata can represent the unordered domains

of algorithms. Then we show how a transition may simulate manipulations of domain

elements.

1An alternative would be to supply a (partial) order according to which transition rules are tried.
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8.3.1 Bounded Dynamics

Suppose some domain is constructed over two atoms a and b. The classical tree repre-

sentation of an element {{a,b}, {{a}}, {a}} looks like this:

To avoid obvious reduplication of data, we should use edges pointing to shared locations.

This representation is called a term-graph [86], and our sample element will look like

this:

Now, assume that we want to represent two distinct elements {{a,b}, {{a}}, {a}}

and {{a,b}, {b}}. To avoid reduplication here, we again use pointers to locations shared

by both and call the resulting structure a tangle [36]. In our example, the tangle will

look as follows:

Next, we need to represent the values of functions. We use a slight modification:

For each k such that an ASM has a non-constructor function of arity k, we append

to the tangle an ordered k-tuple. Assume that our vocabulary has a binary function

g(·, ·), and assume our ASM has critical terms t and p. Suppose we need to represent

state X with values t = {{a,b}, {{a}}, {a}}, p = {{a,b}, {b}}, and g(t, p) = {a,b}. For

convenience, we add a focus node called Criticals. Edges outgoing from this node point
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to the values of critical terms and are labeled appropriately. Our modified tangle will

look as follows:

With tangles, we do not have duplicate nodes, that is, no two distinct nodes have

the same subtrees, since every domain element is represented by at most one node.

As the last step, we reverse all tangle edges, except for those representing critical

terms values, to allow directed access from nodes to parents:

(This step is not necessary, but will have the arrows going in the direction of most of

the movements.) Note that both in-degree and out-degree are unbounded.

The node labeled Criticals will serve as the active one in the following sequential

simulation.

8.3.2 The Simulation

We base the proof of our main result, on the fact that the evolution of any algorithm

may be captured by an ASM program. We show that given a domain simulation as

above, for each mechanical rule in a program, there is a set of transition rules of a

cellular automaton that emulates it. And since each algorithmic transition is described

by a finite rule, we will only need finitely many automaton rules to simulate it.

Lemma 41. Cellular automata simulate the application of pairing 〈·, ·〉 in constant

time.
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Proof. Assume we want to apply a rule p := 〈t, t′〉, where t, t′, and p are critical terms.

The transition rule for the cellular automaton would be as follows:

We need the second rule to cover the case when the pair already exists; the first rule is

more general and will only fire if the second one is inapplicable.

(The annotations X and Y are not labels; they are used to indicate which nodes on

the right of a pattern correspond to which nodes on the left. For convenience, colorless

cells like these match a node of any color; skirting formality, this way we need not

unnecessarily multiply patterns to cover every possible color combination.)

Lemma 42. Cellular automata simulate the application of choice ε in constant time.

Proof. This operation is used in statements of the form let x = ε(t) in A. A straight-

forward definition of the appropriate transition for a cellular automaton will of necessity

be nondeterministic, like the ε operation itself. The pattern chooses the element of t

for each of its uses in statement A, like this:

Lemma 43. Cellular automata simulate the application of conditional tests in constant

time.

Proof. Each transition of an ASM performs a bounded number of actions of two types:

Boolean statements and assignments. Since their number is bounded by the algorithm,

it is enough for us to describe the simulation of one operation of each type. We have

two types of Boolean conditions, inclusions and comparisons:
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• Boolean membership ∈ is used only as a condition. A statement

if t ∈ p then t := p

for example, is expressed as follows:

• Boolean comparison is used as a condition. For example, an ASM described by a

rule

if t 6= p then t := f(t, p)

would be simulated by a cellular automaton with the following transitions to cover

all cases (there is a node for f(t, p); there is a node for the pair 〈t, p〉 but not the

value; neither):

Lemma 44. Cellular automata simulate the application of singleton formation {·} in

a linear number of steps.

Proof. Assume that an algorithm applies a rule p := {t}, where t and p are critical
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terms. We simulate the singleton operation in three steps. First we create a node for

the singleton and mark it singleton suggestion. We also choose another node, if there is

one, and mark it singleton candidate:

Then we check if there there already exists a node for that singleton, and if so,

we discard the new singleton node created in previous step. To check, we go over

all neighbors of X and check each of them in turn. If the requisite singleton node is

found, we point to it as the singleton (with a p-marked arrow) and disconnect the newly

created node from the tangle. If the tested node is not the desired one, we mark it with

a cable that states that the node was tested and move on to the next candidate. When
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there are no candidates we mark the newly created node as the desired singleton.

As the last step, we remove the marks from the nodes and then remove the edge

singleton found:

As always, we use the rule which forces the most constrained pattern to be applied.
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The cost is linear, since we need to check every set of which t is a member to see if

it is a singleton.

Lemma 45. Cellular automata can simulate applications of the union of two sets with

a quadratic number of operations (relative to the number of elements in the sets).

Proof. Suppose we want to simulate the operation t := s ∪ p, where t, p, s are critical

terms, with s pointing to a node indicated by X and p pointing to Y . The simulation

will proceed in several stages; the correct order of those steps will be assured by the

maximality restriction on transitions. Similar rules should be added to the transition

for each possible node coloring. Recall that we want only one instance of each value.

In the beginning, we have to find whether we already have a node representing

union of s and p. For this we will go over all accessible nodes from (any) one of the

elements that belong in the union. We will show that verifying one node can be done

in linear time, so the overall procedure runs in quadratic time.

1. Assume we want to check whether the element whose root is pointed to by u is

the union of s and p. We start by creating a special edge to this element. This

edge, labeled check, will serve as a lock indicating that we are in the midst of

the verification process and will not allow other transitions to get involved in the

middle.

2. Next, we detect the elements appearing in all of u, s and p. Edges from those

elements are colored with a special color:

The same is done (in parallel) with t and p.
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3. Next, we detect common elements of u and s but not in p. Pointers from detected

elements are again marked with the special color:

The same is done with u and p.

4. If s, p, and u are all empty, then u is indeed the union of s and p. Mark it as such.

Otherwise, u is not the union node:
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5. Once the status of u is clear, we remove the marks from edges:

Each element identified to not be the union is marked with a special color for the

duration of the search so as not to re-check it, similar to the singleton case.

Once all the possible elements have been checked, and no union found, we are ready

to create the union.

1. First, we create a new node which will eventually hold the union:

A special marked edge tells the automaton that it is the process of creating a union.

2. We start with copying to u the elements that are common to s and p, and mark the

edges:
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3. In a similar manner, we copy elements that are present in one set only:

4. Once all edges are marked, we know that the desired node is created and we mark

it appropriately:

This rule applies only when no element transfers remain.

5. Once the is union mark appears, all that remains is to clean the marks left en

route:

6. As soon as the union is ready and its neighborhood is clean, we may remove the

lock:
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Note again that the maximality restriction on transitions ensures that all the above

steps are applied in the prescribed order.

We know that every classical algorithm is emulated step-by-step, state-by-state by

an ASM consisting of a fixed number of comparisons and assignments [62]. That fact,

along with the previous lemmata, is what is needed to achieve the main goal of this

chapter:

Theorem 46 (Main). Cellular automata with bounded dynamics (i.e. all the nodes in

a pattern are within a bounded distance of the focus) and without loops (there are no

directed cycles within patterns) can simulate the performance of any classical algorithm

over an unordered domain with quadratic multiplicand overhead.

Proof. We have to ensure that, once the automaton starts to simulate the singleton

or union operation, it cannot be interrupted by the application of other transition

rules. Otherwise, foreign steps could affect the elements of the sets involved in these

set operations. This problem can be precluded, for instance, by changing the color of

the Criticals node during the simulation of those operations.

Each step of the original algorithm can only create a bounded number of new sets.

Hence the size of the sets involved in any union operation is bounded by the size of

the sets in the initial state plus some multiple of the algorithm’s steps so far. So the

overall overhead caused by unions is quadratic.
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Continuous Time

9.1 Introduction

We seek to gain an understanding of the fundamentals of analog systems, that is,

systems that operate in continuous (real) time and with real values. Several different

approaches have been taken in the pursuit of continuous-time models of computation.

One is inspired by continuous-time analog machines, and has its roots in models of

natural or artificial analog machinery. An alternate approach, one that can be referred

to as inspired by continuous-time system theories, is broader in scope, and derives from

research in systems theory done from a computational perspective. Hybrid systems

and automata theory, for example, are two such sources of inspiration. See the survey

in [19].

At the outset, continuous-time computation theory was mainly concerned with ana-

log machines. Determining which systems should actually be considered to be algorith-

mic in nature is an intriguing question and relates to philosophical discussions about

what constitutes a programmable machine. All the same, there are a number of early ex-

amples of actual analog devices that are generally accepted to be programmable. These

include Pascal’s 1642 Pascaline [30], Hermann’s 1814 Planimeter, Bush’s landmark 1931

Differential Analyzer [22], as well as Bill Phillips’ 1949 water-run Financephalograph

[121]. Continuous-time computational models also include neural networks and systems

that can be built using electronic analog devices. Such systems begin in some initial

state and evolve over time in response to input signals. Results are read off from the

evolving state and/or from a terminal state.

Another line of development of continuous-time models was motivated by hybrid
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systems, particularly by questions related to the hardness of their verification and

control. In this case, the models are not seen as models of necessarily analog machines,

but, rather, as abstractions of systems about which one would like to establish some

properties or derive verification algorithms.

Our goal is to capture all such models within one uniform notion of computation

and of algorithm. The most interesting case is the hybrid one, where the system’s

dynamics change in response to changing conditions, so there are discrete transitions

as well as continuous ones. To that end, we adopt and adapt some of the ideas embodied

in Gurevich’s abstract-state machine formalism for discrete algorithms [61], which we

have been using throughout this dissertation.

Capturing the notion of algorithmic computation for analog systems is a first step

towards a better understanding of computability theory for continuous-time systems.

Even this first step is a non-trivial task. Some work in this direction has been done

for simple signals. See, for example, [27, 28] for an approach within the abstract-

state machine framework. An interesting approach to specifying some continuous-time

evolutions, based on abstract state machines and using infinitesimals, is [98]. However,

a comprehensive framework, capturing general analog systems seems to be wanting.

See [19] for a discussion of the diverse analog computability theories.

In this chapter, we adapt and extend ideas from work on ASMs to the analog

case, that is to say, from notions of algorithms for digital models to analogous notions

for analog systems. We go beyond the easier issue of “continuous space”, that is,

discrete-time models or algorithms with real-valued operations, since these have already

been made to fit comfortably within the ASM framework, for which, see [5]. Indeed,

algorithms for discrete-time analog models, like algorithms for the Blum-Shub-Smale

model of computation [11], can be covered in this setting. The geometric constructions

in [92] are simple (loop-free) examples of continuous-space algorithms.

In the next section, we introduce dynamical transition systems, defining signals and

transition systems. In Section 9.3, we introduce abstract dynamical systems. Next, in

Section 9.4, we define what an algorithmic dynamical system is. Then, in Section 9.5,

we define analog programs and provide some examples, followed by a brief conclusion.
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9.2 Dynamical Transition Systems

Analog systems may be thought of as “states” that evolve over “time”. The systems

we deal with receive inputs, called “signals”, but do not otherwise interact with their

environment.

9.2.1 Signals

Typically, a signal is a function from an interval of time to a “domain” value, or to a

tuple of atomic domain values. For simplicity, we will presume that signals are indexed

by real-valued time T = R, are defined only for a finite initial (open or closed) segment

of T, and take values in some domain D. Usually, the domain is more complicated

than simple real numbers; it could be something like a tuple of infinitesimal signals.

Every signal u : T ⇀ D has a length, denoted |u|, such that u(j) is undefined beyond

|u|. To be more precise, the length of signals that are defined on any of the intervals

(0, `), [0, `), (0, `], [0, `] is `. In particular, the length of the (always undefined) empty

signal, ε, is 0, as is the length of any point signal, defined only at moment 0.

The concatenation of signals is denoted by juxtaposition, and is defined as expected,

except that concatenation of a right-closed signal with a left-closed one is only defined

if they agree on the signal value at those closed ends, and concatenation is not defined

if they are both open at the point of concatenation. The empty signal ε is a neutral

element of the concatenation operation.

Let U be the set of signals for some particular domain D. The prefix relation on

signals, u ≤ v, holds if there is a w ∈ U such that v = uw. As usual, we write u < v for

proper prefixes (u ≤ v but u 6= v). It follows that ε ≤ u ≤ uw for all signals u,w ∈ U .

And, u ≤ v implies |u| ≤ |v|, for all u, v.

9.2.2 Transition Systems

Definition 47 (Transition System). A transition system 〈S,S0,U , T 〉 consists of the

following:

• A nonempty set (or class) S of states with a nonempty subset (or subclass) S0 ⊆ S

of initial states.

• A set U of input signals over some domain D.
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• A U-indexed family T = {τu}u∈U of state transformations τu : S → S.

Initial states might, for example, differ in the values of parameters, such as initial

values.

It will be convenient to abbreviate τu(X) as just Xu, the state of the system after

receiving the signal u, having started in state X. We will also use Xũ as an abbreviation

for the trajectory {Xv}v<u, describing the past evolution of the state.

For simplicity, we are assuming that the system is deterministic. Note that the clas-

sical ASM framework for digital algorithms, though initially defined for deterministic

systems, has been extended to nondeterministic transitions in [53, 65].

Should one want to model the possibility of terminal states, then the transforma-

tions would be partial functions τu : S ⇀ S. We gloss over this distinction in what

follows.

Definition 48 (Dynamical System). A dynamical system 〈S,S0,U , T 〉 is a transition

system, where the transformations satisfy

τuv = τv ◦ τu,

for all u, v ∈ U , and where τε is the identity function on states.

This implies that Xuv = (Xu)v.

It follows from this definition that τ(uv)w = τu(vw), since composition is associative.

It also follows that instantaneous transitions are idempotent. That is, τa ◦ τa = τa, for

point signal a, because then aa = a.

9.3 Abstract Dynamical Systems

9.3.1 Abstract States

A vocabulary F is a finite collection of fixed-arity function symbols, some of which may

be tagged relational. A term whose outermost function name is relational is termed

Boolean. The following definition extends the notion of algorithm (Definition 1) from

discrete systems, with which we have been working until now, to the analog case:

Definition 49 (Abstract Transition System). An abstract transition system is a dy-

namical transition system whose states S are (first-order) structures over some finite

vocabulary F , such that the following hold:
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1. States are closed under isomorphism, so if X ∈ S is a state of the system, then any

structure Y isomorphic to X is also a state in S, and Y is an initial state if X is.

2. Input signals are closed under isomorphism, so if u ∈ U is a signal of the system,

then any signal v isomorphic to u (that is, maps to isomorphic values) is also a

signal in U .

3. Transformations preserve the domain (base set); that is, DomXu = DomX for every

state X ∈ S and signal u ∈ U .

4. Transformations respect isomorphisms, so, if X ∼=ζ Y is an isomorphism of states

X,Y ∈ S, and u ∼=ζ v is the corresponding isomorphism of input signals u, v ∈ U ,

then Xu
∼=ζ Yv.

In particular, system evolution is causal (“retrospective”): a state at any given

moment is completely determined by past history and the current input signal. This is

analogous to the postulates for discrete algorithms except that subsequent states Xu

depend on the whole signal u, not just the prior state X and current input.

To keep matters simple, we are assuming (unrealistically) that all operations are

total. Instead, we simply model partiality by including some undefined element ⊥ in

domains. See, however, the development in [5].

9.3.1.1 Vocabularies.

We will assume that the vocabularies of all states include the Boolean truth constants,

the standard Boolean operations, equality, and function composition, and that these

are always given their standard interpretations. We treat predicates as truth-valued

functions, so states may be viewed as algebras.

There are idealized models of computation with reals, such as the BSS model [11],

for which true equality of reals is available in all states. On the other hand, there are

also models of computable reals, for which “numbers” are functions that approximate

the idealized number to any desired degree of accuracy, and in which only partial

equality is available. See [5] for how to extend the abstract-state-machine framework

to deal faithfully with such cases.
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9.3.2 Updates of States

As in the classical case, we need to capture the changes to a state that are engendered

by a system. For a given abstract transition system, define its update function ∆ as

follows:

∆(X) = λu. Xu \X

We write ∆u(X) for ∆(X)(u). The trajectory of a system may be recovered from its

update function, as follows:

Xu = (X \ ∇u(X)) ∪∆u(X)

where

∇u(X) := {` 7→ [[`]]X : ` 7→ b ∈ ∆u(X) for some b}

are the location-value pairs in X that are updated by ∆u.

9.4 Algorithmic Dynamic Systems

A template is a term over the algorithm’s vocabulary containing a variable. Let t(x)

be a template, u a domain element, and X a state. The variable x formalizes the idea

of an incoming port, which receives a signal u.

We denote by [[tu]]X the value of t(u) on X (i.e. we substitute u for x and compute

its value in X). We say that states X and Y agree on tu if [[tu]]X = [[tu]]Y . Let T

be a set of critical templates, all with the same variable x and u, a domain element.

Let Tu be {su : s ∈ T}. We say that states X and Y agree on Tu if [[su]]X = [[su]]Y

for all s ∈ T . This will be abbreviated X =Tu Y . We also say that states X and Y

are similar, with respect to Tu if, for all templates s, t ∈ T , we have [[su]]X = [[tu]]X iff

[[su]]Y = [[tu]]Y . This will be abbreviated X ∼Tu Y .

9.4.1 Algorithmicity

The current state, “modulo” its critical terms, unambiguously determines future states.

Definition 50 (Algorithmic Transitions). An abstract transition system with states S

over vocabulary F is algorithmic if there is a fixed finite set T of critical templates

over F , such that ∆u(X) = ∆u(Y ) for any two of its states X,Y ∈ S and signal u ∈ U ,
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whenever X and Y agree on T . In symbols:

X =Tu Y ⇒ ∆u(X) = ∆u(Y ) .

This implies

Xũ =Tu Yũ ⇒ ∆u(X) = ∆u(Y ) .

Furthermore, similarity should be preserved:

Xũ ∼Tu Yṽ ⇒ Xua ∼Tu Yva ,

where a ∈ U is any point signal (|a| = 0).

Following the reasoning in [62, Lemma 6.2], every new value assigned by ∆u(X) to

a location in state X is the value of some critical template. That is, if ` 7→ b ∈ ∆u(X),

then b = [[tu]]X for some critical t ∈ T .

Proposition 51. Every new value assigned by ∆u(X) to a location in state X is the

value of some critical term. That is, if ` 7→ b ∈ ∆u(X), then b = [[tu]]X for some critical

t ∈ T .

Proof. By contradiction, assume that some b is not critical. Let Y be the structure

isomorphic to X that is obtained from X by replacing b with a fresh element b′. By

the abstract-state postulate, Y is a state. Check that [[tu]]Y = [[tu]]X for every critical

template t. By the choice of T , ∆u(Y ) equals ∆u(X) and therefore contains b in some

update. But b does not occur in Y . By (the inalterable-base-set part of) the abstract-

state postulate, b does not occur in Yu either. Hence it cannot occur in ∆u(Y ) = Yu\Y .

This gives the desired contradiction.

Agreeability of states is preserved by algorithmic transitions:

Lemma 52. For an algorithmic transition system with critical templates T , it is the

case that

X =Tu Y ⇒ Xu =Tu Yu

for any states X,Y ∈ S and input signal u ∈ U .
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9.4.2 Flows and Jumps

A “jump” in a trajectory is a change in the dynamics of the system, in contrast with

“flows”, during which the dynamics are fixed. Formally, a jump corresponds to a

change in the equivalences between critical terms, whereas, when the trajectory “flows”,

equivalences between critical terms are kept invariant. Accordingly, we will say that a

trajectory Xũ flows if all intermediate states Xw and Xv (ε < w < v < u) are similar.

It jumps at its end if there is no prefix w < u such that all intermediate Xv, w < v < u,

are similar to Xu. It jumps at its beginning if there is no prefix w ≤ u such that all

intermediate Xv, ε < v < w, are similar to X.

9.4.3 Analgorithms

Putting everything together, we have arrived at the following.

Definition 53 (Analog Algorithm). An analog algorithm (or “analgorithm”) is an

algorithmic (abstract) transition system, such that no trajectory has more than a finite

number of (prefixes that end in) jumps.

In other words, an analog algorithm is a signal-indexed deterministic state-transition

system (Definitions 47 and 48), whose states are algebras that respect isomorphisms

(Definition 49), whose transitions are governed by the values of a fixed finite set of

terms (Definition 50), and whose trajectories do not change dynamics infinitely often

(Definition 53).

9.4.4 Properties

System evolution is causal (“retrospective”): a state at any given moment is completely

determined by past history and the current input signal.

Theorem 54. For any analog algorithm, the trajectory can be recovered from the im-

mediate past (or updates from the past). In other words, Xu, for right-closed signal u,

can be obtained (up to isomorphism) as a function of Xũ (that is, the Xv, for v < u)

plus the final input u∗.

In fact, Xu depends on arbitrarily small segments Xu(t,|u|), t < |u|, of past history.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Definition 49.
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9.4.5 Further Considerations

It might also make sense to disallow the value given to a location ` at some time t to

depend on infinitely many prior changes. For example, one would not want the value

of f(t) to be set at every moment t to 2f(t/2). Rather, the value of every location `

at moment t should be determined by values provided by the signal at time t and by

values of locations in the state that are “stable” at t. By stable, we mean that there is

a non-empty interval of time up to t in which its value is constant. Furthermore, this

temporal dependency of locations should be well-founded.

It may happen that the system of equations that controls transitions has a critical

non-unique solution for the given initial conditions. For example, the equation y′(x)2 =

4y(x), restricted to the initial condition y(0) = 0, has two distinct solutions, namely,

y ≡ 0 and y = x2. In this case, we would want to add some continuity constraint.

We would want to require that a choice of the solution made in the initial state is not

changed for the whole trajectory governed by that equation.

9.5 Programs

9.5.1 Definition

Definition 55 (Analog Program). An analog program P over a vocabulary F is a

finite text, taking one of the following forms:

• A constraint statement v1, . . . , vn s.t. C, where C is a Boolean condition over F

and the vi are terms over F (usually subterms of C) whose values may change in

connection with execution of this statement.

• A parallel statement [P1 ‖ · · · ‖ Pn] (n ≥ 0), where each of the Pi is an analog

program over F . (If n = 0, this is “do nothing” or “skip”.)

• A conditional statement if C then P , where C is a Boolean condition over F ,

and P is an ASM program over F .

We can use an assignment statement f(s1, . . . , sn) := t as an abbreviation for

f(s1, . . . , sn) s.t. f(s1, . . . , sn) = t. But bear in mind that the result is instantaneous,

so that x := 2x is tantamount to x := 0, regardless of the prior value of x. Similarly,

x := x + 1 is only possible if the domain includes an “infinite” value ∞ for which

∞ =∞+ 1.
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9.5.2 Semantics

In the simple case, where the changes in state at time t depend only on the current

signal u and state X, we can envision the following sequence of events:

1. All non-stable locations in X (see Section 9.4.5) have undefined values.

2. The signal sets the value of location ı, yielding X ′.

3. Critical terms are evaluated in X ′. (Only relevant terms need be evaluated, per [5].)

This may involve looking up the values of pre-defined “static” operations in the

state, like multiplication or division.

4. All conditionals are evaluated, yielding a set of enabled constraints.

5. All enabled constraints are solved (deterministically, we are assuming). In the ex-

plicit case, this means that all enabled assignments are “executed” in parallel, yield-

ing a resultant state X ′′.

9.5.3 Examples

To begin with, consider analog algorithms that are purely flow, that is to say without

any jumps. Flow programs invoke a time parameter, which we assume is supplied

by the input signal. In simple continuous-time systems, the state evolves continually,

governed by ordinary differential equations, say.

For example, the motion of an idealized simple pendulum is governed by the second-

order differential equation

θ′′ +
g

L
θ = 0 ,

where θ is angular displacement, g is gravitational acceleration, and L is the length of

the pendulum rod. Let the signal u ∈ U be just real time. States report the current

angle θ ∈ F . All states are endowed with the same (or isomorphic) operations for real

arithmetic, including sine and square root, interpreting standard symbols. Initial states

contain values for g, L, and the initial angle θ0 when the pendulum is released.

For small θ0, the flow trajectory τt(X) can be specified simply by

θ = θ0 · sin
(√

g

L
· ı
)
,
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∫ ∫ ∫-1

q q
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Figure 9.1: A GPAC for sine and cosine.

where ı is the input port and nothing but θ changes from state to state. The update

function is, accordingly,

∆t(X) =

{
θ 7→ θ0 · sin

(√
g

L
· ı
)}

.

Hence, the critical term is θ0 · sin(
√
g/L · ı). It can be described by the program

[
θ s.t. θ = θ0 · sin

(√
g

L
· ı
)]

.

One of the most famous models of analog computations is the General Purpose Ana-

log Computer (GPAC) of Claude Shannon [101]. Figure 9.1 depicts a (non-minimal)

GPAC that generates sine and cosine: in this picture, the
∫

signs denote some integra-

tor, and the −1 denotes some constant block. If initial conditions are set up correctly,

such a system will evolve according to the following initial value problem:
x′ = z x(0) = 1

y′ = x y(0) = 0

z′ = −y′ z(0) = 0 .

It follows that x(t) = cos(t), y(t) = sin(t), z = − sin(t). In other words, this simple

GPAC that generates sine and cosine can be modeled by program

[x, y, z s.t. x = cos(ı) ∧ y = sin(ı) ∧ z = −y] .

This system could also be modeled implicitly as:

Solve
(
{x′ = z; y′ = x; z′ = y}, {x = 1; y = 0; z = 0}, t

)
,

with states incorporating an operation Solve that takes a system of differential equa-
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tions, initial conditions, and a given time t, and returns the current values of the

dynamic variables (x, y, z, in this example).

Our proposed model can also adequately describe systems (like a bouncing ball) in

which the dynamics change periodically. The physics of a bouncing ball are given by

the explicit flow equations

v = v0 − g · t

x = v · t ,

where g is the gravitational constant, v0 is the velocity when last hitting the table, and

t is the time signal—except that upon impact, each time x = 0, the velocity changes

according to

v0 = −k · v ,

where k is the coefficient of impact. The critical Boolean term is x = 0. In any finite

time interval, this condition changes value only finitely many times.

This system can be described by a program like

[ if x 6= 0 then x, v s.t. v = v0 − g · t, x = (v0 − g · t) · t

‖ if x = 0 then v0 := −k · v ] ,

where x stands for its height, and v, its speed. Every time the ball bounces, its speed

is reduced by a factor k.
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Conclusions and Future Work

In 2000, Gurevich [62] proposed an axiomatization of arbitrary (classical) algorithms.

Later, Boker and Dershowitz [15, 16] provided an axiomatization of effectiveness, and

proved [15, 41] that the classical version of the “Church-Turing Thesis” follows from

those axioms. We have extended their axiomatization of effectiveness to the relative

case (Section 3.5). We defined a generic measure of input size and time complexity for

arbitrary domains (Definitions 26 and 27) and used that to prove the Invariance Thesis

for classical algorithms (Theorem 32). We have also suggested a generic definition of a

universal machine over arbitrary domains (Definition 11) and addressed the commonly

overlooked issue of “honesty” of representation.

In [10], Blass, Gurevich, and Shelah defined classical algorithms over unordered

domains. As an effective domain has, by its nature, an order that is not presupposed

by the algorithm, unordered domains provide a more honest way to define algorithms.

Inspired by that and the general definition of causal graph dynamics of Arrighi and

Dowek [2], we proved that a slightly enhanced version of their model (Section 8.2.1)

can simulate all classical algorithms over unordered domains (Section 8.3).

In [8], Blass and Gurevich suggested an axiomatization of generic parallel algorithm.

Though their definition is very general, it is hard to restrict to the effective case. So we

proposed a new model of generic parallel computation (Definition 19). Our model is less

general, since it only uses shared memory interaction and bounds the number of children

begotten by one agent in one step. On the other hand, this model, in its unrestricted

version, allows any number of processes in the initial state (also infinitely many) and

may be naturally restricted to the effective case (Section 7.5). We used this model to

prove that polynomial parallel time and PSPACE are equivalent (Theorem 40).

122
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We also gave a formalization of some desiderata of analog algorithms (Chapter 9)

and generic interactive algorithms (Chapter 5).

There are various potential directions for future research. Parallel algorithms should

be generalized to incorporate message passing between cells. Distributed algorithms

and an appropriate ASM language were described in [61]; yet there is no proof of

equivalence of the concurrent model and a generic programming language. There is also

the question of what axioms may be needed for effectiveness of distributed algorithms.

For the analog world, a full and satisfactory axiomatic characterization is still required.

Also, a notion of (relative) effectiveness for continuous time should be devised. A

description of cellular automaton for parallel, distributed, and analog cases remains to

be done.

A representation of an effective domain may hide information, providing the model

with unexpected computational powers. For example, in the graph domain, nodes

may be ordered in a Hamiltonian path order whenever such order exists, allowing

some NP problems to be solved in polynomial time. Here, we have suggested one way

to overcome this difficulty by using another computational model, namely, dynamic

cellular automata. Still, the proper definition of an “honest” representation of an

effective domain seems elusive.
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תמצית 

 המיכון של החישוב איתגר את האנושות במשך מאות שנים. מקובל שהחשבוניה הומצאה על ידי הבבלים במאה ה–24
 לפני הספירה. ארכימדס השתמש בעיקרון המכני של איזון כדי לחשב בעיות מתמטיות כגון מספר גרגרי החול ביקום,
 במאה ה–3 לפנה׳׳ס. המחשב המכני–אנלוגי העתיק שידוע היום הוא האנטיקיתרה, שנבנה במאה ה–1 לפנה׳׳ס ושוחזר

 בשנים האחרונות. היא כללה תצוגות של מופעי הירח, ליקוי המאורות, ואת עמדותיהם של כוכבי הלכת הנראים.

         בתחילת המאה ה–19 הציג דויד הילברט, בין בעיות אחרות, את הבעיה המפורסמת שלו הנקרא ״אנטשיידונזפרובלם״.
 זהו אתגר מחקרי למציאת פרוצדורה שתוכל להכריע תקיפות או ספיקות לכל נוסחה לוגית בתחשיב מסדר ראשון.

 בדרכו לפתרון לבעיה זו, אלן טורינג, במאמרו המהפכני, הציג מודל חישובי פורמלי, שקוראים לו היום ״מכונת טורינג״.
 במהלך העשורים הבאים, הרבה מדענים מבריקים, כמו קולמוגורוב, שאונהג, קוק ורקחשואו הציעו מודלים

 אלטרנטיביים לחישוב אפקטיבי.

 אומנם מאז הרעיון של מה מהווה חישוב התפתח (וממשיך להתפתח) במהירות. היום, חישוב מגיע בהרבה   טעמים
 שונים: הגרסה הסדרתית הקלסית; גרסאות אנלוגיות או היברידית; גרסאות מקביליות ומבוזרות. יתר על כן, כמעט כל

 תהליך טבעי עשוי להיחשב כמערכת מתפתחת של חישוב היברידי (דיסקרטי ואנלוגי). מערכות מתפתחות
    מודרניות–בהיותן פיזיות, ביולוגיות, או חישוביות–הן בדרך כלל ניתנות לצפייה בהרבה רמות שונות של הפשטה.

 מטרת העל שלנו במחקר זה היא לנתח את ההיבטים הבסיסיים של הפרדיגמות החישוביות השונות אלה, לאחד אותם
 תחת פורמליזם משותף, ולהבין את השלכותיהם על שאלות של אפקטיביות וסיבוכיות. בפרט, אנחנו חוקרים את מנגנוני

 חישוב מקביליים, מבוזרים, והיברידיים.

 נטען באופן משכנע על ידי גורביץ׳ (נובא על ידי פוסט) שמבנים לוגיים הם הדרך הנכונה להציג מצבים אלגוריתמיים
 מתפתחים, בדיוק כפי שהם מושלמים עבור לכידת המאפיינים הבולטים של ישויות סטטיות. בהתבסס על התובנה הזו
 ועל הפורמליזציה של מה זה אומר עבור אלגוריתם להיות נשלט על ידי טקסט סופי, גורביץ׳ סיפק את ההגדרה הגנרית
 והכללית ביותר של מה מהווה אלגוריתם סדרתי קלאסי. המודל שלו תופש את ההתנהגות האלגוריתמית בכל רמה של

  .הפשטה שהיא טבעית לכל אלגוריתם מסוים

 בעבודה זו, אנו מפתחים את רעיונותיו הלאה. אנו מספקים הגדרה באותו סיגנון עבור אלגוריתמים מקביליים גנריים
 ומוכיחים שהאבולוציה של כל מערכת שעומדת בקריטריונים של האקסיומטיזציה שלנו היא אכן מכאנית. אנו מכלילים
 את הגדרת האפקטיבית, שניתנה על ידי בוקר ודרשוביץ, כדי לכסות חשיבות ביחס לאורקלים. אנו משתמשים בהגדרה

 המקורית של אפקטיביות כדי לספק מושג כללי של סיבוכיות של אלגוריתמים אפקטיביים. עם הנ׳׳ל ביד, אנחנו
 מוכיחים שתי תוצאות: כל אלגוריתם ניתן לסימלוץ על ידי מכונת גישה אקראית עם תקורת זמן ריצה שהיא גורם כפלי
 קבוע; כמו כן, כל אלגוריתם מקבילי אפקטיבי ניתן לסמלץ על ידי מכונת גישה אקראית מקבילה עם תקורה פולילוגית
 גם בזמן הריצה וגם במספר המעבדים. העובדה האחרונה מובילה גם למסקנה שזיכרון פולינומיאלי של טורינג שקול

 לזמן מקבילי, בהתניה שמספר המעבדים של האלגוריתם המקבילי הוא אינו על–אקספוננציאלי.

 באותו מאמר פורץ-דרך, טורינג מגדיר מכונה אוניברסלית, אשר ביכולתה לדמות כל חישוב אחר. בעבודה זו אנו
 מציעים רעיון מקביל של אוניברסליות על תחומים שרירותיים. אנחנו גם מתיחסים לנושא ״יושר״ של ייצוגים. נושא



 נוסף של יושר שאנו מעלים הוא ייצוג הולם של תחומיים אפקטיביים. מושג האפקטיביות של תחום מניח מראש שיש
 סדר בין האיברים, סדר שעלול להחביא מידע לא צפוי, ואפילו לא ניתן לחישוב, שאלגוריתם עלול לנצלו. כמו כן, סדר
 שֹל תחום הוא לא תמיד טבעי; למשל, לגרף אין באופן טבעי כל סדר על הצמתים שלו. כדרך להתגבר על זה, גורביץ׳

 הציע את ההגדרה של תחומים לא מסודרים ״הוגנים״ כלליים. אנחנו מגדירים מודל חישובי חלופי, אוטומט תאי דינמי,
 ומוכיחים כי אוטומטים אלו מסמלצים תחומים לא מסודרות. לפיכך, מודל זה יכול לשמש לחישובים מעל תחומים בלתי

 מסודרים הוגנים.
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 תקציר

המושג אשר היום מהווה חישוב התפתח במהירות משך העשורים האחרונים.  כיום חישוב מגיע בכמה טעמים: 

הבדידה הקלאסית, הגרסה הרציפה, תצורה אנלוגית או היברידית, המקבילי והמבוזר. המטרה המקיפה שלנו 

במחקר זה היא לנתח את ההיבטים הבסיסיים של פרדיגמות חישוביות שונות אלו ולהבין את ההשלכות שלהן 

על שאלות של אפקטיביות וסיבוכיות. קו חקירה בסיסי זה הוא בעל פוטנציאל להשפיע על שפות מפרט 

ותכנות, בניית אבות-טיפוס וכלים לפיתוח תוכנה. 

דונלד קנות׳ [76] כותב: ״אלגוריתמים הם מושגים שיש להם קיום מובדל מכל שפת תכנות...אלגוריתמים 

התקיימו הרבה לפני שטורינג ועמיתיו ניסחו אותם , כמו שמושג המספר ׳שתיים׳ התקיים הרבה לפני שכותבי 

ספרי הלימוד לכיתה א' ואנשי לוגיקה מתמטית נתנו לו הגדרה מדויקת.״ 

אכן, אלגוריתמים התקיימו הרבה לפני שטורינג המציא את המכונות שלו. למרות שחסרה לנו אינפורמציה 

מפורטת אודות המתמטיקה שפותחה על ידי המצרים הקדמונים לפני כ- 5000 שנה, אנו כן יודעים שהם 

השתמשו בהצגה עשרונית למספרים טבעיים וכי היה להם אלגוריתם ליניארי עבור כפל, שהתבסס על היכולת 

להכפיל ולחלק בשתיים לצד חיבור. ידוע הרבה יותר על המתמטיקה שפותחה לפני כ- 4000 שנה על ידי 

הבבלים. כפי שיכולים לראות מלוחות חימר שנמצאו במאה ה- 19, הם השתמשו במערכת מספרית על בסיס 

60 . ב- [75] קנות׳ מתאר כמה מהאלגוריתמים שלהם. לא היה להם סימון אלגברי, אולם הם תיארו נוסחאות 

בתור רשימות של צעדים של כללי חישוב. ניתן לחשוב על כך כצורה של תכנות עתיק. חישובים אלו הם 

ליניאריים. כפי שמציין זאת קנות', בחישוב יש רק רמז קל לשימוש בהתניות. כלומר באלגוריתמים של 

חילוק, היו תהליכי חישובים שונים אם המספר ההפוך של המכנה לא הופיע בלוח. קנות׳ מציע שהמתמטיקה 

המודרנית שלנו מושרשת עמוקות בידע עתיק כזה. מאידך, במתמטיקה של היוונים העתיקים, הידועה בערך 

מהמאה השלישית לפנה"ס, מוצאים התניות בצורה נרחבת. דוגמה בולטת היא האלגוריתם הידוע של 

אוקלידס, לצורך חישוב המכנה המשותף הגדול ביותר. הגיאומטריה של אוקלידס משתמשת באלגוריתמים 

במונחים של פעולות סרגל ומחוגה, שהם דוגמאות נהדרות לאלגוריתמים לא אפקטיביים, בתקופה בה הרעיון 

של אלגוריתם עדיין לא היה מפותח היטיב. (הספר של אל-ח'ואריזמי פורסם במאה התשיעית.) 

ב- [61] הציע גורביץ' יצירת אקסיומות של חישוב סדרתי, המקביל לרעיון הקלאסי של אלגוריתם. 

פורמליזציה זו פועלת על פני תחומים כלשהם. גורביץ' הוכיח שניתן לתאר תחבירית כל מערכת מעברים, 



שהיא עונה על אקסיומות אלו, בתור מכונת מצבים מופשט (ASM), מודל גנרי של חישוב, על פני אותה 

מילון. בתיאור גס, למכונה זו יש שתי פעולות עיקריות: היא יכולה להשוות ערכי שמות עצם כדי לקבוע את 

המצב הנוכחי, והיא יכולה לבצע השמות לעדכון המצב. 

תוכננו הרבה מכשירים מכאניים למטרות חישוב ספציפיות, החל מהחשבונייה ועד למחשב הצעדים של 

לייבניץ, שחישב הכפלה, וכלה במחשבונים חשבוניים במאה העשרים כגון הקורטה. יתכן והכלי העתיק 

המרשים ביותר הוא מכניזם האנטיקיתרה שנבנה מחדש לאחרונה, הכולל תצוגה של מופעי הירח, חיזויי 

ליקויי מאורות והמיקומים של כוכבי הלכת הנראים [108]. 

נראה כי ההצעה הראשונה של מכשיר חישוב אוניברסאלי היא המנוע האנליטי של צ'רלס בבג', עליו עדה 

אוגוסטוסה לאבלס העירה את ההערות הבאות [81]: [הוא עבור] פיתוח ועריכת טבלה של כל פונקציה 

שהיא… המנוע הוא הביטוי החומרי של כל פונקציה לא מוגדרת של כל דרגת הכללה ומורכבות…. 

אנשים רבים שאינם בקיאים במחקרים מתמטיים מדמיינים כי משום שתפקיד המנוע הוא לתת את התוצאות 

שלו בסימון מתמטי, לפיכך אופי התהליכים שלו צריך להיות חשבוני ומספרי ולא אלגברי ואנליטי. זוהי 

שגיאה. המנוע יכול לסדר ולשלב את הכמויות המספריות שלו בדיוק כאילו היו אותיות או כל סמל אחר; 

ולמעשה דבר זה יכול לתת תוצאות בסימונים אלגבריים אם היו נוקטים באמצעים הולמים. 

תכנון עדכני נוסף: ב- 1982 פרדקין וטופולי [47] תיארו מודל מכאני שהיה בנוי מכדורי ביליארד ומכשולים 

מצולעים, והוכיחו ,לפחות בהיבט התפיסתי, שהוא יכול לסמלץ כל מכונת טורינג הפיכה שרצה עם זכרון 

פולינומיאלי. 

הפיזיקאי הידוע, פרימן דייסון, כתב ב- Edge [13 במרץ,2001]: ״שתי הדרכים לעיבוד מידע הן האנלוגית 

והדיגיטאלית. תקליט נותן לנו מוזיקה בצורה אנלוגית, תקליטור נותן לנו מוזיקה בצורה דיגיטאלית. סרגל 

חישוב מבצע הכפלה וחילוק בצורה אנלוגית, מחשב אלקטרוני או מחשב עושה זאת בצורה דיגיטאלית.״ 

הדוגמאות של דייסון ממחישות שני ממדים של מה שנחשב לאנלוגי. סרגל חישוב הוא אנלוגי היות והחישובים 

פועלים עם אורכי אינטרוולים האנלוגיים לערכים הממשיים בהם מתעניינים. כך, הוא מחשב הערכות 

הכרוכות בכמויות רציפות, אך צעדי החישוב הם בדידים וסדרתיים. היבט זה של חישוב אנלוגי מכונה מרחב 

רציף, היות והוא פועל על פני תחום שלא ניתן לספור אותו. תקליטור מקליט ומייצר ערכים בדידים, אך הוא 

מסתובב ברציפות וכך הפעולות שלו מתרחשות ברגעי זמן רציפים. מצד שני, תקליט ויניל לא רק שפועל בזמן 

רציף ממשי, אלא גם מייצר מיקומים מחודשים בכל רגע נתון, באופן שתנועות המחט הן אנלוגיות לגלי הקול. 



וכמובן, מחשבון פשוט הוא דיגיטאלי לחלוטין. מערכות היברידיות, כמו רובוטים, משלבות היבטים של 

פרדיגמות חישוב דיגיטאליות ואנלוגיות כאחת. 

מודל הזמן הרציף האוניברסאלית הידוע ביותר הוא המנתח הדיפרנציאלי פורץ-הדרך של וונבר בוש מ- 

1931 [23]. לפניו היו כלים אנלוגיים בעלי מטרה ספציפית, כולל הפסקלין, מכונת חישוב של פסקל, מ- 

1642, והפלנימטר של ג'והן מרטין הרמן, מ- 1814. ב- 1941 הציע שאנון [99] את המחשב האנלוגי 

למטרות כלליות GPAC  בתור מודל תיאורטי של המנתח הדיפרנציאלי, וקבע כי הוא יוצר בדיוק את מחלקת 

הפונקציות האלגבריות הגזירות [86]. לאחרונה הוגדרה מחלקה חזקה יותר של GPAC על ידי גראסה 

וקוסטה [58]. בורנה [21] הראה כי, על ידי התחשבות ברעיון של חישוב המקבל השראה מאנליזה 

רקורסיבית [57], פונקציות ה- GPAC הניתנות לחישוב הן בדיוק הפונקציות הניתנות לחישוב מעל 

הממשיים. במובן הזה פונקציית גמה היא ניתנת לחישוב, אך לא במודל המקורי של שאנון [94]. רובל [95] 

הציע הרחבה ל- GPAC המקורי של שאנון, שנקראת המחשב האנלוגי המורחב, שיש לו פעולות נוספות 

לפתרון בעיות ערכי גבול או להתחשב בגבולות אינסופיות, והרחבה זו יושמה [82]. לסקרים אודות חישובים 

אנלוגיים ראה [20,79]. 

חישובי מרחב רציף וזמן רציף זוכים שניהם לגידול בחשיבות, במיוחד בעולם מודרני זה של מערכות 

היברידיות. כדוגמה, מודל בלום-שוב-שמאל [13] היא שפת תכנות סדרתית הפועלת במרחב רציף ומתירה 

מבחני שוויון בין ערכים ממשיים. תכנות עם זמן ממשי (כגון [102]) הוא צורה מתונה יחסית של תכנות בזמן 

רציף, בה יש צורך להתחשב בזמן הנחוץ לכל פעולה. בנוסף, מודלים של חישוב בזמן רציף כוללים רשתות 

נוירונים [59] ומערכות שניתן לבנות אותן על ידי שימוש בכלים אנלוגיים אלקטרונים. 

ניתן לראות מערכות מתפתחות - בין אם הן פיזיות, ביולוגיות או חישוביות - בהרבה רמות הפשטה שונות. 

כדוגמה, נדמיין מערכת אקולוגית סגורה. אקולוג מתבונן על זנים, אוכלוסיות והאינטראקציות ביניהן; ניתן 

לערוך מודל על צמיחת אוכלוסייה על ידי משוואות של טורף-נטרף ואחרות. ביולוגית תיקח נקודת מבט שונה, 

שתתבסס על האורגניזם האינדיבידואלי, כדוגמה - היא עשויה לפתח מודל קינטי להשרצה. על רמה נמוכה 

עוד יותר, ביוכימאי רואה מערכות תא שיש להן אינטראקציה; הוא עשוי להשתמש במשוואה של תגובת 

דיפוזיה כדי לתאר את התפתחות הצבע על פרוות חיה. כימאי מתבונן על הריאקציות ברמה המולקולארית; 

הפיזיקאי רואה אטומים והשלכותיהם. המכנה המשותף של כל נקודות המבט הללו הוא של מורכבות 

אובייקטים שמתפתחים לאורך זמן זה עם זה ועם הסביבה שלהם לפי מערכת כללים קבועה. כפי שהבחין בכך 

גלילאו, ״ספר״ ההוראות של היקום כתוב בשפה מתמטית. זה הוא הרעיון הגנרי של מערכת של אובייקטים 

בעלי אינטראקציה שאותו אנו מחפשים לתפוס בעבודה זו. 



ישנן רמות מרובות בהן ניתן להבין את אותה המערכת הכוללת הנחוצה למכניזם מופשט. פיזיקה אטומית אינה 

רלוונטית עבור האקולוג, נקודת המבט שיש לאקולוג לגבי המערכת תהייה זהה ללא קשר למצב בו מופעל או 

לא מופעל מודל סטנדרטי של פיזיקה קוואנטית. המשמעות היא כי ברמה האקולוגית יש לעצב את התנהגות 

הישויות ללא תלות במודל הפיזיקאלי שבבסיסן, זה שמסביר בתוך הדרישה לפיה תבניות של סטאטוס קוו 

סגורות איזומורפית (דבר שגורם להן להתעלם מהאופן בו ערכי התחום בו הם עוסקים מיושמים בפועל)  וכי 

ההתפתחות שלהן מכבדת את אותן איזומרפיה. הדגישו פעמים רבות את החשיבות של שונות פנימית 

איזומרפית למטרות הפשטה [64 ,54 ,27]. 

גורביץ' [61] טען בצורה משכנעת (כמו פוסט לפניו [85]) כי מבנים לוגיים הם הדרך הנכונה להבין מצבים 

מפתחים של אלגוריתמים, כמו שהם אידיאליים לתפישת המאפיינים הרלוונטיים של ישויות סטאטיות. המבנה 

מאחסן את ערכי הרכיבים (שנלקחים מתחום המבנה) של המצב והם מתעדכנים במהלך החישוב (כמו משתני 

ומוני תכנית) כמו גם את יכולות התפקוד של המצב (כמו היכולת לביצוע חשבון). 

בכל רמה במערכת הדוגמה שלנו ישנן ישויות בעלות אינטראקציה; אוכלוסיות יוצרות אינטראקציה ברמה 

האקולוגית, אורגניזם ברמה הביולוגית, תאים ברמה הביוכימית וכד'. הישויות בעלות האינטראקציה לא 

חייבות להיות בעלות התנהגות "אלגוריתמית". ניתן לטפל גם בהיבטים של הסביבה החיצונית (כמו תנאי מזג 

אוויר) כישויות בעלות רכיבי אלגוריתמים המחלקים מידע. לפיכך, אנו זקוקים למודל תקשורת בין ישויות, 

אליהן נתייחס כ-״תאים״, בנוסף למודל של ההתפתחות האינדיבידואלית שלהם. למטרה זו נוכל לאפשר 

נגישות של בקרת תא אחד אל ערכים שנמצאים בתא אחר - נקודת מבט של זיכרון משותף - או לבקש ערכים 

מתא אחר - מסגרת מבוססת מסרים. בדומה, נוכל להרשות לתא אחד לקבוע ערכים בתא אחר או לבקש את 

אותם שינויים מהתא האחר (שוב בתלות של נקודת המבט). 

הרבה מערכות, טבעיות או מלאכותיות, יוצרות ישויות חדשות כאשר הן מתפתחות. לפיכך, יהיה עלינו למדל 

את ה-"לידה" של תאי רכיב חדשים. אלמלא אינטראקציה אפשרית עם סוכנים חיצוניים ולידת רכיבים 

חדשים, היינו מתפתים לראות במערכת תוכנה "אורגניזם" גלובאלי גדול ומתפתח, ולא תלכיד של הרבה תאים 

בודדים היוצרים אינטראקציה. המסגרת של גורביץ' [7-9, 11, 12] התחשבה באינטראקציה ושיתוף פעולה. 

ב- 1900 דוד הילברט הציב בפני עולם המתמטיקה, בין שאר הבעיות, את האתגר של כיצד יש לקבוע בצורה 

אפקטיבית האם לרב-איבר עם מקדמים שלמים יש שורשים שלמים [68]. מאוחר יותר, הוא וויליהלם אקרמן 

הדגישו את חשיבות בעיית ההכרעה לתקפות של לוגיקת הפרדיקטים (מסדר ראשון), אותה הם כינו ה- 

Entscheidungsproblem [27, עמ' 74-73]. 



הילברט חיפש פרוצדורה אפקטיבית שתוכל לפתור כל מקרה של שאלת תקפות, חיובי או שלילי: "אנו מניחים 

כי יש לנו את היכולת לתת לדברים שמות לפי סימנים, כך שנוכל לזהות אותם שוב. אזי, עם סימנים אלו נוכל 

לבצע פעולות שהן אנלוגיות לאלו של אריתמטיקה ואשר מצייתות לחוקים אנלוגים" (מצוטט ב [105]). דבר 

זה מדגיש את השאלה, ״מהו אלגוריתם אפקטיבי?״. 

ב- 1936 אלונזו צ'רץ' הציע כי הפונקציות הרקורסיביות, או פונקציות למדא מספריות, תופסות את המושג 

שאליו התכוונו כשדברו אודות תהליך "הניתן לחישוב אפקטיבי" [27, עמ' 356]. אלן טורינג [110] הציע כי 

 Logical (LCM)  ,ניתן לחשב את כל הפונקציות ברות החישוב על ידי מכונות חישוב פורמאליות

Computing Machines, אותן הציע, ושכיום אנו מכנים "מכונות טורינג", מודל שהתקבל כמעט ללא 

עוררין כבעל משמעות נרדפת לחישוב אפקטיבי. אם נצטט את טורינג עצמו ב- 1948 [112]: ״מכונות חישוב 

לוגיות [כלומר, מה שכיום מכנים ״מכונות טורינג״] יכולות לעשות כל דבר שניתן לתאר אותו בתור ׳כלל 

אצבע׳ או ׳מכאני לחלוטין׳. דבר זה מבוסס דיו עד כי כיום מוסכם בקרב אנשי לוגיקה כי ניתן לחישוב 

באמצעות LCM הוא הביטוי הנכון של משפטים כאלו.״ 

מכונות טורינג מספקות מודל חישובי לפונקציות מעל מחרוזות ופונקציות רקורסיביות למספרים טבעיים. 

אולם יכולת חישוב הוא מושג כללי יותר מאשר רקורסיביות או יכולת חישוב של טורינג. בוקר ודרשוביץ 

[16] הציעו דרך מבוססת להשוות כוח החישוב של מודלים שונים של חישוב. הדבר הוביל לעריכת אקסיומות 

בסגנון ASM של אלגוריתמים אפקטיביים [17,40]. ההבדל העיקרי של סוג זה הוא בכך שהתחום של כל 

מכונה ניתן לבנייה לפי המילון שלו. שלא כמו הניתוח של טורינג [110], והכללות שבאו לאחר מכן [51, 

77 ,78, 103, 104, 106 , 107], אקסיומות אלו של חישוב אפקטיבי הן, בו זמנית, גם פורמאליות וגם 

גנריות. הן פורמאליות בכך שניתן לגבש אותן בתור הגדרות מתמטיקאיות מדויקות; הן גנריות בכך שהן 

ישימות לחישובים בעלי מצבים כלשהם ומעברי-מצב כלשהם הניתנים לתכנות. 

מעבר לכך, טורינג הרחיב את רעיון יכולת החישוב למכונות שניתנה להן יכולת לפנות לאוב ולקבל תשובות 

שעבורן לא יכולים להיות אמצעים אפקטיביים למתן תשובות. אנו מרחיבים את ההגדרה שניתנה על ידי בוקר 

ודרשוביץ כך שתכלול חישוב מעל אורקלים (פרק 3). 

ב- 1978 פורצן וויילי העניקו למודל זיכרון גישה אקראית ריבוי מעבדים שעובדים בו זמנית ומתוזמנים על 

ידי שעון משותף. אנו מכנים כיום את המודל הזה מכונת הגישה האקראית המקבילה PRAM. מודל זה זכה 

לתשומת לב רבה ומודלים מקבילים שונים פותחו מאז. ב- 1979 תיאר המרלינג מודל עם רכיבים שהם 

אוטומטיים סופיים הפועלים על סרט משותף אחד. ב- 1984 ויידרמן הכליל רעיון זה למכונת טורינג מקבילה. 



מאמץ נוסף נעשה להכליל את הרעיון של חישוב מקבילי. גולדשלאגר תיאר ב- [55] מודל שיש בו מעבדים 

כמעט זהים בכך שכולם מתחילים בו זמנית בהתחלת החישוב ומתקשרים באמצעות זיכרון משותף. גליל ופול 

[10] תיארו מודל חישוב שיש לו מעבדים דומים המתחילים ביחד ומתקשרים דרך ערוצים ישירים של מעבד 

אל מעבד. מנקודת מבט אינטואיטיבית, חישוב מקבילי מכיל אוסף של מעבדים שכולם מבצעים את אותו 

האלגוריתם ובדרך כלשהי משתפים פעולה כדי להחליף תוצאות. 

כל המודלים לעיל פועלים על פני תחומים קלאסיים; שרשראות או מספרים טבעיים. ב- [10] בלאס 

וגורביץ' [10,6] אפיינו בהצלחה אלגוריתמים מקבילים בתוך מסגרת ה- ASM. קשה להתאים את גישתם, 

בהיותה פורמאלית וגנרית, אל המקרה האפקטיבי, משום שימוש חזק ברבי-קבוצה. לפיכך אנו מציעים אפיון 

חלופי של אלגוריתם מקבילי, גם הוא בתוך מסגרת ה- ASM. המודל שלנו הוא פשוט יותר מזה של בלאס 

וגורביץ' עבור המקרים בהם אנו עוסקים, אך הוא מוגבל רק למודל של זיכרון משותף והוא גם מגביל את 

מספר התהליכים. מצד שני, במודל שלנו, האלגוריתמים אינם חייבים כלל להתעסק עם מזהים של תהליכים  

ומספר התהליכים בצעד הראשון הוא לא מוגבל ויכול להיות מכל עוצמה. אנו מספקים שפת תכנות חלופית, 

שונה במעט מאשר הציעו בלאס וגורביץ', ומוכיחים כי ניתן לתאר את ההתפתחות של כל מערכת חישובית 

המקיימת את האקסיומות שלנו על ידי פקודה בשפה שלנו (פרק 6). 

באותו מאמר פורץ דרך [110] בו הוא המציא את מכונת טורינג ופתר את בעיית ה- 

Entscheidungsproblem, מציע טורינג רעיון של מכונה אוניברסאלית - מכונה אחת היכולה לבצע כל 

חישוב. נחקר הרעיון של מכונה אוניברסאלית בשני תחומים קלאסיים; דוויס [32] ורוג'ר [92] הציעו הגדרות 

כלליות של אוניברסאליות למכונות טורינג ולפונקציות רקורסיביות חלקיות, בהתאמה. אנו מרחיבים את 

רעיון האוניברסאליות לקבוצות כלשהן של פונקציות על פני תחומים כלשהם, תוך כדי שאנו מתייחסים 

לשאלות של "הגינות" של תצוגות התחומים שלעיתים קרובות מתעלמים מהן (פרק 4). 

חוסר היעילות של מכונות טורינג הוביל לפיתוח של מודלים יעילים יותר. ב- 1971 פיתחו הרטמניס [66] 

וקוק ורקהוב [30] את מודל מכונת זיכרון גישה אקראית (RAM) למטרת מדידת סיבוכיות חישובית של 

אלגוריתמים. מודל תיאורטי זה קרוב ברוחו לתכנון של ארכיטקטורה מודרנית של מחשבים , בסגנון של 

וון-ניומן, ומשמש כמדד מציאותי יותר של שימוש במשאבי מרחב וזמן אסימפטוטיים מאשר מכונות טורינג. 

אמנם, מודל ה- RAM הפך עם הזמן להיות המודל הסטנדרטי לניתוח אלגוריתמים קונקרטיים. בכל אופן, 

עדיין ניתן להעלות על הדעת שמתקיים סוג מודל כלשהו שהוא מתוחכם יותר מאשר ה- RAM, כזה המאפשר 

אלגוריתמים יותר יעילים מבחינת זמן, ושעדיין נתפסים כ-"מתקבלים על הדעת". אנו מוכיחים כי אין זה 

אפשרי (פרק 7). 



לפי טבעו, כל מודל אפקטיבי פועל בתחום מסודר. בהיותו יחס לא טריוויאלי, סדר יכול להסתיר מידע לא 

טריוויאלי ואפילו כזה שאינו ניתן לחישוב. ואלגוריתם יכול לנצל סדר זה. לפיכך, האתגר הבא שלנו הוא 

להוכיח שניתן לחשב כל פונקציה שהיא ברת חישוב על פני תחום לא מסודר על ידי RAM וזאת רק במחיר 

תקורה קטן של זמן. כדי לעשות זאת נשתמש באלגוריתמים על פני תחום לא מסודר, כפי שהוגדרו ב- [11]. 

אתגר נוסף הוא לנצל את כוח החישוב של מודלים אפקטיביים לא קלאסיים כמו מכונות מקביליות ומבוזרות. 

כמוצהר על ידי פרברי [83]: ״התזה המורחבת של צ'רץ'-טורינג מצהירה ...כי זמן בכל מודלים, ׳הגיוניים׳ של 

מכונות ביחס פולינומיאלי.״ כדי לבסס גרסה זו עבור מכונות מקבילות, אנו משתמשים בהצרנה שלנו למושג 

של אלגוריתמים מקביליים, אך מגבילים אותה לסוג של אלגוריתמים מקבילים אפקטיביים. אנו חוקרים אם 

 .PRAM -אותם אלגוריתמים הם שווי כוח למודלים קלאסיים מקביליים, כמו ה

 סיכום פרקי תזה ותוצאות

פרק 1: מתאר התזה הנוכחית. 

פרק 2, מה הוא אלגוריתם סדרתי? אלגברה מתפתחת, כפי שהומצאה על ידי יורי גורביץ' [60], מהווה מודל 

כללי ביותר של חישוב, כזה שיכול לפעול בכל רמה רצויה של הפשטה, עבור כל מבנה נתונים ואוסף פקודות. 

כל המודלים הרגילים של חישוב הם מקרים פרטיים של פרדיגמה גנרית זו. מאוחר יותר, גורביץ' [61] ניסח 

אקסיומות של אלגוריתמים סדרתיים והוכיח כי ההתפתחות של המצבים של אלגוריתמים כאלו יכולה להילכד 

על ידי תכניות של מכונת ASM, והוכיח כי ניתן לתאר את ההתפתחות בצורה מכאנית טהורה. בפרק זה ניתן 

סקירה של השיקולים הבסיסיים שבבסיס מודל זה, שממנו העבודה שלנו נמשכת. 

פרק 3, מה הוא אלגוריתם אפקטיבי? ב- [15,18] בוקר ודרשוביץ מציגים אקסיומה נוספת עבור אפקטיביות, 

שהיא גם פורמאלית וגם גנרית. בעבודה הנוכחית אנו נאמץ פורמליזציה זו. בפרק הנוכחי אנו נכליל רעיון זה 

עם הגדרה גנרית של אפקטיביות יחסית לתפעול אורקל. עבודה זו פורסמה ב- [37]. 

פרק 4, אוניברסאליות: אלן טורינג במאמרו פורץ הדרך מ 1936, על חוסר הכריעות של בעיית העצירה –  

ובעיית Entscheidungsproblem [110] המציא גם את רעיון המכונה האוניברסאלית. ישנם שני תחומים 

שהם סטנדרטיים בדיונים על יכולת חישוב; (א) מחרוזות סופיות מעל אלפבית סופי - עבורן פונקציות חלקיות 

הניתנות לחישוב של טורינג הן האפקטיביות, ו-(ב) המספרים הטבעיים - עבורם מזוהות הפונקציות 

האפקטיביות עם הפונקציות הרקורסיביות החלקיות. אנו מכלילים את רעיון האוניברסאליות לפונקציות על 



פני תחומים כלשהם, תוך טיפול בשאלות, שהתעלמו מהן לעיתים קרובות, של ה-"הגינות" של הצגות 

תחומים. העבודה הזו תוארה ב- [40]. 

פרק 5, מערכות גנריות מתפתחות: ב- [35] הציג דרשוביץ סכמה של מערכות גנריות מתפתחות. אותן 

מערכות מורכבות מתאים משתפי פעולה. בכל תא יש נתונים מקומיים מסוימים והוא יכול להתפתח בצורה 

המיוחדת שלו. למערכות יש זיכרון משותף, שהוא נגיש על ידי כל התאים. בנוסף, תאים יכולים לתקשר דרך 

העברת מסרים. יש תאים שהם מחוברים על ידי ערוצים אלו ויכולים להשתמש בהם כדי להעביר מסרים זה 

לזה. בחלק הנוכחי אנו מציגים גרסה מורחבת של מודל זה, שטרם פורסם. 

פרק 6, מה הוא אלגוריתם מקביל? בפרק זה אנו מציגים אלגוריתמים מקביליים כמקרה מיוחד של מערכות 

גנריות מתפתחות, בהן בכל תקתוק של שעון רגיל כל תא מבצע בדיוק צעד אחד של אלגוריתם סדרתי משותף 

ויכול לייצר מספר מוגבל של תאי וולד. אנו מוכיחים, בדומה ל- [61], כי ניתן ללכוד התפתחות של מערכת 

כזו על ידי תכנית סופית. עבודה זו פורסמה ב- [39]. 

פרק 7, תיזת חישוב מורחבת: בפרק 2 תיארנו אלגוריתם גנרי קלאסי והגבלנו אותו לסוג האפקטיבי בפרק 3. 

בחלק הראשון של פרק זה נגדיר רעיון גנרי של סיבוכיות לאלגוריתמים אפקטיביים קלאסיים ונוכיח כי ניתן 

לחקות אלגוריתם כזה על ידי RAM רק עם תקורה ליניארית. תוצאה מוחלשת מעט פורסמה ב- [36]. בפרק 

6 אנו מספקים רעיון של אלגוריתם גנרי מקבילי ואת ההגבלה שלו לאלגוריתמים אפקטיביים. בחלק השני של 

פרק זה נגדיר רעיון הולם של סיבוכיות עבור אלגוריתמים אפקטיביים מקביליים. אנו מוכיחים כי ניתן לסמלץ 

כל אלגוריתם אפקטיבי מקבילי עם P(n) תאים וסיבוכיות זמן T(n) על ידי PRAM עם מחיר בזמן שהוא 

פולי-לוג ב- P(n) וב- T(n). אנו מסיקים כי ניתן לחקות כל אלגוריתם אפקטיבי מקבילי בעל לא יותר ממספר 

מעריכי של תאים על ידי PRAM שיש לו רק עלות זמן פולינומינאלית. מזאת אנו מסיקים כי זמן מקבילי 

פולינומיאלי שקול למקום פולינומיאלי של מכונת טורינג. 

פרק 8, אוטומט תאי: בפרק זה נציג מקרה מיוחד של מערכות גנריות מתפתחות, מכונת אוטומט תאי דינאמי. 

במודל זה כל תא נמצא בתוך מערכת מוגדרת מראש של מצבים. בכל צעד, תא פעיל אחד עורך מספר מוגבל 

של שינויים בסביבה הסגורה שלו. אנו מראים כי מודל זה תופש את האלגוריתמים הקלאסיים מעל תחומים 

לא מסודרים. עבודה זו פורסמה ב- [38]. 

פרק 9, זמן רציף: אנו מאמינים שניתן להצרין גם תהליכי זמן-רציף בתוך מסגרת ASM. החשיבות של 

המאמצים שלנו נמצאת בבניית יסודות לתכנון שפות מפרט ותכנות ולבניית כלים להבנת חישוב אנלוגי 

והיברידי, פרדיגמות שהן כיום קריטיות. לכידת הרעיון של אלגוריתם וחישוב למערכות אנלוגיות הוא גם צעד 



ראשון לקראת הבנה טובה יותר של תיאוריית חישוביות למערכות זמן רציף. בפרק הנוכחי אנו מאמצים 

ומרחיבים רעיונות מהעבודה על ASM למקרה האנלוגי, כלומר, מרעיונות של אלגוריתמים דיגיטאליים 

לרעיונות אנלוגיים למערכות אנלוגיות. אנו מספקים אקסיומות למודלים גנריים אנלוגיים. עבודה זו פורסמה 

ב- [22]. 

פרק 10, מסקנות ועבודה עתידית: אנו סוגרים עם סיכום קצר על התרומות של מחקר זה וכמה רעיונות 

לעבודה עתידית.  
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